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ABSTRACT
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk prediction equations have traditionally been clinicallyfocused and not ideally suited to inform population-wide health policy. The aim of this thesis
was to determine whether policy-focused CVD risk equations could be developed, validated
and applied in Aotearoa New Zealand. ‘Policy-focused’ equations in this thesis were defined as
equations that can inform health planning for populations at a national, regional or
organisational level, to reduce the burden of CVD. The thesis comprised five data linkage
studies: i) construction of a novel entire-population cohort; ii) investigation of the importance of
CVD preventive pharmacotherapy changes for risk modelling; iii) development and validation of
new policy-focused CVD risk equations; and iv) two applications of the new equations.

Anonymised individual-level linkage of eight national routinely collected health databases
identified a cohort of 2,543,577 New Zealanders (85%) aged ≥20 years in 2006 with five years
follow-up of CVD hospitalisations, deaths and pharmacotherapy dispensing. Among around
1.75 million 30-74 year-olds without CVD from this 2006 cohort, one in five were dispensed
baseline CVD preventive pharmacotherapy with only modest medication changes
subsequently observed over five years. Sex-specific equations estimating 5-year risk of CVD
hospitalisation or death were developed with Cox regression from this primary prevention subcohort using eight pre-specified predictors routinely collected for all New Zealanders. Accurate
calibration and risk discrimination were observed in national, regional, ethnic and age-specific
populations, in deprivation quintiles and according to baseline medication dispensing.
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The first application of the equations examined their performance among people aged 75-89
years without CVD in 2006. Progressively worsening calibration and discrimination of the new
equations were demonstrated with increasing age. The second application involved the
development of a new 2013 national primary prevention cohort of 2.25 million 30-74 year-olds
from the Statistics New Zealand Integrated Data Infrastructure, and investigation of medication
management according to CVD risk. CVD pharmacotherapy was strongly associated with
predicted CVD risk and, once commenced, was generally continued. However, only half of
high-risk individuals received recommended dual therapy.
This doctoral research demonstrated that relatively rich individual-level CVD-related data can
be quickly and cheaply identified from administrative health databases and used to develop
robust policy-focused CVD risk equations. The application of these equations to almost every
New Zealander in specified subpopulations indicates that CVD risk equations derived from
primarily middle-aged or early-retirement cohorts – as is standard global practice – do not
perform well among people over 75 years. Furthermore, although CVD preventive
pharmacotherapy strongly tracks CVD risk, there is still a large treatment gap among those at
highest risk. Similar policy-focused CVD risk equations could be developed in the increasing
number of countries with linkable national databases and used to identify quality improvement
opportunities for entire populations.
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CANDIDATE PERSPECTIVE
I first joined the Health Research Council-funded Vascular Informatics Using Epidemiology and
the Web (VIEW) research group based at the School of Population Health, then known as the
PREDICT group, in 2010 as a Public Health Medicine Specialist-in-training. This was my first
foray into the public health workforce. A key project that I undertook was to develop medication
dispensing variables for the PREDICT cohort, with subsequent assessment of dispensing
patterns according to risk assigned using the modified Framingham equation that was being
used in New Zealand at the time. This work, together with the broader work of the VIEW group,
sparked my interest in optimising cardiovascular prevention through insights that could be
gained from routinely collected health data.

Several key principles have recurrently guided my doctoral research with the VIEW group, and
these can be summarised in 5 ‘P’s. Firstly, it is important to engage in careful preparation of
data categorisations, definitions and variable lists, and obtain collegial review and feedback,
before commencing any work with actual data. Secondly, it is vital to consult and develop
relationships with a range of relevant people. Having access to wise colleagues who could
offer a variety of clinical, public health, data science, biostatistical, Ministry of Health and
PHARMAC perspectives strengthened the robustness and utility of this work immensely.
Thirdly, having robust processes encompassing documentation, filing of resources, data
access procedures, data management and analysis is important as questions may be raised by
colleagues, reviewers or end users (sometimes years after that part of the work is undertaken).
Fourthly, analysing and interpreting the data also requires a detailed understanding of the
pitfalls of routine data, including idiosyncrasies in data recording, what parameters are not
captured, and missing data. Finally, it is important at the outset and at every step of the
research to consider carefully what the ‘pot of gold’ at the end of the process might be and
xxx

follow-up any potential avenues. Regularly considering how the findings of each analysis could
be implemented or applied prompted me and my VIEW colleagues to explore various
opportunities with local and international research collaborators, health-focused public
organisations such as PHARMAC and also to consider how any insights could inform clinical
practice.

In addition to my interest as a Public Health Medical Specialist in the enormous potential of
population-based risk tools to heighten CVD preventive efforts in Aotearoa New Zealand, this
work has also been deeply personal. Being of Indian descent, I have grown up watching family
friends and relatives develop vascular-metabolic diseases at an alarming rate, including my
maternal grandmother who died prematurely in India from a sudden fatal CVD event. In 2016,
as I was in the process of developing the VARIANZ risk models, my mother experienced a STelevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) in Taranaki and was air-lifted to Waikato Hospital for
acute intervention. My mother recovered well, thankfully. However, engaging with CVD and
New Zealand cardiology services from the perspective of a patient and as a family member
was a useful adjunct to my previous interaction as a medical professional and researcher. The
combination of these experiences helped ground this research in a real-world context and
underscored the profound impact that reducing even one CVD outcome from the routine health
datasets can have for that individual and their whānau.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Thesis objectives

This doctoral thesis aimed to formulate robust policy-focused cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk
equations that could be applied to every adult without CVD across the entire country. ‘Policyfocused’ equations in this thesis are defined as equations that can inform health planning for
populations at a national, regional or organisational level, to reduce the burden of CVD.

The five objectives of this thesis were:
1) To develop, from anonymised linked New Zealand routine health data, national datasets
that make whole-of-country exploration of CVD-related treatment, service utilisation,
outcomes and prognosis possible;
2) To use these new datasets to examine whether modern CVD risk prediction equations
need to account for the effects of CVD pharmacotherapy at baseline and during followup;
3) To determine if it is possible to develop and validate robust CVD risk prediction
equations solely using the linked New Zealand routine health data of people aged 30-74
years (the standard age of risk assessment in this country) without prior CVD;
4) To examine the performance of the new CVD risk equations among older age groups of
individuals without prior CVD given the increasingly older age ranges being risk
assessed internationally; and
5) To apply these new risk equations across the New Zealand population without prior CVD
to assess use of pharmacotherapy for primary prevention (i.e. preventing onset) of CVD
according to risk.
1
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1.2.

Background

CVD is the most common preventable cause of mortality, and a leading cause of morbidity, in
New Zealand and in many other countries.1-3 Effective prevention and management of CVD is
important for equity of outcomes, for quality of life, and from an economic perspective. CVD
mortality in New Zealand has fallen dramatically over the last fifty years.4 This reduction in CVD
burden is, in part, due to the concerted focus over decades on prevention of this disease at a
national level – initially focused on population-based strategies and more recently also
encompassing high-risk strategies. Indeed, New Zealand has led the world in the development
and implementation of high-risk approaches to CVD prevention based on predicted multivariate
(or absolute) risk,5 6 which is now a central component of national prevention efforts.
Underpinning this high-risk approach is the principle that, although the relative risk reduction
achieved by prevention strategies is similar across the risk spectrum, those who are higher risk
will have the greatest benefit, since they will have greater absolute reductions in occurrence of
cardiovascular events.7-9

Nevertheless, the reduction in CVD burden has not been equitably shared across the New
Zealand population. Rates of CVD hospitalisations are elevated among Māori, Pacific and South
Asian peoples and the burden of CVD mortality is disproportionately borne by Māori and Pacific
communities in New Zealand compared to their European counterparts.9-12 International
research into health inequities also indicates that the inverse care law is likely to be affecting
preventive efforts in New Zealand: those most in need of prevention are the least likely to
receive it.13 Therefore, targeted preventive interventions are required to augment current
strategies if further reductions in the burden of CVD are to be achieved.
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In terms of CVD prevention research, the data landscape in New Zealand is also rapidly
evolving. New Zealand has a long history of involvement in the generation of clinical registrybased data, such as contributing to the international MONICA (multinational MONItoring of
trends and determinants of Cardiovascular disease) study in the 1980s.14 Since the late 1980s,
however, New Zealand has also collected routine health data. These data are now electronically
held and administered by the Ministry of Health and can be anonymously linked using the
National Health Index number, a personal identifier that is assigned to all individuals in contact
with health services in this country.15 New Zealand’s advances in data availability have occurred
in parallel to the international emergence of big data and large-scale electronic linkage in recent
years. However, the availability of high-quality routine health data for an entire national
population and the ability to link these data at an individual level is shared by only a handful of
other countries.

This thesis arose through a unique set of circumstances and opportunities. The candidate is a
member of the Vascular Informatics Using Epidemiology and the Web (VIEW) group based at
the University of Auckland. At the time that the candidate first considered the research set out in
this thesis, the VIEW team had been conducting vascular prevention research for several years.
These studies were undertaken by linking a clinical cohort of patients recruited mainly from
Auckland and Northland primary care practices (the PREDICT cohort) to national morbidity and
mortality datasets to identify the occurrence of CVD events. The VIEW team planned to use
these data to develop new clinically-focused New Zealand-specific CVD risk equations to
replace the US Framingham Heart Study-derived equations that were being used for CVD risk
assessment and to inform management in New Zealand primary care settings. However, the
new clinically-focused risk algorithms would only be applicable in New Zealand health service
settings as they require clinical and laboratory variables such as blood pressure, lipid levels and
3
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smoking status that are currently not collected in nationwide routine health datasets. Hence, the
clinically-focused equations could not be used to understand the CVD risk distribution across the
entire country.

At the time, only bespoke datasets incorporating specific elements of routine health data had
been used in research pertaining to CVD prevention in New Zealand. With the advent of
electronic health data collection in New Zealand over the past decade, health service utilisation
datasets that identified all individuals in contact with health services over a specified time period
were also being explored by New Zealand researchers, particularly for diabetes identification
and prevention.16 17 In 2011, the VIEW team negotiated an agreement with the Ministry of Health
to hold a copy of selected national health databases on the University of Auckland secure
servers, including data encompassing general demography, hospitalisations, outpatient visits,
primary care engagement, medication dispensing, laboratory testing, diabetes diagnoses and
mortality. This raised the possibility of linking these datasets to identify New Zealand-wide
cohorts that could enable examination of CVD risk distribution, CVD management according to
risk and other aspects of CVD-related care and outcomes. These New Zealand datasets had
never been linked together in this way for CVD prevention purposes.

Subsequently, while the candidate was undertaking this thesis, the ability to link routinely
collected health and non-health (such as income, education and justice) data also became
available through the Statistics New Zealand Integrated Data Infrastructure,18 and this new
opportunity was incorporated into this doctoral research. In addition to national administrative
data access, the other factors that facilitated the work presented in this thesis were: the VIEW
research group’s expertise in CVD risk prediction; the candidate’s own mix of clinical, public
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health and epidemiological experience; and a political environment that was supportive of riskbased CVD prevention strategies.

Given this research setting and context, the candidate had a number of hypotheses. Firstly, that
national routinely collected health databases could be linked to construct robust whole-ofcountry cohorts. These cohorts would capture almost all of the target national population and
could be tailored to the requirements of different study questions to enable exploration of the
treatment, outcomes and prognosis of CVD in New Zealand. Secondly, that these national
cohorts, when linked to follow-up data, could be used to inform some of the methodological
uncertainties around development of CVD risk equations. For example, the issue of whether
CVD pharmacotherapy at baseline and medication changes during follow-up should be
accounted for in risk modelling could be explored. Thirdly, that robust CVD risk equations could
be developed from these national cohort datasets. Fourthly, that these new CVD risk equations
would have nationally relevant applications: for other populations such as older adults; for
equitable national population health planning around CVD risk management; and for clinical
settings where risk management decisions are made. The methodology and findings would also
be internationally relevant and could be replicated in other countries and regions that have
access to linked routine health data. The premise of this thesis, therefore, was that the breadth
of routinely collected data relevant to CVD, rather than the depth of clinical data that had been
the focus of previous research, could be used to develop datasets and novel ‘population health’focused risk assessment equations. These datasets and risk equations could inform policy and
practice to enhance targeting of treatment to prevent people developing CVD and improve
equity of CVD outcomes in New Zealand and internationally.
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1.3.

Overview of the thesis

Chapter 2 reviews the definition of CVD, the epidemiology of the disease in New Zealand,
relevant risk factors, the theoretical basis for population and high-risk approaches to primary
prevention and the application of these approaches in New Zealand to date. Finally, a new
policy-focused approach for New Zealand is considered.

Chapter 3 provides overviews of the New Zealand publicly-funded health system, health service
utilisation methodologies that enable a country-wide New Zealand cohort to be constructed, the
routinely collected databases required and the CVD risk factor and outcome data that are
available. Existing clinically-focused risk models are then considered, with a focus on the
predictors and outcomes that have been incorporated, to determine if current CVD risk
equations could be adapted to the New Zealand setting.

Chapter 4 outlines the development of the Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ)
datasets, which include a range of routinely collected New Zealand health data relevant to CVD
and related conditions.

Chapter 5 presents a study involving a 2006 national VARIANZ cohort of individuals aged 30-74
years without prior CVD that examines baseline use of CVD preventive medications and
pharmacotherapy changes during follow-up. This analysis ascertains whether CVD preventive
medications need to be considered in CVD risk equations and, if so, how best to incorporate
medication use.

6
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Chapter 6 reviews current theory around development, validation and reporting of CVD risk
prediction equations.

Chapter 7 presents the development and validation of the sex-specific VARIANZ risk equations
using a 2006 national VARIANZ cohort of individuals aged 30-74 years without prior CVD.

Chapter 8 examines the performance of the new sex-specific risk equations (developed among
30-74 year-olds) in a 2006 national VARIANZ cohort of New Zealanders aged 75-89 years
without prior CVD.

Chapter 9 describes the Statistics New Zealand Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI) that became
available recently, including provenance, constituent datasets, data privacy procedures and
work done to establish a national cohort.

Chapter 10 applies the new VARIANZ risk equations to a 2013 national cohort identified from
the Statistics New Zealand IDI and examines, for the first time, CVD preventive
pharmacotherapy in a whole-of-country primary prevention population, stratified by CVD risk.

Chapter 11 provides a summary of the research findings and discusses the strengths and
limitations of the VARIANZ datasets and the four studies conducted for this thesis. The
implications of this body of work for researchers, policy-makers and clinicians in New Zealand
and internationally are explored. Unanswered questions and future research prospects are also
outlined.
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Chapters 4,5,7,8 and 10 are based on journal articles that have been published, and therefore
some content is repeated. However, this has been minimised where possible by removing some
material, particularly introductory remarks explaining the policy-focused approach and
methodological detail relating to dataset construction. Supplementary material to these chapters
is presented in the Appendices.
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CHAPTER 2 OVERVIEW OF CVD, NEW ZEALAND
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PRIMARY PREVENTION APPROACHES
2.1

Definition of CVD

CVD is an umbrella term for a collection of related conditions, comprising ischaemic heart
disease (IHD), transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs), ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke and
peripheral vascular disease (PVD).19 The predominant underlying pathology of CVD is
atherosclerosis characterised by the deposition of arterial plaques comprising fatty and fibrous
material.20 21 Narrowing and/or rupture of these atherosclerotic plaques can lead to partial or
total arterial occlusion, with varying clinical manifestations depending on the site of the affected
artery or arteries, the degree of interruption to the blood flow and the speed of obstruction. 22 23

For example, atherosclerosis of a coronary artery causes myocardial ischaemia that leads to the
spectrum of conditions comprising IHD.24 25 These conditions include chronic stable angina (i.e.
transient chest pain occurring with exertion related to chronic coronary arterial narrowing)26 27
and unstable angina (i.e. chest pain at rest without cardiac enzyme rise due to critical narrowing
of the arterial lumen).28 Non-ST elevation MI (i.e. ischaemia resulting in myocardial tissue death
and accompanying cardiac enzyme rise but without electrocardiogram (ECG) changes that meet
the criteria for ST-elevation MI)29 and ST-elevation MI (i.e. myocardial death with both enzyme
and specified ECG changes)30 are the more serious manifestations of IHD. Unstable angina and
MI, which together are known as acute coronary syndrome (ACS), often result from the sudden
rupture of an atheromatous plaque in a coronary artery.31-33
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On the other hand, transient thrombosis of a cerebral artery can lead to TIAs, where temporary
neurological symptoms occur due to the interruption of blood flow to the brain or spinal cord.34 35
Prolonged reduction in blood flow due to abrupt arterial occlusion results in neurological tissue
infarction and the more enduring symptomatology associated with ischaemic stroke.36 37 PVD, by
contrast, results from interruption to the blood flow in arteries outside of the heart and brain.38
For instance, chronic atherosclerosis in lower leg arteries can lead to intermittent claudication, or
exertional leg pain that is relieved by rest.39

Although the vast majority of CVD is related to underlying atherosclerosis, 10-20% of strokes in
Western countries are caused by haemorrhage of a cerebral artery.40 The aetiology of nontraumatic haemorrhagic stroke is distinct from ischaemic stroke,41 although there are some
shared risk factors, and often results from rupture of cerebral arteries weakened by raised blood
pressure,42 43 amyloidopathy42 43 or, less commonly, vascular malformations.44

Understanding the scale of the current CVD burden that must be addressed by ongoing
strategies, including differences between sub-populations, is critical to equitably reducing the
incidence and prevalence of CVD. The epidemiology of CVD in Aotearoa New Zealand will be
considered next.

2.2

Epidemiology of CVD in New Zealand

As mentioned previously, CVD accounts for the greatest proportion of death and major disability
internationally.45-47 The burden of CVD has declined markedly over the past 50-60 years in highincome countries due to concerted public health prevention efforts,48 including in New Zealand
where the CVD burden peaked in the late 1960s and has since fallen by more than 80%.4 In
1990, one third of deaths among women and men in New Zealand were caused by IHD.49 50 In
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that year, deaths due to cerebrovascular disease accounted for 10% of annual mortality, which
was still high by international standards.51

Between 2005 and 2016, IHD hospitalisation and mortality rates declined by 3-6% annually in
both sexes across the age spectrum, in all ethnic groups and in those with and without a history
of IHD.10 52 Corresponding declines in IHD prevalence were also observed over this period.53
The New Zealand Burden of Diseases, Injuries and Risk Factor study indicated that IHD was the
leading cause of health loss across the New Zealand population, contributing to 9% of total
health loss in 2006 with stroke accounting for an additional 4%.54

IHD was also the most common cause of health loss for Māori, non-Māori and in men
irrespective of ethnicity, and the second leading cause for women.54 However, Māori experience
greater health loss than other ethnic groups and it is estimated that around a quarter of their
excess disease and disability is accounted for by vascular diseases.54 A 2008 study examined
the CVD prevalence in New Zealand and noted significant variability by ethnic group and socioeconomic status. Age-standardised prevalence of CVD was 4.8% across New Zealand, but
7.4% for Māori and 5.7% for Pacific women and men.55 Indian women and men combined had
an age-standardised prevalence of 5.0% but age-specific CVD prevalence among Indian men
up to 69 years of age was similar to or higher than their Pacific male counterparts, while agespecific prevalence among Indian women was not markedly elevated across the age spectrum.
A marked socio-economic gradient was also found, with consistently higher age-specific
prevalence of CVD observed among those living in more deprived areas as compared to people
living in areas that were less deprived. Further analyses by socio-economic status showed
almost identical age-specific prevalence among the least deprived Māori and the most deprived
Other New Zealanders.55
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However, to optimise primary prevention of CVD, it is necessary to understand not only the
current CVD burden and sub-population differences but also the risk factors for the condition
and approaches to risk factor avoidance and reduction.

2.3

CVD risk factors

Well-established risk factors for developing CVD56-62 include:
•

Increasing age

•

Sex (with men at higher risk than women)

•

Elevated blood pressure

•

Raised low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and low high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C)

•

Smoking

•

Diabetes

•

Atrial fibrillation

•

Obesity

•

Unhealthy diet (such as high saturated fat, refined carbohydrate and salt content)

•

Physical inactivity

•

Excessive alcohol intake

•

Family history of premature CVD

•

Certain ethnic groups (such as Māori, Pacific and South Asian peoples in New Zealand)

•

Lower socio-economic status
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Efforts to reduce CVD have focused on addressing these risk factors. Both population and highrisk approaches to risk factor avoidance and reduction are currently utilised in New Zealand and
will be outlined next.

2.4

Population and high-risk approaches to primary prevention of
CVD

In 1985, the English epidemiologist Geoffrey Rose published a seminal paper entitled “Sick
Individuals and Sick Populations”.63 This paper, together with two others that he published in the
1980s,64 65 outlined two distinct approaches to prevention: population-based strategies and a
more individual-focused high-risk approach.

According to Rose, if the risk of a disease or a risk factor was diffused through a population then
shifting the entire distribution of that disease or risk factor was desirable. He argued that the
measures required to achieve such a shift were radical, and therefore had the potential to
achieve large and sustainable prevention gains for the population. Nevertheless, he noted that a
population-based approach offered only a small benefit to each individual, with little motivation
for patients or clinicians to adhere to such population-based strategies.63

Rose also outlined the high-risk approach to prevention that addressed the drawbacks of a
population-based approach.63 65 The high-risk approach aimed to truncate the risk distribution by
targeting the small proportion of people with a high incidence of disease and, therefore, was
appropriate only when population risk was concentrated. However, a high-risk approach would
involve screening the population, which is costly and logistically difficult. He also argued that this
approach could achieve only temporary gains in disease incidence reduction in most
populations, partly because such an intervention did not address underlying social norms (such
13
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as attitudes to smoking within a community). Furthermore, he believed that a high-risk approach
had limited potential for prevention at the individual level, since disease stratification ignores the
underlying continuum of risk factor/disease severity. Rose also asserted that there were
limitations for populations, since a focus on high-risk individuals ignored the large number of
lower risk individuals who often accounted for more disease cases than those considered to be
at high-risk.63

When Rose advocated for a preventive focus on population strategies, CVD incidence was still
relatively elevated in many high-income countries66 67 and pharmacological therapies for CVD
were more limited.68-70 Therefore, population-based measures could offer reasonable reductions
in CVD incidence.71 72 However, because of the effectiveness of population strategies73 and the
recent availability of CVD risk prediction equations that are considerably more accurate and can
better discriminate (or rank individuals by risk) than older algorithms,74 it is clear that CVD risk is
now relatively concentrated among a small proportion of individuals in many populations.73 75
Therefore, New Zealand now takes a more comprehensive approach to the primary prevention
of CVD that acknowledges the complementary roles of population-wide and high-risk strategies.9

2.5

Population approaches to CVD risk factor reduction in New
Zealand

Population-based approaches have been used to address unhealthy diet, physical inactivity,
obesity and smoking in New Zealand over recent decades.
2.5.1

Dietary saturated fat, physical inactivity and obesity

Diet and physical inactivity are estimated to account for 15-20% of health loss in New Zealand,
primarily due to their contribution to CVD and diabetes.9 Evidence linking saturated fat intake
14
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with CVD morbidity and mortality has informed dietary advice from the 1960s onwards in New
Zealand,76 77 and dietary saturated fat reduced in both sexes from around 20% of total energy
intake in 1977 to around 16% in 1989.78 In 1993, the Public Health Commission outlined a
programme of population-based nutrition strategies for implementation over a 10 year period,
including a review of existing food and nutrition guidelines, introduction of nutritional components
to the school curriculum and establishing Māori-focused community-based pilot initiatives to
promote healthy diets, home grown food and cooking programmes.79 In 1998, the Green
Prescription scheme was commenced where General Practitioners (GPs) could provide written
advice to patients (and also separately to entire families) to be more active, enabling them to
access funded support if required. The “Mission On” campaign was also initiated comprising 10
cross-governmental agency initiatives aimed at improving nutrition and physical activity levels in
early childhood centres, schools and in the community.80 One such initiative was “Push Play”,
the social media campaign introduced in 1999 to increase awareness among young people
regarding the importance of at least 30 minutes of daily physical activity.80 81

In 2003, the Ministry of Health published “Healthy Eating – Healthy Action Oranga Kai – Oranga
Pumau: a strategic framework 2003” (HEHA)82 to build upon the 1993 strategy with a
multipronged focus from 2004-2010 83 on improving nutrition, increasing physical activity and
reducing obesity.82 Also included were District Health Board (DHB) programmes tailored to
specific ethnic groups, women and children, more deprived communities and relevant workforce
development, including a focus on training Māori and Pacific personnel. A series of funded
projects resulted including the Fruit in Schools programme initiated in 2005 to promote fruit
consumption among children, particularly in lower decile schools.84 The HEHA initiatives were
significantly curtailed under the new National Government in 200885 and the programme was
wound down in 2011.86 87 However, the Green Prescription and Fruit in Schools programmes
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continued to be funded and are still running. New nutrition and activity guidelines were also
released by the Ministry of Health in 2015.88
2.5.2

Smoking

Population health approaches to tobacco control have also been employed in New Zealand,
including legislation, public media campaigns, public health policy and taxation. The Smokefree
Environments Act 199089 was the first legislative measure to limit the sale of tobacco products to
those aged 18 years or older, and also regulated tobacco advertising and requirements for
tobacco packaging and labelling. Under an amendment that came into effect in 2003,90 all indoor
workplaces (including bars and restaurants) became smokefree. In 2018, all tobacco products
were required to have plain packaging under the Smokefree Environments (Tobacco
Standardised Packaging) Amendment Act 2016.91-94 Advertising campaigns to promote smoking
cessation began in the early 1990s and have continued to the present day.95 In 2009, the New
Zealand Government introduced the ‘Better Help for Smokers to Quit’ health target,96 as part of
a broad set of national performance measures that were established to improve key health
outcomes across the country.97 The current goal is for 95% of smokers who are hospitalised to
receive in-patient quit advice, with funded smoking cessation support available through health
services and in the community.98 In 2010, New Zealand also introduced excise tax for tobacco
products, with incremental increases occurring over the following decade.99 In March 2011,
following a Parliamentary Inquiry by the Māori Select Affairs Committee, the Government
adopted the Smokefree Aotearoa 2025 goal.100 101
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2.6

High-risk approach to CVD prevention in New Zealand

2.6.1

Historical prevention approach targeting populations with high CVD risk

Until the 1990’s, the New Zealand prevention approach that focused on populations with high
CVD risk targeted modification of single risk factors such as elevated blood pressure and
dyslipidaemia without consideration of an individual’s overall CVD risk.102 76 103

The high-risk approach that is now employed in New Zealand is based on another of Geoffrey
Rose’s axioms that all health-related decisions should be guided by absolute (rather than
relative) risk.64 For example, a 2006 study compared three approaches to CVD prevention; a
population-based approach comprising uniform cholesterol lowering by 2% among Canadian
adults aged 20-74 years, a single-risk factor approach that recommended statin therapy for
individuals with elevated lipid levels and a high baseline absolute risk approach involving statin
therapy for those with ≥15% predicted 5-year CVD risk. The single risk factor strategy was
calculated to prevent three times as many coronary deaths as the population-based approach.
However, the approach targeting high baseline absolute risk was easily the most effective and
was estimated to avoid seven times as many deaths from IHD as the population approach.8

New Zealand was the first country to adopt the high-risk approach to management of CVD with
the introduction, in 1992, of high blood pressure treatment guidelines that advocated blood
pressure-lowering pharmacotherapy for all individuals with a blood pressure of 150-170mmHg
systolic or 90-100mmHg diastolic, or both, if their predicted 10-year absolute CVD risk was 20%
or greater.5 102 A complementary dyslipidaemia-risk based management guideline was published
in 1996 recommending a similar absolute risk-based approach for lipid-lowering treatment.6 By
2003, a colour-coded risk chart and a risk management guideline that unified management of
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CVD risk factors was released.58 Risk assessment was advocated in men aged ≥45 years,
women aged ≥55 years or 10 years earlier for Māori, Pacific and South Asian peoples given
these ethnic groups are at high risk of CVD.12 55 104 105 Risk of a fatal or non-fatal CVD event over
five years was estimated using a Framingham-based equation, with a 5% one-off upward
adjustment for individuals from a high-risk ethnic group or with other selected risk factors.
Individualised lifestyle interventions were advocated for all individuals with ≥10% predicted 5year risk. For those with ≥15% 5-year risk, which was considered equivalent to a prior history of
CVD, triple therapy (aspirin, blood pressure-lowering medications and statins) and annual
reassessment were strongly recommended.58

From 2013 until 2018, new national risk management guidelines advocated assessment of 5year CVD risk with the New Zealand-adjusted Framingham equation (i.e. the Framingham
equation with the 5% one-off upward adjustment applied where required) using the same agecutoffs as the 2003 guidelines.106 However, the risk thresholds for intervention were altered:
lifestyle measures and triple therapy were strongly recommended for people with ≥20% 5-year
risk and lifestyle measures together with shared decision-making between patients and health
professionals about preventive pharmacotherapy was advocated for individuals with 10-20% 5year risk. In 2018, a further revision of the national CVD risk management guidelines9 was
prompted by the imminent release of the New Zealand-derived PREDICT 5-year CVD risk
equations that were much more accurate than the older Framingham-based algorithm.107 The
components of the current New Zealand high-risk approach, set out in these 2018 guidelines,
are summarised next.
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2.6.2

Overview of the current New Zealand high-risk approach to primary prevention of
CVD

The 2018 New Zealand CVD risk management guidelines incorporated clinically-focused 5-year
risk equations that the candidate became involved in developing as a result of this doctoral
research. These new equations were derived from the PREDICT cohort of 401,752 women and
men risk assessed in selected Auckland and Northland primary care practices from 2002 until
2015.107 The new guidelines still advocate risk assessment for men aged ≥45 years and women
aged ≥55 years. However, risk assessment is now recommended for Māori, Pacific and South
Asian men and women 15 years earlier than their counterparts from other ethnic groups, and for
individuals with severe mental illness from age 25 years onwards. Repeat risk assessment is
advised every 10 years for those with a 5-year CVD risk <3%, every five years for those with 39% risk, every two years for individuals with 10-14% risk or if there is a history of severe mental
illness, and annually for someone with ≥15% 5-year risk.9

For individuals at all levels of risk, lifestyle advice regarding nutrition, weight management,
physical activity and, if required, smoking cessation are indicated. Consideration of preventive
blood pressure-lowering and lipid-lowering medications is also recommended for all individuals
with 5-14% 5-year risk as part of shared decision-making with their health professional. Dual
therapy with both blood pressure-lowering and lipid-lowering medications are strongly
recommended for individuals with ≥15% 5-year risk, with consideration of antiplatelet agents for
some aged <70 years.9 The lifestyle and pharmacotherapy components advocated in the current
guidelines are outlined in more detail below.
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Lifestyle components
The guidelines emphasise tailored lifestyle advice for the individual’s circumstances.
Interventions should be undertaken using a behavioural counselling approach and are intended
to help individuals gain skills and motivation to alter their eating habits or increase physical
activity levels.9 Health professionals are recommended to use the Eating and Activity Guidelines
for New Zealand Adults published in 201588 as a basis for advising patients, as well as health
education resources with simple diet and activity messages, including limiting salt intake. The
Clinical Guidelines for Weight Management in New Zealand support a combination of changes
in diet and physical activity along with behavioural strategies for those with a body mass index
(BMI) of 25 kg/m2 or more.108 For smoking cessation, the ‘ABC’ approach is recommended
where individuals are asked about their smoking status, given brief advice to stop smoking and
offered evidence-based cessation treatment.109
Pharmacotherapy
Published evidence strongly supports the use of statins over other lipid-lowering alternatives.9 A
range of statins are currently available in New Zealand that differ in their potency,110 111 and the
2018 risk management guidelines suggest doses based on the desired level of treatment
intensity. For individuals with a 5-14% 5-year risk, where shared decision making with their
health professional has determined that statin therapy is warranted, LDL-C should ideally be
reduced by 40%. For those with ≥15% 5-year risk, for whom statin therapy in combination with
blood pressure-lowering agents are strongly recommended, LDL-C should ideally be reduced to
1.8mmol/L or below.9 Published randomised control trial evidence indicates that for each 1mmol
reduction in LDL-C, a 25% relative risk reduction in CVD events occurs over five years.112
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With respect to blood pressure-lowering medications available in New Zealand, angiotensin
converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), calcium channel
blockers and thiazide diuretics are all used as first line medications, either alone or as
combination therapy.113 The 2018 guidelines recommend a target BP measured in the officesetting, once medications are commenced, of less than 130mmHg systolic and 80mmhg
diastolic.9 Recent randomised control trial evidence indicates that for every 10mmHg reduction
in systolic blood pressure, a 20% relative risk reduction in CVD events occurring over five years
is observed.114

Antiplatelet agents are no longer recommended for primary prevention in those with <15% 5year risk or those 70 years or older with ≥15% risk9 due to recent evidence suggesting that the
benefit:harm balance is questionable in individuals without prior CVD.115-119 Among individuals
under 70 years of age with a 5-year risk of ≥15% (i.e. considered equivalent risk to a history of
CVD), aspirin may have a role in prevention, and therefore the benefits of therapy should be
carefully considered against bleeding risk as part of shared decision making.9

2.7

What is a policy-focused approach?

A policy-focused approach is a novel combination of the two paradigms outlined by Rose that
were summarised in section 2.4. The unit of intervention for Rose’s population approach63 is the
whole population, with minimal targeting of individuals. Conversely, the unit of intervention for
the high-risk approach is an individual who has clinical or demographic characteristics that place
them at increased risk of the disease of interest, 63 in this case CVD. However, the success over
the last 50 years of population-based approaches to reducing underlying CVD risk factors (such
as addressing saturated fat intake or smoking) combined with the high-risk based approach
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adopted since the 1990’s means that CVD risk is increasingly concentrated in a relatively small
proportion of individuals. In essence, the ‘low hanging’ CVD fruit has been picked.

Therefore, new approaches are required to facilitate further reductions in the burden of CVD in
New Zealand. If an appropriate CVD risk prediction equation existed that could be applied to a
New Zealand whole-of-population dataset, then CVD risk could be estimated at the individual
level across the entire New Zealand adult population and used for targeting interventions. This
combined population/high-risk approach, hereafter referred to as the policy-focused approach,
complements rather than replaces the two traditional approaches that Rose outlined. The
traditional population-based and clinically-focused high-risk approaches to CVD prevention are
still required to ensure that the population-wide gains in reduction of CVD risk factors and CVD
incidence are maintained, but they could be better targeted, based on an assessment of the
whole population’s predicted risk. This new policy-focused approach enables population-level
health planning to be guided by individual-level CVD risk that is linked to management or
outcomes for the entire population.

This simple but innovative policy-focused approach to CVD risk prediction is likely to have wide
ranging applications for population-level health planning and research related to primary
prevention of CVD. As already outlined in the previous section of this chapter, pharmacotherapy
is a cornerstone of the high-risk approach to CVD prevention in New Zealand individuals.120 121
However, significant treatment disparities exist122-124 and there are currently no available means
to monitor national or regional patterns of CVD medication use for primary prevention or other
aspects of CVD management according to risk. If the ability to characterise CVD risk across the
entire population existed, it would then be possible to identify, monitor and potentially address
these gaps in CVD treatment, including among as yet unrecognised population sub-groups that
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require targeted risk management. Assessment of regional variation in service resource use
(such as primary care visits or hospitalisations) and estimation of new CVD cases over a given
timeframe could also be undertaken. Other applications include evaluation of the likely benefit
for different risk groups from other clinical and population-level risk reduction measures such as
dietary salt reduction in processed foods125 as well as replication of this policy-focused approach
in other countries.

A policy-focused approach to mitigating CVD burden is also likely to be cost-effective. A study
published in 2011 found that even a modest population-wide reduction in CVD from a
community risk factor reduction programme modelled over a decade in England and Wales
would produce cost savings for the NHS.126 However, this new policy-focused approach to CVD
risk prediction would require a New Zealand-wide cohort and a CVD risk equation that could be
applied to this cohort. Chapter 3 considers how such a cohort could be identified from routinely
collected health data in this country, and reviews CVD risk equations available at the time that
this research was considered.

2.8

Summary

CVD comprises a range of related conditions including IHD, TIAs, ischaemic and haemorrhagic
stroke and PVD. The burden of CVD has declined markedly over the past 50 years in New
Zealand, but the decline has not occurred equitably across ethnic or socio-economic groups.
There are a number of well-established CVD risk factors and both population-wide and high-risk
approaches have been implemented in New Zealand. However, a policy-focused approach that
combines the population and high-risk strategies could further optimise CVD prevention and
achieve this more equitably across sub-populations. This would necessitate identification of a
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nationwide cohort and application of an appropriate CVD risk equation. These issues will be
considered further in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3 NEW ZEALAND ROUTINE HEALTH DATA
RELEVANT TO CVD RISK PREDICTION AND CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE CVD RISK EQUATIONS
3.1

The New Zealand publicly-funded health system

New Zealand’s population passed 5 million people in 2020.127 Around three quarters of public
health funding is allocated by the Ministry of Health to the 20 DHBs that purchase and provide
public health services in their area, including public hospitals. Through Primary Health
Organisations (PHOs),128 DHBs also fund primary health care services that are provided by
general practices or other providers belonging to that PHO.129 Patients can choose to enrol with
a PHO, which entitles that individual to access various benefits including cheaper GP
services.130 Re-enrolment is required every three years for patients to continue receiving funded
care by a particular PHO, and 93% of all New Zealanders were enrolled in a PHO as of July
2018.130 Patients eligible for publicly funded healthcare in New Zealand who do not enrol with a
PHO can still access primary care services but will not receive the additional benefits of
belonging to a PHO such as a reduced service co-payment.131 The remaining quarter of public
health funding is used by the Ministry of Health to fund a variety of nationally-administered
services such as screening programmes.128

As mentioned previously, a comprehensive range of these routine publicly funded health
interactions are recorded in New Zealand at the individual level in administrative health
databases managed by the Ministry of Health,132 and the VIEW research group obtains annual
extracts from selected health databases. Around one third of the population have some form of
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private health insurance, but the private health sector accounts for less than 20% of all health
spending in New Zealand133 and less than 5% of all CVD-related acute hospital care.134

3.2

Whole-of-population cohorts from New Zealand routine health
data

At the time that this research was being planned, no New Zealand-wide cohort with individuallevel CVD risk factor and CVD outcome data was available. The routinely collected health
databases managed by the Ministry of Health were, at that juncture, the only suitable New
Zealand data repository that could enable a whole-of-population cohort to be identified. The
following section provides an overview of data linkage processes, which are a key step in the
process of constructing such a dataset.
3.2.1

Data linkage

Data linkage brings together information from multiple sources regarding the same person or
entity, creating a richer data picture than is possible from individual datasets.135 With the
increasing availability of electronically stored administrative and clinical registry data, data
linkage has become a common research tool for informing health policy and clinical practice.136

There are two primary methods of linking records: probabilistic and deterministic linkage.
Probabilistic linkage attempts to link records for the same individual or entity using multiple and
sometimes non-unique matching variables, such as names or postcodes. Each matching
variable is compared and assigned a score based on how well it matches. Cut off values for the
sum of these scores are used to distinguish between matches and non-matches for any pair of
records (i.e. how likely it is that they both refer to the same entity). Internationally, probabilistic
linkage is commonly used due to the scarcity of unique personal identifiers that enable more
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exact linkage to be undertaken, but there is greater potential for false positive matches than
through deterministic linkage. Probabilistic linkage has also been used in New Zealand
research. For example, the New Zealand Census Mortality study probabilistically matched
several variables such as area of residence, date of birth, sex, and ethnicity to link Census data
from 1981, 1986, 1991,1996, and 2001 with three years of subsequent mortality data.137-139

In contrast, deterministic linkage establishes whether individual records match character for
character using a given set of identifiers, and results in a high sensitivity of matched records.
Deterministic linkage is well established in Nordic countries, where all individuals accessing
publicly funded services are issued unique personal identifiers.140 Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Iceland have national registries covering all facets of public service interactions
such as taxation, education, health (including condition-specific collections) and social
services.140-144 These health and non-health data datasets, therefore, contain virtually all
residents in these countries145 and can be deterministically linked at the individual level using the
unique personal identifiers.140

The incorporation of data linkage in New Zealand health research, however, is relatively recent.
The National Health Index (NHI) personal identifier assigned to all individuals accessing New
Zealand health services enables deterministic linkage across routinely collected health datasets.
Nevertheless, the presence of separate unique identifiers for different service interactions in
New Zealand (such as the Inland Revenue Department number for tax purposes) means that,
unlike Nordic countries, health and non-health data cannot be deterministically linked. More
recently, the Statistics New Zealand Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI) uses a combination of
probabilistic linkage (e.g. to match datasets without a common unique identifier such as Census
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or other non-health data and health records) and deterministic linkage (e.g. to link health
datasets using the NHI). The IDI will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
3.2.2

Health service-utilisation (HSU) populations

The unique NHI number currently identifies over 95% of the New Zealand population.15 The
presence of the NHI number associated with almost all health records in this country enables
national health databases to be linked at the individual level across collections for the whole
New Zealand population. In this way, health service utilisation (HSU) populations can be
constructed that identify all individuals in a given population who have recorded interactions with
publicly funded health services, including non-clinical interactions such as enrolment with a
PHO, over a specified time period.146

A major advantage of the HSU methodology for a policy-focused approach to CVD risk
assessment is the ability to define a national denominator population that is individually linked to
both potential predictors and subsequent occurrence of CVD events. High population capture is
also possible for older adults, those living in crowded housing and individuals living in more
deprived areas, which would be difficult to achieve through traditional cohort recruitment
methods.146 HSU populations are starting to be used for health research in New Zealand,
including for CVD and diabetes, and also by the Ministry of Health and DHBs to inform health
policy and service delivery. At the time of planning this research, however, HSU populations had
not been employed for CVD risk prediction research in this country or overseas.
3.2.3

HSU populations used in New Zealand CVD and diabetes research

CVD prevalence across New Zealand has been examined using an HSU population of all
individuals alive on 1 July 2007. The cohort was identified based on GP consults, hospital
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admissions, mental health service use and enrolments with a PHO in the preceding year.
However, the study population had reduced capture as it excluded those who did not have New
Zealand resident status identified in the NHI database,55 which has subsequently been shown to
be incompletely recorded. (A.W Lee, personal communication 2020) A 2008 HSU population
was later used to examine socio-demographic differences in IHD prevalence and was identified
using a broader range of contacts: GP visits, PHO enrolment, hospitalisations, medication
dispensing, laboratory testing, mental health service contact and immunisation registrations.
Before excluding those under 15 years of age, the study cohort accounted for 90% of the total
2008 estimated resident population.17

Another study published in 2014 used an HSU population comprising 1.5 million people of all
ages residing in the Auckland region in 2010 to assess diabetes screening levels and glycaemic
status.147 The datasets linked to identify the study population encompassed hospitalisations,
outpatient visits, pharmaceutical dispensing data, laboratory claims collection, PHO enrolment,
GP medical subsidies, immunisation registrations and mortality. Data were anonymised by using
encrypted NHI numbers and the number of people in the population was similar to the Statistics
New Zealand estimate for the region. Although the authors concluded that the methodology
addressed common systematic biases in other population-based studies of diabetes prevalence
(such as incomplete population capture, selection bias and patient recall bias), they noted that
routine administrative data did not record patient symptoms or enable differentiation of diabetes
type.147
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3.2.4

HSU populations used to support New Zealand health policy and health service
delivery

An HSU approach was used for the Counties Manukau District Health Board (CMDHB)
population in 2013 to evaluate PHO enrolment rates by age and ethnic group. The HSU
population was constructed using similar data sources to the 2014 diabetes study mentioned
previously. The CMDHB 2013 HSU population (n=522,387) captured more individuals than the
corresponding Statistics New Zealand estimated resident population count for CMDHB
(n=513,110). However, the latter estimates were based on adjustments to the 2006 Census
results rather than the 2013 Census data, which had not yet been finalised. The authors noted
that the greatest advantage of using the HSU methodology was elimination of
numerator/denominator bias that has affected previous estimates of PHO enrolment rates.148

HSU populations have also been used by the Ministry of Health to define denominator
populations for health statistics.146 The HSU populations constructed by the Ministry have also
used a similar methodology to the 2014 Auckland diabetes HSU study. However, maternity data
(to identify babies and mothers) and cancer registry data were also incorporated for more recent
Ministry HSU’s.146 A comparison undertaken by the Ministry of Health found that the 2017 New
Zealand estimated resident population and a 2017 national HSU constructed using this broader
range of datasets differed by only 23,000 people (or 0.5% of the 2017 estimated resident
population). The slight overestimation by the 2017 HSU was thought to be related to the three
year PHO enrolment grace period and resulting inclusion of individuals who had likely died or left
the country by the index date.146 Comparison of estimated resident population and HSU counts
by sex, 5-year age bands and ethnicity (for Māori, Pacific, Asian and European/Other groups)
showed minimal differences.146
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3.2.5

Considerations for using an HSU approach in CVD risk prediction

The age range for an HSU cohort is an important factor affecting the databases needed to
comprehensively identify the target population. The HSU populations constructed by the Ministry
of Health and, separately, for investigating diabetes screening in Auckland required all ages to
be included, and therefore linked immunisation and maternity data that would enable capture of
infants and children. This doctoral research was focused on CVD risk prediction, where current
guidelines recommend assessment between ages 30-74 years, and therefore linkage to
datasets enabling capture of children and youth was not required. Furthermore, cancer
diagnoses were not a focus for this thesis and therefore, linkage to the New Zealand Cancer
Registry was also not required.

Therefore, the routine health databases of interest for constructing an HSU population relevant
to this research were the NHI database, hospitalisations, outpatient and emergency department
visits, PHO enrolment, GMS subsidy (to capture GP visits by patients not enrolled with a PHO),
laboratory tests ordered (although results are not available), medication dispensing records,
Mortality Collection and the Virtual Diabetes Register (since diabetes is an important risk factor
for CVD). The next section provides an overview of the routine health data held by the VIEW
group since 2011, with a focus on the datasets required to construct an HSU cohort for the
research presented in this thesis.

3.3

Routine health data in New Zealand

3.3.1

Data administration and clinical coding

The Ministry of Health is responsible for storing the routine national health data collections,132
and handling data requests from health planners, other health sector personnel and
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researchers. Data quality is of paramount importance in these datasets,149 and the Ministry of
Health conducts a National Collections Annual Maintenance Project,150 as well as quality
checks, including cross checking across national collections. For example, if someone dies, then
checks are undertaken to confirm that reporting ceases across other collections. Where data
inconsistencies are detected, for example with demographic data, the Ministry of Health follows
up with GPs and DHBs to clarify and amend details. (National Collections and Reporting,
Ministry of Health, personal communication 2019) Further detail about specific quality checks
are provided in the following sections that describe the national datasets relevant to this thesis.

Health service and mortality data are currently coded in New Zealand collections using the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems Tenth Revision,
Australian Modification (ICD10 -AM) that was originally developed by the World Health
Organization.151 Edition 2 of ICD10-AM was introduced in New Zealand on July 1 2001 and
replaced the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
Ninth Revision, Canadian Modification (ICD9-CM).152 Subsequent updates have occurred at
regular intervals, with the 3rd edition implemented in 2004, the 6th edition in 2008, the 8th edition
in 2014 and the 11th edition from July 1 2019.153 Back- and forward-mapping of data is available
for each ICD10-AM edition and between ICD9-CM and ICD10-AM (2nd edition).154

Clinical data coding is undertaken by trained coders who must adhere to strict rules and
conventions, including the Australian Coding Standards, New Zealand Coding Conventions and
also, for hospitalisation data, National Minimum Dataset reporting requirements.155 The quality of
clinical coding in New Zealand is also promoted by the New Zealand Coding Authority that is
chaired by the Ministry of Health and comprises coders from selected New Zealand DHBs.156
The authority meets regularly and collaboratively resolves clinical coding issues that arise.
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In 1999, the National Health Service in the United Kingdom and the American College of
Pathologists developed a newer and much more detailed coding system called the Systematised
Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT).157 This system, comprising over
340,000 clinical concepts and 1,200,000 terms, has been endorsed by the Ministry of Health as
part of the ‘Smart System’ theme of the New Zealand Health Strategy. Although the National
Collections still use ICD coding, the Ministry of Health is currently overseeing the development
of a SNOMED CT New Zealand edition,158 and DHBs and PHOs are implementing SNOMED
when clinical information systems are replaced or upgraded.159
3.3.2

National Health Index (NHI)

The NHI database contains a range of demographic data linked to a seven-character
alphanumeric NHI identifier for each individual, including name, date of birth, sex, ethnicity and
address.160 The database was established in 1993 to replace the initial National Master Patient
Register. Newborns have been automatically registered since 1992 and all others are registered
when they first interact with New Zealand publicly funded health services.161 NHI data also
records New Zealand resident status in a binary ‘Y/N’ variable, but recording of ‘Y’ responses is
not comprehensive as the primary purpose is to identify overseas residents treated in New
Zealand.161

The NHI database receives monthly updates from the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registry
that is administered by the Department of Internal Affairs.162 Personal information in the NHI is
usually updated following a health contact160 163 and, therefore, NHI information is likely to be
more accurate for those individuals who interact more frequently with health services. However,
NHI demographic data can only be updated in the database by selected individuals who have
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had appropriate training, including hospital administrators, some PHO administrators, Ministry of
Health contact centre staff and NHI analysts at the Ministry of Health. If an individual’s
demographics are altered substantially, then the corresponding NHI number is included in a
report to Ministry of Health analysts who investigate that record. All external organisations who
interact with NHI data must first undergo compliance testing to ensure that no corruption of the
NHI data occurs. (National Collections and Reporting, Ministry of Health, personal
communication 2019)

Some individuals may inadvertently be issued more than one NHI personal identifier if existing
NHI details are not available when attending a health service or provider for the first time. The
Ministry of Health identifies individuals with multiple NHI identifiers using probabilistic matching,
followed by manual record review of any newly detected potentially matching NHIs, of which
approximately two thirds are eventually identified as separate individuals. A 2012 Ministry audit
estimates that the probabilistic matching process misses 0.2% of all individuals with multiple
NHIs, but health services and providers can alert the Ministry to investigate potential duplicate
personal identifiers, which triggers a clerical review. The accuracy of the manual record review
process has not yet been formally evaluated (Identity Team, National Digital Services, Ministry
of Health, personal communication 2019).
3.3.3

National Minimum Dataset (NMDS)

The NMDS records hospital discharges from public and private hospitals in New Zealand.164 The
current dataset commenced in 1999, replacing the original dataset that was initiated in 1993.
Although the NMDS was backloaded with publicly funded hospital discharge data from 1988,
electronic data submission by public hospitals in an agreed format only occurred from 1993
onwards. All publicly funded admissions are now required to be electronically reported to the
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NMDS within 21 days of discharge and all records must be associated with a valid NHI number.
Discharge information from publicly funded care at private hospitals has also been recorded
since 1997. Other private hospitalisation data may be recorded but is not currently
comprehensively captured and may have delayed reporting to NMDS.164 Therefore, only publicly
funded hospitalisations are considered for this doctoral research.

In addition to a patient’s NHI number, basic demographic data such as age, sex, ethnicity and
domicile code are recorded in the NMDS, along with details related to hospitalisations such as
admission and discharge dates, the hospital provider where the patient was admitted, admission
type (acute, elective etc) and whether the admission was a transfer from another hospital. If
demographic details differ to those previously recorded in the NHI database, then the NHI
database is updated with the new data. Primary and secondary discharge diagnoses, classified
using ICD codes, are also provided for each admission.165

Besides DHB internal and inter-Board audits of health data, the Ministry of Health runs regular
checks of data submitted to the NMDS, involving all aspects of the records including clinical
coding. The Ministry of Health then reports potential data errors back to DHB clinical coding
units, who are required to review all flagged records, correct data errors, and re-submit the
corrected records. If common coding errors are detected, the Ministry also undertakes ad hoc
data checks specific to the detected issue. (National Collections and Reporting, Ministry of
Health, personal communication 2019)
3.3.4

National Non-Admitted Patient Collection (NNPAC)

The NNPAC was initiated on 1 July 2006, and records all medical and surgical outpatient and
emergency department activity.166 Data regarding the relevant hospital speciality (such as
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medical or surgical services but not subspeciality details)167 and broad details of the location
(e.g. public hospital)168 are electronically submitted by DHBs on a weekly basis.166 Any
organisation contributing data to the outpatient collection must first go through compliance
testing. Regular quality reports are obtained looking for issues such as duplicate entries and
feedback is subsequently provided back to the contributing DHB. (National Collections and
Reporting, Ministry of Health, personal communication 2019)
3.3.5

PHO Enrolment Collection

The PHO enrolment collection was established in 2005, and individual-level enrolment data is
provided every three months by PHOs to the Ministry of Health.169 The Collection contains
patient demographic information, including enrolled practice and address details, but does not
capture clinical diagnostic data.169 Each record must have an associated NHI and the
demographic data are compared to data already held for that individual with clarification sought
and amendment undertaken if required in the case of any significant differences. (National
Collections and Reporting, Ministry of Health, personal communication 2019)
3.3.6

General Medical Subsidy (GMS) Collection

The GMS collection captures data regarding fee-for-service payments to primary care
practitioners.170 The Collection commenced in August 2003 but contains data from November
2001. Between 2001 and 2003, almost all GP visits would have attracted a GMS claim but from
2003, the majority of GP visits have been covered by capitation payments through PHOs. For
the purpose of this thesis, the GMS dataset is used to identify individuals who visit GPs but are
not enrolled with a PHO.170
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3.3.7

Pharmaceutical Collection

The Pharmaceutical Collection is jointly administered by the Ministry of Health and the
Pharmaceutical Management Agency of New Zealand (PHARMAC).171 The collection records
claims by community pharmacists for dispensing of subsidised medications, including all
commonly used CVD-related medications and various data such as date of medication
dispensing, days supplied and dosage. However, medications dispensed in hospital are not
captured.171 The pharmaceutical dispensing data can be accessed by authorised staff from the
Ministry of Health and PHARMAC for maintenance and data quality purposes and, additionally,
by DHBs and authorised researchers for analytical purposes.172

Although all claims for dispensing episodes are recorded since 1992, reporting of NHI numbers
with each claim was only initiated in 2001. Only 27% of dispensing episodes were reliably linked
with an NHI number in 2002, but this increased to 64% by 2004, 85% by 2005, 91% by 2006,
96% by 2011 and 97% from 2012 onwards when NHI reporting became mandatory with certain
claims.173 The exception to mandatory reporting of NHI numbers with medication dispensing is
bulk practitioner supply orders, which enable the supply of multiple courses of medications to
providers who can then dispense the medications as required to their patients. An example of a
practitioner supply order is the bulk dispensing of antibiotics to providers involved in the
Rheumatic Fever Prevention Programme.174 No cardiovascular medications are subject to a
practitioner supply order in New Zealand.

Changes to claiming requirements can also affect the recorded dispensing data. Prior to the
Community Pharmacy Services Agreement (CPSA) in 2012, a relatively small number of
dispensing episodes were not claimed for by pharmacists as the patient copayment covered the
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entire cost of the medication. Since 2012, the co-payment required by individuals increased
under the CPSA agreement and could have resulted in reduced dispensing capture, but a
system change was enacted where all dispensing records for subsidised medications are now
submitted to the PHARMS collection irrespective of whether the copayment covers the
medication cost.173
3.3.8

Laboratory Claims Collection

The Laboratory Claims Collection contains data regarding laboratory tests ordered in the
community, although test results are not recorded. It was established in 2000 but data from July
1997 is available, and the collection is updated monthly.175
3.3.9

Mortality Collection

The Mortality Collection records the date and underlying cause for all registered deaths in New
Zealand, which are coded according to the ICD-10-AM system and WHO ICD Rules and
Guidelines for Mortality Coding. Death data are held in the Collection from 1988 onwards but
can be requested from as early as 1970.176 Annual mortality data are also shared each year with
the WHO to enable international mortality comparisons to be compiled.176

Deaths are registered in the Mortality Collection through fortnightly electronic notification from
the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registry. Cause of death is initially obtained from funeral
directors (through the Medical Certificate of Cause of Death) and Coroners’ reports. Further
information about the underlying cause of death is sought from a wide range of sources
(depending on how the person died) including the NMDS, the New Zealand Cancer Registry, the
New Zealand Transport Agency, Water Safety New Zealand, the internet and from
correspondence with certifying doctors or medical records personnel in DHBs. For example,
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data from Water Safety would be sought regarding a drowning death. Data from the Cancer
registry and hospital records would be obtained for a death from cancer. The demographic
details from the death-related data are compared with the NHI data to confirm the dead person’s
identity. (National Collections and Reporting, Ministry of Health, personal communication 2019).
The mortality coding process for all deaths is undertaken by one centrally located group at the
Ministry of Health, and all death-related coding is reviewed by a second clinical coder before the
underlying cause of death is confirmed.

In New Zealand, either a medical or nurse practitioner must establish a cause of death or
authorisation must be obtained from a coroner before burial or cremation of a body can occur.177
The process of establishing the cause of death is set out in the Burial and Cremation Act 1964178
for deaths where the cause can be determined by a health practitioner, and the Coroners Act
1964179 for unexplained, unexpected or unnatural death. The Coroners Act 1964 is also relevant
for deaths that occur while in custody or institutional care or if a person has a medically
unexpected death during a medical procedure. Around 65% of cases referred to the coroner in
the year to 30 June 2018 were found to be within coronial jurisdiction.180 Once jurisdiction is
accepted, the coroner can decide if a post-mortem is required and, if so, whether an inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding cause of death should be initiated (including police investigation
if required). In 2018, the average time before a coronial case could be closed was 345 days.180
Once the cause of death is released, there is a delay before this can be uploaded to the
Mortality Collection and, hence, release of coded cause of death data lags behind release of
hospitalisation and other health data by about 18-24 months.
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3.3.10 Virtual Diabetes Register (VDR)
The Virtual Diabetes Register contains data for individuals presumed to have a diagnosis of
diabetes based on relevant healthcare interactions, but does not enable differentiation of the
type of diabetes.181 The VDR is used to provide annual estimates of the national prevalence of
diabetes. The algorithm developed by the Ministry of Health, in conjunction with health sector
experts, is based on:1) relevant hospital admissions in the preceding 10 years; 2) diabetes
education and management outpatient clinic attendance in the preceding three years; 3)
diabetes retinal screening in the preceding three years; 4) dispensing of insulin or oral
hypoglycaemics on two or more occasions over a two year period; or 5) four or more HbA1c
tests and two or more urinary albumin/creatinine ratios over a two year period. For criterion 4),
women aged 12-45 years are excluded if they are dispensed metformin only and do not meet
any other criteria for diabetes diagnosis as treatment is likely to be for polycystic ovarian
syndrome. Women dispensed insulin between five months before or three weeks after birth and
not on any other occasion are also excluded, as dispensing is likely to be for gestational
diabetes.182

The earliest year where VDR estimates are available is 2005. The original VDR algorithm was
updated in 2016 to improve the accuracy of estimates and, once these changes came into effect
in 2017, the updated VDR methodology was retrospectively applied to VDR estimates for all
available years (including the data held by the VIEW group).183 Validation of the revised VDR
algorithm was undertaken against the Testsafe repository that records laboratory results,
including glycaemic testing, for the Auckland region. The overall prevalence of diabetes
according to the new VDR estimates was only 5.7% higher than the corresponding goldstandard prevalence from the Testsafe dataset, compared to a 17% overestimate with the
previous VDR algorithm.16
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3.3.11 Other data collections available but not used in this research
Table 3-1: Routine data collections available in New Zealand but not used in this research
Dataset

Type of Data Contained (start date)

New Zealand Cancer Registry

Incidence data regarding primary malignant
cancer diagnoses, excluding squamous and
basal cell carcinoma (1948-)184
Mental health and addiction data regarding
outcomes and utilisation of services
provided by DHBs and non-Governmental
Organisations (2008-)185
Demographic and clinical data regarding
selected publicly funded maternity services
provided to a women up to nine months
before and three months after she has
given birth186
All registered immunisation enrolments and
immunisations delivered (2005-)187
Data regarding counts of patients waiting
for elective surgery and waiting times
categorised by health service and urgency
(2000-)188
Alert service linked to NHI numbers
regarding medical conditions or allergies
(1977-)189

PRIMHD

National Maternity Collection

National Immunisation Register
National Booking Reporting System

Medical Warning System

Abbreviations: PRIHMD; Programme for the Integration of Mental Health Data

3.4

New Zealand routine health data relevant to CVD risk prediction

3.4.1

Exclusion data required to identify a primary prevention cohort

Identification of a primary prevention cohort requires exclusion of individuals with a history of
CVD and heart failure. Prior CVD and heart failure hospitalisations together with dispensing of
medications for established CVD (such as heart failure pharmacotherapy) are routinely collected
in New Zealand and can be used as exclusion criteria. (For each of the studies presented in this
thesis, the specific exclusion criteria that were applied are detailed in the relevant chapters).
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3.4.2

CVD risk factor data available

In the context of CVD risk equations, CVD risk factors are incorporated as predictors in the
models. Of the established CVD risk factors that are listed in Section 2.3, the following variables
are available in the New Zealand routine health datasets and could be identified for a primary
prevention population:
•

age

•

sex

•

ethnicity

•

deprivation status (approximated with the New Zealand Index of Deprivation)

•

history of diabetes using the VDR (but not differentiation of type of diabetes)

•

prior hospitalisations for atrial fibrillation

Furthermore, records of medication dispensing for the following categories of medications are
also available:
•

dispensing of blood pressure-lowering medications

•

dispensing of lipid-lowering medications

•

dispensing of antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications.

Dispensing of blood pressure-lowering medications and lipid-lowering medications can be
considered a proxy for either a history of elevated clinical factors (high blood pressure or
dyslipidaemia respectively) or prior elevated absolute CVD risk identified in a clinical setting. As
antiplatelet medications were recommended as a preventive medication for elevated CVD risk
until recent years unless anticoagulant medications were already being prescribed,9 58 prior
dispensing of these antithrombotic medications can also be considered a CVD risk factor.
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3.4.3

CVD outcome data

Publicly funded hospitalisations for CVD are routinely collected in the NMDS database and
CVD-related deaths are recorded in the Mortality Collection. In New Zealand, 5 years is the
recommended CVD risk prediction period based on the preferences of GPs and patients, and
because most randomised controlled trials of CVD preventive pharmacotherapy provide
estimates of treatment benefit over this timeframe.58 106 190 The current CVD risk management
guidelines in New Zealand also favour prediction of a global CVD outcome, that encompasses
IHD, TIA, stroke, PVD and heart failure. Therefore, CVD-related hospitalisations and deaths
occurring over a 5-year follow-up period are the logical CVD outcome of interest for any risk
prediction equation incorporated into this research.

It was uncertain at the time that this doctoral research was planned if any of the numerous CVD
risk prediction equations available could be applied in a New Zealand-wide dataset comprised
solely of linked routinely collected health data. Those existing CVD risk equations are discussed
next, with a focus on the incorporated predictors and the outcomes assessed to determine if any
would be suitable for this research.

3.5

Existing CVD risk prediction equations

Several systematic reviews of CVD risk prediction models have been conducted and indicate
that the risk equations available before this research was undertaken were all intended for
application in clinical settings. Damen et al undertook the most comprehensive review to date
that provided an overview of the development, and validation where this was undertaken, of 363
CVD risk prediction models published up to June 2013.74 Baart et al built on the Damen review
and focused on the predictors included in 285 CVD risk models for women (160 female-specific
models and 125 models with sex incorporated as a predictor) up to July 2017.191 The most
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recent systematic review identified CVD risk models incorporated into international risk
management guidelines or developed by influential research centres and identified 54 models
from 15 studies published from January 1990 up December 2017, including the QRISK3 risk
models published after the Damen review and used widely in the United Kingdom (UK). This
systematic review was undertaken by one of the candidate’s VIEW colleagues, Dr Romana
Pylypchuk.107

The Damen and Pylypchuk reviews considered the geographical origin of the development
cohorts and found that most models were developed from UK, European, United States or
Canadian data (i.e. first world countries and regions).74 107 Most equations were derived from
individuals aged between 30-74 years but some equations such as Systematic COronary Risk
Evaluation (SCORE) used in Europe, the Pooled Cohort Equations (PCEs) from the US and
QRISK3 (from the UK) extended the included age range up to 80-84 years.74 107 Damen et al
found that Cox proportional hazards regression was the most commonly employed modelling
methodology (n=160 models, 44%).74 Accelerated failure time analysis was employed in 77
models and logistic regression in another 70 models, with competing risk of non-CVD events
considered in only 4 equations.74
3.5.1

CVD outcomes assessed

Damen et al noted that the outcomes predicted by CVD risk equations varied widely, with 95
models (26%) using fatal or non-fatal CVD events (i.e. the favoured CVD outcome in New
Zealand risk management guidelines) as the outcome of interest. Pylypchuk found that seven
out of 15 of the included influential studies used fatal or non-fatal CVD events as the predicted
outcome. Both reviews found considerable heterogeneity in the composition of the predicted
global CVD outcome, with Damen reporting 40 different definitions.74 107
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Both the Damen and Pylypchuk reviews indicated that prediction of 10-year CVD risk was most
common (58% of models in the Damen review and 93% of the models assessed by Pylypchuk).
Damen et al found that the 5-year prediction horizon was used in only 47 models (13%).74
Pylypchuk further noted that only two influential 5-year risk equations were commonly used in
clinical settings. These were the US PCEs where 10-year risk equations were also derived and
the New Zealand Diabetes Cohort Study equations that predict CVD risk specifically among
individuals with a history of diabetes and therefore are not appropriate for application in the
general population.107
3.5.2

Predictors

Damen et al found that more than 100 different predictors were included across the 363 models
considered, with 250 sex-specific models and sex incorporated as a predictor in 88 models
(24%).74 Most models (n=239, 66%) included age, smoking, blood pressure (either systolic or
diastolic) and blood cholesterol as predictors. Diabetes was included in 187 models, and body
mass index (BMI) in 107 models. Blood pressure-lowering medications were included in 56
models, but none incorporated lipid-lowering medications as a predictor. Baart et al noted a
similar range of predictors for women’s CVD risk models.191 In addition, among the 160 femalespecific models, only 2 (1.3%) included female-specific predictors such as menopause,
menstrual irregularity, age at first birth, still births, miscarriages and whether breastfeeding
occurred.191

Among influential CVD risk models, Pylypchuk found that all models included age, sex, systolic
blood pressure and blood cholesterol parameters, with diabetes also included in most equations,
except those that were developed in a diabetes-specific cohort. In addition, race was
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incorporated as a predictor in three publications, ethnicity was included in the QRISK2, QRISK3,
QRISK Lifetime and NZDCS equations and area-based socioeconomic variables in five
publications. Other clinical variables incorporated in models included family history of CVD, renal
disease, atrial fibrillation, rheumatoid arthritis, time since diabetes diagnosis, and a range of
laboratory markers. QRISK3 also incorporated migraine, corticosteroid use, systemic lupus
erthymatosis, severe mental illness, atypical antipsychotic use and erectile dysfunction.107

3.6

The requirement for new CVD risk equations

The CVD risk prediction algorithms available when this research was being planned were
clinically-focused and best suited to application in patient-facing health services or in bespoke
research cohorts where collection of clinical CVD risk factor data was undertaken. All available
risk equations including the US PCEs that predict CVD risk over the 5-year period favoured in
New Zealand, incorporated variables such as smoking, lipids and blood pressure that are not
accessible in routine national health datasets. Therefore, those existing CVD risk equations
could not be used to determine the distribution of CVD across the entire New Zealand primary
prevention population.

To the candidate’s knowledge, development of CVD risk prediction models based solely on
routine administrative health data had not previously been undertaken. If robust CVD primary
prevention risk prediction models could be developed solely using predictors available in
national routinely collected health data, then these new equations would enable characterisation
of CVD risk across almost all adult New Zealanders without a history of CVD.
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3.7

Summary

A new policy-focused approach to CVD risk prediction at a national level would require both a
New Zealand-wide cohort with individual-level CVD risk factor and CVD outcome data as well as
a new CVD risk equation with the relevant risk predictors that could be applied to this dataset.
The presence of the NHI number linked to almost all health records in this country enables
national health databases to be linked at the individual level across collections to identify HSU
populations at a given time for the whole New Zealand population. HSU populations have been
used in New Zealand for vascular-metabolic research and to inform health policy and service
development. Until now, however, HSU populations have not been used in CVD risk prediction
research. Based on the candidate’s review of available routine health datasets in New Zealand,
an adult HSU population suitable for the objectives of this research could be constructed by
linking eight health databases. These databases are: NHI, hospitalisations, outpatient visits,
PHO enrolment, GMS subsidy, medication dispensing, laboratory claims and the Mortality
Collection. In addition, the VDR would need to be linked to the HSU population as diabetes is an
important risk factor for CVD. Prior CVD and heart failure hospitalisations together with
medication dispensing for established CVD (such as heart failure pharmacotherapy) are
routinely collected in New Zealand and can be used as exclusion criteria to identify a primary
prevention population. Relevant CVD risk factors (and, therefore, predictors) that are available in
the New Zealand routine health collections are age, sex, ethnicity, deprivation status, diabetes,
history of prior hospitalisation for atrial fibrillation, and prior dispensing of blood pressurelowering, lipid-lowering and antithrombotic medications. CVD-related hospitalisations and deaths
occurring over a 5-year follow-up period are the outcome of interest for CVD risk assessment in
New Zealand and can be identified from routinely collected hospitalisation and mortality data. A
review of existing CVD risk equations at the time that this research was planned indicated that
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while some 5-year equations were available internationally, none of these equations had
predictors that were all routinely recorded in New Zealand. The next chapter outlines the
development of national datasets, using HSU methodology, in preparation for developing new 5year CVD risk equations that solely use predictors sourced from New Zealand routine health
data.
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CHAPTER 4 VASCULAR RISK IN ADULT NEW ZEALANDERS
(VARIANZ) DATASETS
4.1

Preamble

4.1.1

Link to thesis objectives

This chapter addresses the first thesis objective: to develop national datasets from anonymised
linked New Zealand routine health data that make whole-of-country exploration of
cardiovascular-related treatment, service utilisation, outcomes and prognosis possible.
4.1.2

Publication

This chapter includes content from:
Mehta, S., Jackson, R., Exeter, D.J., Wu, B.P., Wells, S., Kerr, A.J. Data Resource: Vascular
Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ) datasets. International Journal of Population Data
Science. 2019. 4(1). DOI: https://doi.org/10.23889/ijpds.v4i1.1107
4.1.3

Comment

The Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ) datasets comprise the first CVD-specific
data resource, globally, that captures individual person-level information for a national
population. The datasets are valuable tools for informing population-level decision-making and
for conducting CVD-related research that can be translated into clinical practice.

The VARIANZ 2006 dataset was initially constructed and used to identify the study populations
for the analyses presented in Chapters 5, 7, and 8. Application of the HSU methodology to
construct the VARIANZ 2006 dataset involved a considerable amount of groundwork to prepare
definitions of the variables and outcomes. This included frequent reference to ICD code
manuals, lengthy review of the data dictionaries for each relevant health dataset to determine
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variables that were available in the routine health collections and consideration of issues such
as the date ranges to include for each variable.

Since constructing the VARIANZ 2006 dataset, multiple research questions have arisen that
could be answered using VARIANZ data. Therefore, the VARIANZ methodology has since been
applied to subsequent years of data. In addition, the VARIANZ methodology informed the
construction of the IDI-based study population presented in Chapter 10. As outlined further in
Chapter 11, the datasets resulting from the VARIANZ methodology have been used in multiple
studies by population health planners, other researchers and clinicians.

As the description of the VARIANZ datasets in this chapter is not an analysis, the organisation of
the presented material differs from the usual ‘Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion’ format.

4.2

Processes

4.2.1

Overview

The VARIANZ datasets involve application of an HSU approach to New Zealand routine health
data. The full VARIANZ datasets can be constructed from 2006 onwards, with CVD-related
history variables and, if required, follow-up variables able to be customised to the study question
being answered. While it is possible to create VARIANZ populations from data recorded in 2005
or earlier, 2006 was selected as the cut-off for generating full VARIANZ datasets largely
because of poorer pharmaceutical dispensing data quality prior to this time. As previously
outlined in Section 3.3.7, reliable matching of dispensing episodes to NHI numbers has
improved over time from 64% in 2004, 85% in 2005, 91% in 2006 and 96% or higher from 2011
onwards. (Analytical Services, Ministry of Health, personal communication 2018) Consequently,
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medications may have been dispensed to some individuals but were not recorded against that
person’s NHI identifier. Furthermore, a Census was held in New Zealand in 2006, and therefore
the population capture among demographic subgroups was able to be accurately determined for
the 2006 VARIANZ dataset.

The VARIANZ datasets include all adults aged 20 years or older in contact with the New
Zealand publicly funded health system during a given year (or years) who are recorded in at
least one of eight national health datasets15 164 169-171 175 176 192 obtained from the Ministry of
Health. For example, the VARIANZ 2006 dataset included baseline demographic variables, prior
CVD or cardiac-related hospitalisations and baseline preventive CVD pharmacotherapy for
people who interacted with the health system during the period 1 January 2006 and 31
December 2006.

Nevertheless, some study questions may not require the full VARIANZ baseline datasets.
VARIANZ datasets focused on specific health contacts, such as CVD hospitalisations only, can
therefore also be constructed, and non-pharmaceutical-dispensing data can be requested for
years prior to 2006 if available. (Table 4-1 lists the start dates of availability for each source
dataset).

A VARIANZ (baseline) dataset can then be linked to subsequent (follow-up) administrative
health data for a selected period of interest to create a VARIANZ cohort study. The 2006
VARIANZ cohort study, for instance, comprised baseline data from the VARIANZ 2006 dataset
and follow-up data regarding CVD medications dispensed and fatal and non-fatal CVD events
occurring nationally between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011.
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Figure 4-1 summarises the process of converting the raw administrative data into VARIANZ data
that are ready for research. Further information about source datasets is provided in Table 4-1.
Figure 4-1: Overview of the process to construct VARIANZ data resources available for
research

*The first eight source datasets are used to identify the full baseline VARIANZ population for a given time period. The
Virtual Diabetes Register is used to determine diabetes status at baseline (or during follow-up if required) but does not
identify any additional individuals at baseline as it draws on selected data from five of the other datasets. The Virtual
Diabetes Register is, therefore, not included in the linkage process to identify the full baseline population. Subsets of
the full VARIANZ baseline datasets based on specific health contacts can be identified from the relevant source
datasets and linked to follow-up data if required.
The candidate specified the necessary steps for the VARIANZ dataset process and defined the component variables
including the ICD code definitions for CVD history and CVD outcomes. Initial programming to achieve data linkage
was undertaken by the data manager, and the candidate subsequently undertook further programming and
manipulation of the variables to achieve the final variable categorisations and formats.
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4.2.2

Source and linkage of datasets

Source Data
The VARIANZ datasets comprise anonymised data sourced from the New Zealand
administrative health databases15 164 169-171 175 176 183 192 listed in Table 4-1. All source data are
subject to quality checks by the Ministry of Health, as summarised in Chapter 3, prior to being
made available to the VIEW research group. Post-delivery profiling of each annual data extract
is also carried out by the VIEW group to check data consistency, including analyses of volumes
and frequency over time across the key variables presented in Section 4.3.

Table 4-1: Source datasets for Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ) data
Dataset
Type of Data contained (start date)
National Health Index
Encrypted National Health Index number, date of birth and
demographic data. (Data are available for all individuals with
an NHI number)
National Minimum Dataset

Publicly funded hospitalisations: date of admission, date of
discharge, ICD-coded discharge diagnoses and ACHI-coded
CVD procedures. (1993-)

National Non-admitted Patient
Collection
Pharmaceutical Collection

Publicly funded outpatient and community visits (2006-)

Laboratory Claims

Publicly funded community laboratory tests requested; name
of test recorded but does not include test results (2003-)

PHO Enrolment

Enrolment data from primary health care provider
organisations. Individuals must re-enrol every 3 years to
continue receiving funded care by a particular PHO (2005-)

General Medical Subsidy

Funding claims by Primary Care professionals for patient
visits; captures patients not enrolled with a regular primary
care provider (2002-)

Mortality Collection

Date of death and ICD-coded cause of death (1988-)

Virtual Diabetes Register

Diabetes diagnosis on the date of interest (e.g. 31 December
2006 for VARIANZ 2006 data) based on hospitalisations,
outpatient visits, retinal screening, dispensing of diabetesspecific medications and laboratory HbA1c testing. (2005-)

Government-subsidised medication dispensing claims from
community pharmacies (2006-)

Abbreviations: ICD, International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems; NHI, National
Health Index; PHO, Primary health organisation
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NHI Unique Personal Identifiers, Data Encryption and Linkage
Encryption of NHI numbers enables anonymisation of health data and is undertaken by
replacing the seven actual characters with 64 other alphanumeric characters. The process of
NHI encryption for the VARIANZ data is undertaken by the Ministry of Health prior to source
data being made available to the VIEW research programme.

To identify individuals in the routine health data with more than one NHI personal identifier, the
Ministry of Health annually provides the VIEW group with an updated list of all ‘primary’
encrypted NHI numbers in use and any associated ‘secondary’ encrypted NHI numbers. People
with multiple NHIs are identified by the VIEW team using this list (e.g. n=540 876 for individuals
in the VARIANZ 2006 dataset aged 20 years or older) and their health records are subsequently
reassigned to the single encrypted ‘primary’ NHI number designated by the Ministry of Health.
Anonymised individual-level linkage of the relevant national health databases is then carried out
using the encrypted NHI identifiers. The core datasets required to identify the baseline
population in contact with health services for a given year are simultaneously linked. Further
linkage is then undertaken to construct baseline variables and/or follow-up variables. The
linkage rate across source datasets once multiple NHIs have been reassigned to a single
‘primary’ NHI is 100%.
4.2.3

Sampling strategy

The VARIANZ datasets include all adults aged 20 years or older who have any of the following
interactions with publicly funded health services in a given year:
a)

New or re-enrolments and/or a health service contact with a PHO

b)

any inpatient or outpatient secondary care service contact

c)

dispensing of any Government-subsidised medication by a community pharmacy
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d)

any publicly funded community laboratory test claim

For the PHO enrolment component of the inclusion criterion, the VARIANZ datasets capture
those individuals who choose to enrol for the first time or re-enrol with a PHO during the year of
interest. As previously mentioned, individuals remain enrolled with a given PHO for three years,
at which point they have the option of re-enrolling. As emigration details are not accessible in the
New Zealand health data, the tight one-year criterion regarding PHO enrolment is used by
default for the VARIANZ sampling strategy to minimise inclusion of individuals who had been
enrolled with a PHO in the years immediately preceding the baseline year of interest but who
had actually moved overseas by 31 December of that year. However, the population capture of
the VARIANZ datasets can be increased by including all individuals who voluntarily enrolled for
the first time or re-enrolled with a PHO during the preceding three years, although this will
inevitably also capture some individuals who have moved overseas by the baseline date of
interest.
4.2.4

Ethical approval

The VIEW research programme was approved by the Northern Region Ethics Committee Y in
2003 (AKY/03/12/314) and by the national Multi-Region Ethics Committee in 2007
(MEC/01/19/EXP). Ethical approval was also granted in 2011 for mapping the geographic
variation of CVD across New Zealand (MEC/11/EXP/078). Subsequent ethics re-approvals have
been obtained annually. Individual patient consent is not required for inclusion in the dataset as
all data are anonymised.
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4.3

Dataset contents

4.3.1

Overview of variables in the datasets

The 2006 VARIANZ cohort data comprised over 200 individual-level variables, with baseline
variables on 31 December 2006 and follow-up variables presenting data from 1 January 2007 to
31 December 2011. Table 4-2 presents an overview of the included measures, which provide an
indication of the variables that can be included in the VARIANZ data resources. However, the
VARIANZ datasets and cohort studies can incorporate any relevant routine administrative New
Zealand health data, enabling the history variables and, if required, follow-up variables to be
customised to the CVD-related study question being answered.
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Table 4-2: Overview of Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders 2006 (VARIANZ 2006) data
Time Period

Type of Data

General

Demographic
Baseline
Geographic

History of CVD and
cardiac-related
hospitalisations:
1 Jan 1993 –
31 Dec 2006

Medication
dispensing:┼
1 Jul 2006 –
31 Dec 2006
Mortality-general

1 Jan 2007 31 Dec 2011

CVD events

Medication
dispensing#

Variables
Encrypted unique identifier
Date of birth
Recorded as NZ resident in the NHI database*
PHO enrolled
Dates of last health contact (last primary care contact
and last health contact of any type in 2006)
Age
Sex
Ethnic group
Socioeconomic deprivation
Small area measures based on address (meshblock
and domicile code)
PHO name
DHB name
CVD (binary variable and date of first hospitalisation)
Heart failure (binary variable and date of first
hospitalisation)
Atrial fibrillation (binary variable and date of first
hospitalisation)
Diabetes – binary variable and dates for first
occurrence of relevant health contacts (outpatient visit
etc)
Blood-pressure lowering medications
Lipid-lowering medications
Antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications
Loop-diuretics Ƚ
All-cause mortality (binary variable and date of death)
Cause of death ICD codes
First CVD-related hospitalisation (binary variable and
date of first hospitalisation)
First CVD-related hospitalisation by sub-type of CVD
(binary variables)
CVD-related death (binary variable and date of death)
First CVD event –death or hospitalisation (binary
variable and date of event)
Blood-pressure lowering medications
Lipid-lowering medications
Antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications

Abbreviations: ICD, International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems; PHO, Primary
health organisation; DHB, District health board
*Recording of New Zealand residents in the NHI database is not comprehensive.
┼Baseline medication dispensing was recorded in binary variables capturing dispensing at least once between 1 July
2006 and 31 December 2006
#Medication dispensing was recorded in binary variables capturing dispensing at least once in sequential 6-month
periods between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011.
Ƚ Loop diuretic dispensing at baseline can be used as an indicator of heart failure, including among individuals who
have not previously been hospitalised with the condition.
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Age and sex on 31 December 2006 were obtained from the NHI database, and the Virtual
Diabetes Register was used to establish a history of diabetes. Individuals were considered to be
‘resident’ in New Zealand (i.e. not short-term visitors) if they were recorded as such in the NHI
database and/or were PHO enrolled (given the incomplete capture of resident status in NHI
data). More detail is provided next for other key variables of interest for the analyses presented
in Chapters 5,7 and 8.
4.3.2

Ethnicity

Ethnicity in New Zealand is defined as
“the ethnic group or groups that people identify with or feel they belong to.
Ethnicity is a measure of cultural affiliation, as opposed to race, ancestry,
nationality or citizenship.” 193

Statistics New Zealand, who are responsible for defining ethnicity in health and other sectors,
also note that an individual must self-identify their ethnicity, that a person can choose to identify
with more than one ethnic group and that self-identified ethnicity may change over time.
Collection of ethnicity data at the point of care was undertaken using the most recent Statistics
New Zealand Census ethnicity question up until 2013, after which the 2013 Census question
format became standard.

Ethnicity data currently collected across the Health and Disability Sector enable three ethnic
groups to be recorded for each individual, although this will be upgraded to six possible ethnic
group affiliations once the revised Ethnicity Data Protocols that were released in 2017193 are
enacted in health data collection and reporting. Ethnicity recorded in New Zealand
hospitalisation data correctly identified at least one ethnic group for 99% of non-Māori individuals
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and 71% of Māori in a 2006 study194, with a 2017 study noting 98% concordance for Europeans
and Pacific peoples, 92% of Māori and 85% of Asians.195

Recorded ethnicity can be output in three main ways. Total response counts an individual in
every ethnic group that they have selected, but has the disadvantage from a health policy and
budget allocation perspective that individuals can be double counted.196 Sole/combination ethnic
classification enables different combinations of ethnic groups to be represented in mutually
exclusive categories and so avoids double counting, but has the disadvantage that numerous
groups result, many of which have small numbers of individuals.196 Prioritised ethnicity is
favoured in the health sector and involves assignment of individuals to a single ethnic group
based on the following standard prioritisation order of the broadest (i.e. Level 1) ethnicity
groupings outlined in the Ethnicity Data Protocols: Māori > Pacific >Asian > Middle Eastern/Latin
American/African>Other groups excluding European> European.197 198 Therefore, the sum of
each ethnic group count will add up to the total population denominator.196

All analyses in this research involving ethnicity utilised the prioritised output classification
method. However, the prioritisation order was customised to reflect the ethnic groups at greatest
risk of CVD in New Zealand (i.e. Māori, Pacific and South Asian peoples). The current ethnicity
classification protocols in health data enable identification of Indians (who comprise around 90%
of South Asians in New Zealand) but not other South Asian groups such as Pakistanis, Sri
Lankans and Bangladeshis. Therefore, the prioritisation order used for this research was: Māori
> Pacific > Indian > Other > European. Individuals identifying with both “Fijian’ and ‘Indian’ ethnic
groups were categorised as ‘Indian’ rather than ‘Pacific’, based on previous analyses by VIEW
colleagues indicating that the risk factor profiles of such individuals more closely resemble those
of Indians rather than Pacific peoples.199
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4.3.3

Deprivation

The New Zealand Index of Deprivation (NZDep)200-202 score is the most commonly used national
metric of relative socioeconomic status, or an individual or group’s economic and social standing
relative to others.203 It is derived from nine national census variables that measure income (two
variables), home ownership, family structure, employment, qualifications, living space,
communications, and access to transport.200 201 NZDep is assigned according to the small area
that an individual’s place of residence corresponds to; either meshblock (the smallest
geographic unit reported in health data containing a median of 90 people) or aggregates of
meshblocks that are known as domicile codes in health data.204

Raw NZDep scores are then categorised into deciles of deprivation with decile 10 comprising
individuals residing in the most deprived 10% of areas and decile 1 indicating that an individual’s
place of residence is located in the least deprived 10% of meshblocks or domicile codes. The
deprivation index is altered slightly with every national Census, based on updated demographic
data and minor changes to the component variables.200-202 Therefore, different versions of the
deprivation index are used over time (NZDep2001, NZDep2006, NZDep2013 etc).

For the VARIANZ 2006 dataset, the New Zealand Index of Deprivation 2006 (NZDep2006) was
used.200 As NZDep is not an individual-based measure of socioeconomic status,
misclassification error will be present as a person’s actual socioeconomic status will not always
correspond to the average deprivation level of their area of residence. Nevertheless, higher
relative deprivation estimated by NZDep has been shown in multiple studies to be associated
with a range of poorer health outcomes including elevated mortality205 206 and risk factors such
as smoking.206-208 The New Zealand Index of Multiple Deprivation is a newer small area-based
measure of socioeconomic status sourced from routine administrative data that enables
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disaggregation of the seven component domains of deprivation, and is available for VARIANZ
datasets from 2010 onwards.209
4.3.4

Atrial fibrillation

This variable captured any individual with a hospitalisation for atrial fibrillation recorded between
1 January 1993 and 31 December 2006 for the VARIANZ 2006 dataset. Primary or secondary
diagnoses of atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation were included as the
single relevant ICD code does not enable these related conditions to be distinguished. In a New
Zealand hospital setting, electrocardiogram (ECG) confirmation is usually undertaken prior to
diagnosis of these conditions.
4.3.5

Medication dispensing

The default format for incorporating medication dispensing in the VARIANZ datasets is as binary
variables capturing dispensing at least once in 6-month intervals over the period of interest,
including baseline dispensing variables. Although CVD medications are usually prescribed in
New Zealand for 3-month intervals, dispensing is considered for 6-month periods to allow for
late prescription filling. However, medication dispensing data are available at a level of detail
that would enable other metrics such as medicine possession ratios or proportion of days
covered to be incorporated into the datasets if required.
Blood pressure-lowering medications
The classes of blood pressure-lowering medications that were considered for this work are listed
in Table 4-3. Medications that had a blood pressure-lowering effect but where blood pressurelowering was unlikely to be the primary indication for treatment were not considered.
Nevertheless, this variable will inevitably have captured some individuals who were dispensed
the included blood pressure-lowering medications for indications other than cardiovascular
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prevention such as for renal protection among diabetics (although the included medications
would still have had a cardioprotective effect).210
Table 4-3: Blood pressure-lowering medications
ACE
ARB
Beta
CCB
inhibitor
Candesartan blocker
Amlodipine
Benazepril
Losartan
Celiprolol
Diltiazem
Captopril
Labetalol
Felodipine
Cilazapril
Beta
Metoprolol
Isradipine
Enalapril
blocker
Nadolol
Nifedipine
Lisinopril
Acebutolol
Oxprenolol
Verapamil
Perindopril
Alprenolol
Pindolol
Quinapril
Atenolol
Propranolol
Trandolapril Bisoprolol
Sotalol
Carvedilol
Timolol

Other
Amiloride
Clonidine
Clopamide
Hydralazine
Methyldopa
Triamterene

Thiazide
Bendrofluazide
Chlorthalidone
Chlorothiazide
Cyclopenthiazide
Hydrochlorothiazide
Indapamide
Methyclothiazide

Abbreviations: ACE, Angiotensin converting enzyme; ARB, Angiotensin II receptor blockers; CCB, calcium channel
blocker

Lipid-lowering medications
The classes of lipid lowering medications considered for this work are listed in Table 4-4.
Rosuvastatin is approved for use in New Zealand but is not publicly-funded at present, so could
not be considered for the analyses in this thesis as the data are not captured in the
Pharmaceutical Collection.211 Almost all recorded dispensing episodes for lipid lowering
medications from 2006 onwards were for statins, ranging from 93% in 2006 to 97% in 2013.
VARIANZ data can consider statins alone, but other lipid-lowering medications were also
considered in this thesis as the focus was on prediction of CVD risk. Dispensing of non-statin
lipid lowering pharmacotherapy is likely to reflect prior dyslipidaemia and/or an assessment of
elevated absolute CVD risk in the past, and presumably discontinuation of statin therapy due to
side effects, intolerance or interaction with other medications. Therefore, consideration of nonstatin lipid lowering medications is relevant for assessment of CVD risk in the individuals to
whom they are dispensed.
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Table 4-4: Lipid-lowering medications
Statins
Atorvastatin
Fluvastatin
Pravastatin
Simvastatin
Ezetimibe with simvastatin

Other lipid-lowering medications
Acipimox
Bezafibrate
Cholestyramine
Clofibrate
Colestipol
Ezetimibe
Gemfibrozil
Nicotinic acid

Antiplatelet and anti-coagulant medications
Antiplatelet medications were indicated for primary prevention of CVD in 2006 but, as outlined in
Section 2.6.2, more recent evidence has questioned the net-benefit of antiplatelet agents for this
indication.9 115 116 212-214 Antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications were considered together
after discussion with cardiologists as both have an antithrombotic effect and antiplatelet agents
are not prescribed in a clinical setting if anticoagulant medications have already been
commenced.

The antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications considered for the VARIANZ 2006 dataset were
aspirin (any dose), clopidogrel and warfarin. VARIANZ datasets for subsequent years
considered other relevant medications once they were subsidised in New Zealand, including
dipyridamole, ticagrelor, prasugrel, ticlopidine, dabigatran, rivaroxaban and phenindione.
Loop diuretic medications
Loop diuretic dispensing can be used as an indicator of heart failure,215-217 including among
individuals who have not previously been hospitalised with the condition. Therefore, individuals
dispensed loop diuretic medications in the six months prior to baseline were excluded for the
analyses presented in Chapters 7 and 8, but not Chapter 5 for reasons that will be outlined in
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Section 5.5.2. Loop diuretic medications subsidised in New Zealand during 2006 were
frusemide, bumetanide and amiloride with frusemide. Subsequent datasets also consider
dispensing of metolazone, another heart failure medication that is now available in New
Zealand.
Anti-anginal medications
These medications can be considered as a proxy for non-hospitalised IHD, as they are most
commonly prescribed to relieve cardiac angina.26 218-220 Discussion with cardiologists indicated
that the best definition of anti-anginal medications encompassed ≥3 dispensing episodes in the
preceding five years, but the pharmaceutical data quality precluded inclusion in the VARIANZ
2006 dataset. However, VARIANZ datasets from 2011 onwards can contain this variable, which
captures dispensing of glyceryl trinitrate, isosorbide mononitrate, isosorbide dinitrate, nicorandil,
pentaerythritol tetranitrate and perhexiline.
4.3.6

History of CVD or heart failure hospitalisation

Previous hospital admissions for CVD or heart failure recorded between 1 January 1993 and 31
December 2006 were identified according to the relevant International Classification of Disease
9 (ICD-9), International Classification of Disease-10-Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) codes
and Australian Classification of Health Intervention Codes for CVD-related procedures. The ICD
9 codes listed in Table 4-5 were used to identify a hospitalisation for CVD or heart failure from 1
January 1993 until 30 June 2001. From 1 July 2001, the Ministry of Health introduced
second edition codes.152
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Table 4-5: ICD 9 codes used to identify a prior hospitalisation for CVD or heart failure
Type of code
ICD-9 codes
‘A’ –
412, 430, 431, 436, 438, 4111, 4131, 4139, 4148, 4149, 4230, 4275,
Diagnosis codes
4280, 4281, 4289, 4292, 4295, 4296, 4353, 4358, 4359, 4370, 4376,
4378, 4379, 4400, 4401, 4408, 4409, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4415, 4416,
4439, 4440, 4441, 4449, 25070, 25071, 36234, 40291, 40491, 40493,
41011, 41041, 41071, 41081, 41091, 41181, 41189, 41400, 41401,
41402, 41403, 41411, 41419, 42971, 42979, 43300, 43310, 43320,
43330, 43380, 43390, 43391, 43400, 43401, 43411, 43490, 43491,
44020, 44021, 44022, 44023, 44024, 44100, 44101, 44102, 44103,
44421, 44422, 44481, 44489
‘O’3572, 3601, 3603, 3605, 3606, 3607, 3611, 3612, 3613, 3614, 3615,
Operation/procedure 3616, 3699, 3732, 3800, 3810, 3812, 3814, 3815, 3816, 3818, 3820,
codes
3832, 3836, 3842, 3844, 3846, 3848, 3869, 3922, 3925, 3926, 3928,
3929, 3952, 3956, 3957, 3959, 3999
‘V’-Supplementary
V434, V4581, V4582
classification/health
factors
Abbreviation: ICD, International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems

The ICD-10AM codes listed in Table 4-6 were used to identify a history of CVD or heart failure
between 1 July 2001 and the baseline date of interest, which was 31 December 2006 for the
VARIANZ 2006 dataset.
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Table 4-6: ICD-10-AM 2nd edition and ACHI codes used to identify a prior hospitalisation
or procedure for CVD or heart failure
Diagnosis
ICD-10-AM codes
Cardiac arrest
I460 -I469
Myocardial infarction I210, I211 - I214, I219 - I221, I228, I229
Unstable angina
I200
Other ischaemic
I201, I208, I209, I230- I236, I238, I240, I248, I249, I250- I256, I258, I259,
heart disease
I2510-I2513
Ischaemic stroke
I630 - I636, I638, I639, I64, I660-4, I668, I669, I693, I694, I698
Haemorrhagic
I600 - I616, I618, I619, I690, I691
stroke
Transient ischaemic G450 - G453, G458 - G468
attack
Peripheral vascular
E1050 - E1052, E1059, E1150 - E1152, E1159, E1451, E1452, E1459,
disease
I650-I653, 1658, 1659, 1670, I7020, I7021 - I7024, I7100 - I7103, I711,
I713, I715, I718, I739 - I745, I748, I749
Heart failure
I110, I130, I132, I50, I500, I501, I509
CVD-related
3270000 - 3270011, 3270300, 3270800 - 3270803, 3271200, 3271201,
procedures
3271500 - 3271503, 3271800, 3271801, 3273000, 3273001, 3273300,
(identified using
3273301, 3273600, 3273900, 3274200, 3274500, 3274800, 3275100,
ACHI codes)
3275101 - 3275103, 3275400 - 3275402, 3275700, 3275701, 3276300 3276314, 3276316 - 3276319, 3305000, 3305500, 3307500, 3308000,
3310000, 3311200, 3311500, 3311800, 3312100, 3312400, 3312700,
3313000, 3315100, 3315400, 3315700, 3316000, 3316300, 3317800,
3318100, 3350000, 3350600, 3350601, 3350900, 3351200, 3351500,
3351501, 3351800, 3352100, 3352400, 3352700, 3353000, 3353001,
3353300, 3353600, 3353900, 3354200, 3354800, 3354801, 3354802,
3354803, 3355100, 3355400, 3530306, 3530307, 3530400, 3530401,
3530500, 3530501, 3530906, 3530907, 3530908, 3530909, 3531000,
3531001, 3531002, 3531003, 3531004, 3531005, 3531200, 3531201,
3531500, 3531501, 3845619, 3849700, 3849701, 3849702, 3849703,
3849704, 3849705, 3849706, 3849707, 3850000, 3850001, 3850002,
3850003, 3850004, 3850300, 3850301, 3850302, 3850303, 3850304,
3850500, 3850700, 3850800, 3850900, 3863700, 9020100, 9020101,
9020102, 9020103, 9022900, 9023000,
Other

I672, I700, I701, I708, I709, I714, Z951, Z955, Z958, Z959

Abbreviations: ACHI, Australian Classification of Health Intervention Codes; ICD, International Statistical Classification
of Diseases and Related Health Problems

Pacemaker or intracardiac defibrillator implants and arrthymias were not included in the
definition of prior hospitalisations for CVD or heart failure, which was intended to capture events
that have occurred secondary to atherosclerosis. Some arrythmias or intracardiac defibrillators
are not secondary to atherosclerotic CVD but, for those that are, the underlying atherosclerotic
diagnosis is likely to be recorded in the hospitalisations dataset. For the purposes of this
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doctoral research, most individuals with these arrythmias and intracardiac defibrillators would,
therefore, be identified and excluded from the relevant study population.
4.3.7

First CVD event during follow-up

A CVD event was defined as a hospitalisation or death during the follow-up period from CVD
(including ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke, transient ischaemic
attacks and peripheral vascular disease) or heart failure, identified from national hospitalisation
and mortality datasets. Fatal CVD events included all deaths occurring within 28 days of an
individual’s first CVD-related hospital admission, and in this situation, the start date of the event
was considered the admission date for the hospitalisation, not the eventual date of death. This
28-day adjustment is now standard practice for all VIEW analyses and was instituted following
discussion with cardiologists, including Associate Professor Andrew Kerr (clinician at
Middlemore Hospital, co-investigator for the VIEW research programme and advisor for this
thesis). First CVD events for the VARIANZ 2006 dataset were identified between 1 January
2007 and 31 December 2011 from hospitalisation and mortality records using the ICD-10-AM
codes listed in Table 4-7.
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Table 4-7: ICD-10-AM 2nd edition and ACHI codes used to identify a first CVD event
(hospitalisation or death) during the follow-up period
Outcome type
ICD-10-AM codes
Cardiac arrest
I460 -I469
Myocardial infarction I210, I211 - I214, I219 - I221, I228, I229
Unstable angina
I200
Other ischaemic
I201, I208, I209, I230 - I236, I238, I240, I248, I249, 1250-1252*, I253heart disease
I256,1258*,1259*
Ischaemic stroke
I630 - I636, I638, I639, I64, I660-4, I668, I669,
Haemorrhagic
I600 - I616, I618, I619
stroke
Transient ischaemic G450 - G453, G458 - G468
attack
Peripheral vascular
E1050 - E1052, E1150 - E1152, E1451, E1452, I650-I653, 1658, 1659,
disease
I7021 - I7024, I7100 - I7103, I711, I713, I715, I718, I739 - I745, I748, I749
Heart failure
I110, I130, I132, I50, I500, I501, I509
Other CVD-related
3270000 - 3270011, 3270300, 3270800 - 3270803, 3271200, 3271201,
deaths
3271500 - 3271503, 3271800, 3271801, 3273000, 3273001, 3273300,
3273301, 3273600, 3273900, 3274200, 3274500, 3274800, 3275100,
3275101 - 3275103, 3275400 - 3275402, 3275700, 3275701, 3276300 3276314, 3276316, 3276316 - 3276319, 3305000, 3305500, 3307500,
3308000, 3310000, 3311200, 3311500, 3311800, 3312100, 3312400,
3312700, 3313000, 3315100, 3315400, 3315700, 3316000, 3316300,
3317800, 3318100, 3350000, 3350600, 3350601, 3350900, 3351200,
3351500, 3351501, 3351800, 3352100, 3352400, 3352700, 3353000,
3353001, 3353300, 3353600, 3353900, 3354200, 3354800, 3354801,
3354802, 3354803, 3355100, 3355400, 3530306, 3530307, 3530400,
3530401, 3530500, 3530501, 3530906, 3530907, 3530908, 3530909,
3531000, 3531001, 3531002, 3531003, 3531004, 3531005, 3531200,
3531201, 3531500, 3531501, 3845619, 3849700, 3849701, 3849702,
3849703, 3849704, 3849705, 3849706, 3849707, 3850000, 3850001,
3850002, 3850003, 3850004, 3850300, 3850301, 3850302, 3850303,
3850304, 3850500, 3850700, 3850800, 3850900, 3863700, 9020100,
9020101, 9020102, 9020103, 9022900, 9023000, I461, I672*, I700, I701,
I708, I709, I714, Z951, Z955, Z958, Z959
Abbreviations: ACHI, Australian Classification of Health Intervention Codes; ICD, International Statistical Classification
of Diseases and Related Health Problems
*Codes used only to identify CVD-related deaths (i.e. not used to identify a first non-fatal CVD event)
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4.4

Population (denominator) capture

4.4.1

VARIANZ 2006 dataset

The methodology employed identified 2,575,786 people for the VARIANZ 2006 dataset. After
exclusion of those who had a health contact in 2006 but died before the end of that year (26,910
individuals) and non-New Zealand residents (5,299 men and women), 2,543,577 people
remained. A comparison of this latter group to the 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident
population is shown in Table 4-8. The VARIANZ 2006 dataset captured 85% of the 2006 New
Zealand Census estimated resident population aged 20 years or over, with increasing
percentages identified among people aged 55 years and older.

The slightly greater proportion of women captured as compared to men is likely to be related to
the health service interactions by women as a result of cervical and breast screening as well as
the use of antenatal and maternal medical services. The lower capture of younger individuals in
the VARIANZ 2006 dataset is likely to be related to better average health, with reduced
utilisation of health services, than among older adults. Furthermore, younger individuals are
more likely than older New Zealand residents to travel overseas in the short or medium term.221
New Zealand residents who were overseas during 2006 could still be counted in the New
Zealand 2006 Census population as responses can be provided from overseas, but these
individuals would not appear in the New Zealand routinely collected health data unless they
accessed New Zealand health services during the year.
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Table 4-8: Demographic characteristics of the Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders
2006 (VARIANZ 2006) baseline population compared to the 2006 New Zealand Census
estimated resident (ER) population

Demographic

Total
Sex:
Male
Female
Age:
20-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years
75-84 years
85 years and over
Ethnicity: Ƚ
Māori
Pacific
Asian
Chinese
Indian
Other (mainly European)

VARIANZ 2006
baseline
population
n (%)

2 543 577*

2 982 740

Difference
between
VARIANZ 2006
and 2006 Census
ER populations
n (% of Census
ER)
439 163 (15%)

1 140 283Ɨ (45%)
1 403 155Ɨ (55%)

1 433 980 (48%)
1 548 760 (52%)

293 697 (20%)
145 605 ( 9%)

652 170
521 108
486 247
389 470
263 268
172 720
58 594

(26%)
(20%)
(19%)
(15%)
(10%)
( 7%)
( 2%)

260 871
121 642
165 689
56 325
60 616
1 995 375

(10%)
( 5%)
( 7%)
( 2%)
( 2%)
(79%)

2006 New Zealand
Census ER
population
n (%)

837 560
635 050
568 810
429 670
275 700
177 780
58 140

(28%)
(21%)
(19%)
(14%)
( 9%)
( 6%)
( 2%)

185 390
113 942
82 563
40 200
12 432
5 060
-454

(22%)
(18%)
(15%)
( 9%)
( 5%)
( 3%)
(0%)#

343 050 (12%)
159 520 ( 5%)
284 960 ( 10%)
121 110 ( 4%)
80 609 ( 3%)
2 195 210 (74%)

82 765
37 878
119 271
65 738
19 993
199 833

(24%)
(24%)
(42%)
(54%)
(25%)
(9%)

*Total excludes 26 910 people who had a health contact in 2006 but died before 31 December 2006 and 5 299 people
who were not New Zealand residents on 31 December 2006.
Ɨ Male and female totals exclude 139 people whose sex could not be identified in the national datasets
#The 2006 VARIANZ study population identified 454 more individuals aged 85 years or older than the 2006 New
Zealand Census estimated resident population, potentially due to the high proportion of this age group who utilise
health services coupled with underestimation of the 2006 Census estimated resident population aged 85 years and
over as a result of census undercount.
Ƚ 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident population figures were available for Māori, Pacific, Asian and Other
groups and were supplied by Statistics New Zealand. Estimates for Chinese and Indian groups were not available
from Statistics New Zealand and were subsequently sourced from the 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident
population that was constructed by Counties Manukau District Health Board (CMDHB) in Auckland, New Zealand. If
an individual identified with more than one ethnic group, CMDHB assigned a single prioritised ethnic group using the
following prioritisation order: Māori; Pacific, South-East Asian, Chinese, Indian, Other Asian, Other. Due to rounding,
the CMDHB 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident population aged 20 years or older comprised 2 982 335
individuals.
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Non-Indian Asian peoples, in particular, as well as the high-risk Māori, Pacific and Indian
communities are under-represented in the VARIANZ 2006 dataset compared to the 2006
Census estimated resident population, and the reasons are likely to be multifactorial. One
contributing issue is potential differences in recorded ethnicity for individuals between routine
health data and the Census-based estimated resident population. Ethnicity is self-reported in
New Zealand for both sources, and responses may change over time or in different settings.148
196

Lack of familiarity by recent immigrants with the structure of the New Zealand system may

also lead to reduced health system interaction, including under-enrolment with PHOs.222 A
proportion of recent Asian immigrants, particularly those of Chinese ethnicity, may also seek
health care in other countries, as a consequence of spending significant periods of time
overseas or preferentially returning to their country of origin for medical care.222 The reduced
capture of Māori and Pacific peoples in the VARIANZ datasets also likely reflects both the
younger age structure of these ethnic groups, and variable healthcare access by ethnicity in
New Zealand.223-226

The differential capture within VARIANZ datasets by age, sex and ethnic group as compared to
the Census-based estimated resident population is relatively stable over time and should be
explicitly considered in all analyses. The methodology employed to address this issue will
depend on the study question but, where possible, age-specific, sex-specific and ethnic-specific
results ought to be presented. Although CVD-related incidence and prevalence estimates for
younger age groups will be inflated (since younger individuals with CVD-related health contacts
will be disproportionately captured in the VARIANZ data), CVD also occurs most infrequently
among the younger age bands so absolute rates are likely to still be relatively low. Similarly,
exaggeration of CVD-related estimates is unlikely to be meaningful among Chinese individuals
as this sub-population is at low risk for CVD. However, overestimation of hospitalisations,
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mortality and medication dispensing among high-risk Māori, Pacific and Indian groups requires
more careful consideration, especially for Māori and Pacific peoples where inequities in unmet
need exist.227 228
4.5.1

Population capture from 2006 onwards

Table 4-9 presents the number of individuals aged 20 years or older identified in the VARIANZ
datasets for each year from 2006 to 2016 inclusive as compared to national estimated resident
population estimates released annually by Statistics New Zealand. The population capture
increased between 2006 and 2014, likely due to improved primary care enrolment numbers
across the country. However, the estimated population capture fluctuates from year to year. The
increasing proportion of the estimated resident population that are not captured by the VARIANZ
datasets in 2015 and 2016 is likely to be influenced by increasing numbers of immigrants,
particularly from Asian countries, among whom (as already noted) reduced utilisation of publicly
funded New Zealand health services is observed.
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Table 4-9: Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ) baseline population aged 20
years or older compared to the New Zealand estimated resident (ER) population
estimates* for 2006-2016 inclusive
Year

VARIANZ baseline
population

ER Population

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2 543 577
2 603 163
2 654 867
2 712 406
2 765 473
2 812 263
2 844 106
2 888 404
2 945 120
2 999 693
3 009 749

2 982 740
3 016 220
3 047 270
3 084 480
3 125 470
3 158 750
3 185 460
3 220 820
3 285 020
3 364 600
3 453 220

Difference
n (% of ER
population)
439 163 (14.7%)
413 057 (13.7%)
392 403 (12.9%)
372 074 (12.1%)
359 997 (11.5%)
346 487 (11.0%)
341 354 (10.7%)
332 416 10.3%)
339 900 (10.3%)
364 907 (10.8%)
443 471 (12.8%)

*ER population estimates at a given time after the most recent census are derived by adjusting census night
population figures for undercounting including residents who were overseas, as well as adjustments for births, deaths
and net migration. Of the years listed, New Zealand censuses were undertaken in 2006 and 2013.

4.6 Opportunity for international comparisons
To the candidate’s knowledge, there are no CVD-specific data resources with whole-of-country
population capture available for any other country. Nevertheless, there are several regional and
national projects that provide opportunities for international comparisons. CVD-related UK
analyses could be undertaken using the CArdiovascular disease research using LInked
BEspoke studies and electronic health Records (CALIBER) data resource that links electronic
health records from a subset of consenting UK primary care practices to a clinical registry for
acute coronary syndromes and other UK data collections.229 The Secure Anonymised
Information Linkage Databank230 that provides whole-population linked data for Wales and the
Kent Integrated Dataset231 that includes health data for all residents of Kent and Medway also
enable UK comparisons. Similar datasets could be constructed from the Western Australia Data
Linkage System that comprehensively links health and non-health data for the 2.5 million people
living in Western Australia.232 Regional linkage of administrative health data has also been
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undertaken in Canada, particularly Ontario233 and British Columbia.234 As mentioned in Section
3.2.1, Nordic countries also collect administrative health data that can be linked at the individual
level using a personal identifier that is common across all routine health datasets in the country
of interest.

4.7 Strengths and limitations
4.7.1

Strengths

The comprehensiveness of the VARIANZ datasets is one of their most notable strengths. For
example, compared to the 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident population aged 20
years or older, the equivalent VARIANZ 2006 dataset represents a ‘response rate’ of 85% with
higher levels of concordance in age groups over 55 years where CVD risk management and
CVD events are most common. Inclusion of every individual identified in national health
databases is a particular advantage for research involving ethnic sub-populations, as achieving
adequate study power for these relatively small population groups can be challenging in
traditionally recruited cohorts.235 236 Similarly, participant recruitment and retention issues
encountered with other population groups such as those with mental illness or in studies
encompassing socioeconomic status are also likely to be improved by using VARIANZ data. Use
of the VARIANZ datasets can also minimise numerator/denominator mismatch for CVD-related
estimates in defined sub-populations such as ethnic groups.148 Nevertheless, HSU cohorts will
still be affected by some degree of selection bias (for example, the variable population capture
by age and ethnic group already discussed).

VARIANZ data have been collected during routine interactions with the health system across
New Zealand rather than in selected health care settings such as a sample of primary care
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providers or hospitals, which aids the generalisability of the research findings. All data are
anonymised prior to record linkage to maintain data privacy for included individuals. While
attrition bias will affect the VARIANZ datasets to some degree, use of routinely collected health
data reduces the potential for loss to follow-up, as CVD-related health service interactions are
automatically recorded in the national datasets and individuals who move residence within New
Zealand will remain in the datasets.

Linkage to other routinely collected regional or national New Zealand health data that are not
currently included in a VARIANZ dataset can be undertaken to enable studies investigating CVD
comorbidities or novel CVD risk factors to be conducted. For example, within the health
databases used to identify the HSU population, data are available for all non-CVD related
hospitalisations. The VARIANZ datasets can also incorporate data at the individual level from
other available health databases such as the New Zealand Cancer Registry and the Programme
for the Integration of Mental Health Data that both capture national data, and laboratory test
results that are available for selected regions within New Zealand. Consequently, the datasets
are ideal for examining variation across demographic or clinically-defined groups in the use of
hospital services, outpatient clinics and pharmacotherapy or other research questions relating to
treatment, outcomes and prognosis for CVD and related conditions.
4.7.2

Limitations

The variable population capture by age, sex and ethnic group and the misclassification error
related to NZDep (where an individual’s actual socioeconomic status may not always
correspond to the deprivation level assigned to their area of residence) have already been
considered. The other main limitations of the VARIANZ health contact datasets relate to issues
of data availability and data quality.
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As previously discussed, some relevant CVD risk factor data such as smoking status, blood
pressure measurements, lipid levels and BMI are not routinely collected in the New Zealand
health databases. Furthermore, national Census data (regarding smoking status) and selfreported data from national health survey samples (regarding smoking, blood pressure and
other risk factor data) do not include the NHI personal identifier and are, therefore, unable to be
linked to the VARIANZ datasets using the current linkage methodology. Lifestyle modifications
that are often recommended as part of CVD risk management, such as increasing physical
activity or improving diet, and emigration data that would enable identification of individuals who
leave the country during follow-up are also not captured in national health databases.

Another limitation of using routinely collected health data is the potential for misclassification
bias in five key areas. Firstly, as mentioned in Section 3.3.3, diagnoses made exclusively
through primary care interactions or in the private healthcare sector are not comprehensively
captured in New Zealand administrative databases. Data from the PREDICT cohort11 107 that
captures around 90% of the population eligible for CVD risk assessment in the Auckland and
Northland regions of New Zealand indicates that around 25% of individuals with CVD recorded
nationally from any source are diagnosed solely in primary care.237 However, the resulting
misclassification of individuals with prior CVD or of those with CVD events recorded during the
follow-up period of VARIANZ datasets is likely to be minor. Prior CVD (including heart failure)
and non-fatal CVD events (occurring between 2007 and 2011 for the VARIANZ 2006 data) are
identified in this thesis from diagnoses that are severe enough to necessitate hospitalisation,
which represent the most definitive CVD diagnoses. Furthermore, most individuals who access
privately funded medical care do so for non-acute conditions and will have had interactions with
the publicly-funded health sector for almost all acute care. Therefore, any significant CVDrelated diagnoses are likely to have been recorded in one of the national health databases,
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particularly given the long look-back period used to identify a history of cardiac-related
hospitalisations (1993-2006 for the VARIANZ 2006 dataset). Nevertheless, unpublished
analyses using the PREDICT cohort suggest that lack of primary care diagnostic data will also
result in around 25% of individuals with atrial fibrillation diagnosed solely through general
practice being misclassified. Misclassification of most non-hospitalised comorbid conditions (like
renal disease) is likely to be greater than for a history of CVD, heart failure or atrial fibrillation.
For diabetes, augmenting hospitalisations with a range of diabetes-related health service
interactions reduces the impact of not having access to primary care diagnostic data, but some
misclassification will be present due to slight overestimation of diagnoses as outlined in Section
3.3.10.

The second source of misclassification error that will affect variables for a history of CVD, history
of heart failure and fatal and non-fatal CVD events during follow-up is miscoding of
hospitalisations 238-242 and cause of death,238 240-242 although mortality data tend to be coded
more accurately.238 240 Studies conducted in European countries indicate that hospital discharge
diagnoses of CVD, IHD and heart failure have reasonable validity.239 243 244 However, the only
New Zealand validation study was published in the 1980s,241 and analyses of recent national
data are required.

Thirdly, some misclassification of individuals with prior CVD will have resulted from the evolution
of the definition and diagnosis of important CVD conditions such as myocardial infarction over
the past five decades. For example, the incorporation of cardiac biomarkers such as troponins
greatly increased diagnostic sensitivity over time.245-247 However, the relative underdiagnosis of
CVD historically in the routine health data (and associated impact on identifying prior CVD) will
be somewhat minimised by the long look-back period mentioned earlier.
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Fourthly, some misclassification of baseline and follow-up dispensing variables will also be
present in the VARIANZ data. As mentioned in Section 3.3.7, Ministry of Health audit data
indicates that 9% of dispensing episodes were unable to be matched to NHI personal identifiers
in 2006, although this reduced to around 3% or less of dispensed claims from 2012 onwards.
(Analytical Services, Ministry of Health, personal communication, 2018). Furthermore, the
national pharmaceutical databases only capture subsidised dispensing episodes from
community pharmacists. While this encompasses most dispensing activity, in-hospital
medications, over-the-counter purchases (for example, of aspirin) and, as already mentioned,
dispensing of rosuvastatin (which is approved for use but not currently publicly-funded in New
Zealand) would not appear in the national pharmaceutical dispensing database.

Fifthly, non-Indian South Asian peoples (who, like Indians, are also at high risk of CVD) will be
misclassified in VARIANZ data as they cannot currently be differentiated from the Other Asian
group using the current ethnicity coding available in New Zealand health data. Updated ethnicity
data protocols recently released by the Ministry of Health should enable more granular
identification of ethnic groups in the near future.193

4.8 VARIANZ data safety
The VARIANZ datasets are subject to the VIEW research programme data safety procedures
that are guided by the ‘Five Safes’ principles, an internationally recognised risk assessment
framework encompassing safe projects, safe people, safe settings, safe data and safe output.248
To ensure safe projects are conducted using the VARIANZ data, a template is provided to
prospective researchers to allow completion of a data access proposal (DAP) that outlines the
proposed research and the specific data required. The DAP is then considered by the VIEW
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Leadership team, which is comprised of senior academics. The DAP applications are considered
according to the consistency of the research proposal with VIEW programme objectives,
originality of the study question and robustness of the methodology. If the proposal involves
analyses by ethnic group, then the DAP will also be considered by the VIEW Māori, Pacific and
South Asian Governance Groups which provide ethnic oversight of all research conducted by
the VIEW programme.

The research credentials of the applicant are also reviewed. If approved, researchers are
required to adhere to the VIEW team Code of Practice and to sign a data release agreement
form that outlines the conditions for data storage and use that must be adhered to (i.e. “safe
people”).

In terms of safe settings, source data and research-ready VARIANZ data are not publicly
accessible. Researchers are only able to access data through a VIEW virtual machine that is
separate from the wider University network, is disconnected from the internet and is not
accessible by USB. Approved researchers are expected to be physically based at the Section of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics at the University of Auckland for a few days at the outset of data
access. Subsequently, remote access to data can be arranged. Access to source data is highly
restricted and requires authorisation from the VIEW team data manager. These data access
arrangements are not expected to change in the foreseeable future.

With consideration of the “safe data” principle, all data made available to researchers are
anonymised; the VIEW team does not have access to identifiable health data and therefore the
potential for re-identification of research-ready data is minimised. Including a VIEW team
member as a co-investigator for all approved research projects involving VIEW data contributes
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to “safe outputs”, as all results are reviewed by at least one VIEW team member for any
identifying results such as small counts. “Safe outputs” of all studies conducted using VARIANZ
data is also supported by reporting all analyses (including those presented in Chapters 5,7,8 and
10) according to the RECORD guidelines (REporting of studies COnducted using Observational
Routinely collected Data) that were published in 2015.249 The 22- item RECORD checklist is an
extension of the STROBE (STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational studies
in Epidemiology) guidelines and covers a range of reporting details related to the study title,
abstract, introduction, methods, results, discussion and other key information.250 251

4.9 Conclusion
The VARIANZ datasets, based on HSU populations, contain detailed individual-level linked
administrative health data regarding CVD and related conditions. The full datasets capture the
majority of the New Zealand population in a given year from 2006 onwards. Subsets of the
VARIANZ datasets can also be identified based on specific health service interactions such as
CVD hospitalisations only and can be requested for years prior to 2006 subject to data
availability. VARIANZ data for a given year can be individually linked to data in subsequent
years to create VARIANZ cohort studies. Bespoke linkage can also be undertaken to include
other national and regional administrative health data such as non-CVD related hospitalisations
to enable exploration of CVD comorbidities or novel risk factors. The VARIANZ datasets are a
rich CVD data resource that can be used to explore a range of research questions regarding the
management, outcomes and prognosis for CVD.
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CHAPTER 5 CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICATION CHANGES
OVER FIVE YEARS: IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK PREDICTION
MODELS
5.1

Preamble

5.1.1

Link to thesis objectives

This analysis addresses the second thesis objective: to use the VARIANZ datasets to examine
whether modern CVD risk prediction equations need to account for the effects of CVD
pharmacotherapy at baseline and during follow-up.
5.1.2

Publication

This chapter includes content from:
Mehta S, Jackson R, Wells S, Harrison J, Exeter D, Kerr A. Cardiovascular medication changes
over five years in a national data linkage study: implications for risk prediction models. Clinical
Epidemiology. 2018. 10, 133-141. (Publisher: Dove Medical Press).
Clinical Epidemiology had an impact factor at the time of publication of 7.056, with the 5-year
impact factor currently 5.550.
5.1.3

Comment

In preparation for developing the new policy-focused CVD risk equations, various
methodological issues were considered. During early discussions with local and international
colleagues with expertise in CVD risk prediction, one subject that arose repeatedly was whether
CVD pharmacotherapy needed to be incorporated into the new models. In particular, there was
uncertainty around the magnitude of treatment changes during follow-up and the implications of
these medication changes for CVD risk prediction.
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At the time that these issues were being discussed, development of the clinically-focused CVD
risk models was also being planned by the VIEW team (including, as previously mentioned, the
candidate as an adjunct to the work being undertaken for this thesis). Therefore, the analysis
presented in this chapter informed the development of CVD risk equations for both policy and
clinical contexts in New Zealand. This analysis also has international relevance and has
influenced the methodological approach to CVD risk model derivation employed by international
collaborators in Australia and Denmark.

5.2

Introduction

Risk prediction models are highly influenced by the average event rates in the cohort studies
used to develop them. A potential problem affecting CVD risk scores is the attenuation of CVD
event rates due to new treatment over the course of a study. In theory, risk prediction models for
use in untreated people without a previous history of CVD would be developed in cohorts of
patients who are medication-free for the study duration, to determine the actual relationship
between risk factors and CVD occurrence.252 However, this approach would be both unrealistic
and unethical today, since pharmacotherapy for the primary prevention of CVD with lipidlowering medications, blood-pressure lowering medications and, until recently, antiplatelet
agents has increased markedly over the last 20 to 30 years.252-254 In New Zealand, all commonly
used CVD medications are government-subsided and comprised four of the ten most frequently
prescribed publicly funded pharmaceuticals in 2015.255 Furthermore, accurate CVD risk
assessment is also desirable in those already receiving CVD pharmacotherapy to determine if
additional interventions would be beneficial.

Most contemporary risk predictions scores are derived in cohorts where CVD medication use is
common, but many of these models do not assess or adjust for preventive pharmacotherapy at
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cohort entry. In a review published in 2011 of models predicting risk of a CVD event among
individuals without a previous history of the disease, Liew et al found that prior treatment was
described in the baseline cohort characteristics for only 14 of the 21 risk algorithms identified.252
Baseline blood-pressure lowering treatment was reported for the study populations of all 14 of
these scores, considered as a risk predictor in 10 and retained in seven of the final risk
equations. Prior use of lipid-lowering medications was reported in two studies and was a
candidate predictor in both but was not included in either final score. Furthermore, none of the
21 risk equations identified by Liew et al described prior use of antiplatelet agents or new
treatment with any CVD medications during follow-up. The authors suggested that failure to
assess and adjust for the effect of treatment on the study cohort, and particularly medications
commenced during follow-up, will result in risk equations that underestimate the true CVD risk,
which has important implications for CVD risk management decisions.

When the current analysis was planned, clinical assessment of 5-year CVD risk in New Zealand
was being undertaken using a risk score based on Framingham Heart Study data that did not
account for CVD pharmacotherapy, either at baseline or during follow-up.106 At that stage, no
local or international studies had quantified changes in CVD pharmacotherapy over time in a
contemporary primary prevention cohort, which would provide insight into whether CVD
pharmacotherapy at baseline and treatment changes during follow-up are both important when
predicting 5-year CVD risk. The objective of this study was, therefore, to examine the frequency
of CVD medication dispensing at baseline and over five years of follow-up within a New Zealand
primary prevention cohort.
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5.3

Methods

5.3.1

Study population and data sources

The study population was identified from the VARIANZ 2006 dataset. Individuals with duplicate
NHIs were identified (n=407,158) and their health records were assigned to a single personal
identifier prior to linkage. Range checks of data were undertaken pre- and post-linkage to
validate the quality of the process.

The lower age limit for inclusion was set at 30 years as very few people below this age are
treated with medications for the primary prevention of CVD. People up to 74 years were included
as this corresponds to the upper age limit of recommendations for CVD pharmacotherapy in the
New Zealand CVD risk management guidelines. Individuals were subsequently excluded if they
had been hospitalised between 1 January 1993 and 31 December 2006 for CVD or heart failure.
5.3.2

CVD medication dispensing data

For blood pressure-lowering (BPL), lipid-lowering (LL) and antiplatelet/anticoagulant (APL)
medications, dispensing at least once between 1 July 2006 and 31 December 2006 (i.e.
baseline) and at least once in each 6-month period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December
2011 (i.e. follow-up) was considered. Dispensed dosages were disregarded. As outlined in
Section 4.3.5, medications are typically prescribed for three months in New Zealand, but
medication status was defined based on 6-month periods to account for people who filled their
prescriptions late since the focus of this analysis was on examining broad patterns of medication
dispensing rather than medication adherence. Six-month periods of follow-up were included until
the date of death or hospitalisation for CVD or heart failure or 31 December 2011, but individuals
who left the country during the follow-up period were unable to be identified. Incomplete 6-month
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periods of data, which occurred when individuals died or were hospitalised for CVD during a 6month interval, were removed from the analyses.
5.3.3

Outcome measures

The outcome measures were: 1) numbers and proportions of people dispensed medications at
baseline; and 2) numbers and proportions of 6-month periods during follow-up where dispensing
occurred, reported as person-years on medication or not. For example, dispensing in four 6month periods equals two person-years of medication.
5.3.4

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were carried out using STATA version 12.1.

The numbers and proportions of the study population who were: 1) not dispensed CVD baseline
medications; and, 2) dispensed one or more baseline CVD medications were determined. Within
these two baseline treatment categories, the numbers and proportions of person-years of followup time during which no medications were dispensed (i.e. untreated) or where any CVD
medications were dispensed (i.e. treated) was established. Similar calculations were undertaken
for dispensing of BPL, LL and APL medications at baseline and during follow-up.

Medication dispensing during follow-up was then stratified according to dispensing of each of the
seven possible categories of sole or combination therapy at baseline. The seven baseline
categories were: LL only, BPL only, APL only, BPL and LL only, LL and APL only, BPL and APL
only, and triple therapy with BPL, LL and APL. For each baseline category, the candidate
determined the proportion of person-years of follow-up time where dispensing of BPL, LL, APL
or any CVD medications was recorded.
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Sensitivity analyses of medication dispensing during follow-up stratified by baseline dispensing
were also undertaken within 15-year age bands.

5.4

Results

During 2006, 1,888,123 New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years had contact with New Zealand
publicly funded health services and were still alive at the end of the year (comprising 86% of the
corresponding 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident population). Of these, 121,539
people (6.4%) with a prior hospitalisation for CVD or heart failure were excluded. The baseline
characteristics of the remaining 1,766,584 individuals are shown in Table 5-1. Of these people,
55% were women, 80% were aged between 30-59 years and Māori, Pacific and Indian high-risk
ethnic groups comprised 17% of the cohort.
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Table 5-1: Baseline characteristics for New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years at 31
December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure hospitalisations (n=1 766 584)

Baseline characteristics
Total
Sex:*

Age:Ɨ

Ethnicity:

n (%)
1 766 584

Male
Female

792 348 (45%)
974 147 (55%)

30-44 years
45-59 years
60-74 years

740 009 (42%)
663 961 (38%)
362 614 (21%)

Māori
Pacific
Indian
Chinese
Other Asian
Other (mainly European)

171 196 (10%)
81,532 (5%)
42 642 (2%)
39 934 (2%)
35 462 (2%)
1 395 818 (79%)

* The male and female totals exclude 89 people included in the study population whose sex could
not be identified in the available New Zealand health databases.
┼The

proportions of the study population corresponding to each 15 year age band do not add to
100% due to rounding.

Figure 5-1 presents dispensing among the study population at baseline and during the follow-up
period (8,589,931 person-years; mean 4.9 years and standard deviation 0.6 years). At baseline,
one or more CVD medications were dispensed to 21% (n=373,422) of the study population with
dispensing of BPL medications to 17% of the study population (n=300,995), LL
pharmacotherapy to 9% (n=166,640) and APL agents to 6% (n=102,051). Discontinuation of all
baseline medications (i.e. stopping all treatment) accounted for 2% of overall person-years of
follow up. Dispensing of pharmacotherapy in the follow-up period among people untreated at
baseline occurred during 7% of total follow-up time. Taking into account medication changes
during follow-up, BPL medications were dispensed in 20% of total person-years of follow-up, LL
pharmacotherapy in 13% and APL agents in 9%.
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Figure 5-1: CVD medications dispensed at baseline (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) and follow up (1 January 2007 - 31
December 2011) among New Zealand residents aged 30–74 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart
failure hospitalisations

Please note that some members of the study population took combination pharmacotherapy during follow-up. Therefore, the sum of person years across the
six APL, BPL and LL boxes during follow-up is greater than the sum of the person years for those who used ‘any CVD medications’ during follow-up.
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Table 5-2 presents follow-up dispensing stratified by the seven possible categories of baseline
sole or combination therapy. For example, the first row of the table indicates that 48,960
individuals aged 30-74 years were dispensed LL medications only at baseline and together
contributed 236,585 person-years of follow-up from 2007-2011 inclusive (mean 4.8 years;
standard deviation 0.7 years). One or more CVD medications were dispensed during 82% of
these collective person-years of follow-up, with LL agents dispensed during 80% and BPL and
APL pharmacotherapy dispensed during 16% and 14% respectively of follow-up time. Across
the study population, baseline BPL and LL medications dispensed as sole or combination CVD
pharmacotherapy were maintained for >80% of corresponding follow-up person-years, while
APL agents which were continued for >52% of relevant follow-up time.
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Table 5-2: CVD medications dispensed during follow-up (1 January 2007-31 December
2011) according to baseline dispensing (1 July 2006-31 December 2006) among 30-74
year-old New Zealand residents on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure
hospitalisations

People dispensed medications
at baseline

Person-time during follow-up

Medications
Dispensed

Total personyears
(mean
personyears)

Person-years dispensed
medications (not exclusive)┼
%
Any

LL

BPL

APL

n
(% of total
population)

LL only

48 960
(3%)

236 585
(4.8)

82%

80%

16%

14%

BPL only

161 459
(9%)

764 416
(4.7)

88%

14%

87%

13%

APL only

12 826
(1%)

59 581
(4.6)

58%

13%

17%

52%

BPL and LL only

60 952
(3%)

285 140
(4.7)

95%

88%

93%

23%

LL and APL only

10 641
(1%)

49 689
(4.7)

89%

84%

23%

77%

BPL and APL only 32 497
(2%)

146 264
(4.5)

93%

20%

91%

81%

BPL and LL and
APL

206 850
(4.5)

94%

89%

92%

86%

46 087
(3%)

Abbreviations: APL, Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL, Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL,
Lipid-lowering medications
* The medication categories considered at baseline were exclusive (e.g. a person included in the BPL and LL
category was not dispensed APL medications).
┼

The APL, BPL and LL medication categories considered during the follow-up period were not exclusive (e.g. a
person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL categories).

Sensitivity analyses of dispensing among the study population stratified by 15-year age bands
indicated that baseline dispensing of any CVD medications was recorded for 5% of 30-44 yearolds, 23% of the 45-59 year group and 50% of people aged 60-74 years. In each age group
respectively, commencement of one or more medications in the follow-up period among people
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untreated at baseline occurred during 4%, 9% and 11% of follow-up time and complete
discontinuation of baseline medications during 1%, 3% and 3% of total follow-up. When
categories of sole or combination baseline therapy were considered within each 15-year age
band, the proportion of corresponding follow-up time where BPL and LL medications were
continued was >67% among people aged 30-44 years, >80% in the 45-59 year-old group and
>86% for 60-74 year-olds. Sole or combination APL baseline therapy was continued for a lower
proportion of follow-up time across the three age bands (>31%, >47% and >64% of personyears of follow-up respectively). (Further detail is presented in Appendix 1 Supplementary
Figures 1-3 and Supplementary Tables 1-3)

5.5

Discussion

5.5.1

Principal findings

In a New Zealand-wide CVD primary prevention cohort comprising almost 1.8 million people
aged 30 -74 years in 2006 and followed up for five years, one in five individuals received
cardiovascular medications at baseline. Complete discontinuation of baseline medications
occurred during 2% of total follow-up time with commencement of one or more medications
between 2007 and 2011 inclusive among people untreated at baseline during 7% of personyears of follow-up. The seven possible sole or combination therapy categories were continued
for at least 80% of corresponding follow-up, except for APL agents which were continued for
>52% of follow-up person-years.
5.5.2

Strengths and limitations

This analysis addresses a conspicuous gap in the international literature raised by Liew et al
who found that CVD preventive medications are inadequately considered as candidate
predictors in current CVD risk scores and who suggested that cohort studies used to develop
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risk prediction models should quantify use of CVD pharmacotherapy at baseline and over
time.252 To the candidate’s knowledge, this is the only study where preventive pharmacotherapy
with the three main classes of cardiovascular medications has been described during a multiyear follow-up within a nationally representative CVD primary prevention population.

The VARIANZ cohort methodology identified 86% of all 30-74 year-old New Zealand residents
enumerated by the 2006 Census, before the exclusion criterion regarding history of
hospitalisations for CVD or heart failure was applied. Furthermore, the proportion of the Census
population included in the VARIANZ 2006 cohort increased with age from 80% of 30-44 yearolds up to 91% of people aged 55-64 years and 95% of 65-74 year-olds. As all commonly used
CVD preventive medications are subsidised in New Zealand and pharmacists must claim for the
dispensed medications in order to receive this subsidy, the dispensing data considered in this
analysis are likely to be almost complete and therefore reflect patterns of CVD pharmacotherapy
across the New Zealand population.

Limitations of this analysis encompass those outlined in Chapter 4 related to use of routinely
collected data, including lack of emigration data that would enable identification of individuals
who left the country during the follow-up period. Therefore, this study is likely to have slightly
overestimated discontinuation of baseline medications during follow-up and, to a lesser extent,
slightly underestimated new treatment after baseline.

The methodology that the candidate applied to identify the study population for this initial
analysis using the VARIANZ 2006 cohort did not incorporate exclusion of non-hospitalised heart
failure (identified through loop diuretic dispensing records in the six months prior to baseline).
The consensus following discussion with the candidate’s supervisors and clinical advisor was
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that the analysis presented in this chapter should be undertaken using a primary prevention
population that was as inclusive as possible, to enable an ‘upper bound’ of baseline treatment
and treatment changes during follow-up to be ascertained. Antianginal medications were also
not excluded, partly for this reason and partly because dispensing over a five-year period prior to
baseline would ideally be identified but the pharmaceutical dispensing data quality did not
enable this.

The proportion of 6-month periods of follow-up time where dispensing occurred at least once
was used as a simple metric of dispensing that could be applied across all three considered
classes of cardiovascular medications. Nevertheless, use of more detailed metrics, such as the
medication possession ratio that assesses the total days of medication coverage over a given
time period, could be considered in future research since greater cardiovascular
pharmacotherapy adherence will influence CVD risk over time. Furthermore, although this study
examined baseline treated or untreated status and commencement and discontinuation of
medications during follow-up, which are the aspects of pharmacotherapy that will have the
greatest effect on CVD event rates, different baseline dosages and dosage alterations after
baseline will also influence CVD risk (albeit to a lesser degree). Medication dosages were not
incorporated as this study involved around 90 different cardiovascular medications. The
candidate is unaware of any analytical approach at present that would enable the wide range of
dosages across multiple medications with different potencies to be meaningfully accounted for in
the development of risk prediction equations. However, variation in baseline medication dosage
and changes in dosage during follow-up could be explored in future descriptive studies using the
Defined Daily Dose (the assumed average maintenance dose per day for a given medication
used for its main indication in adults) as a reference.256
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Medication intolerance, side-effects and rosuvastatin dispensing were also not considered, or
over- the-counter sales of aspirin when determining antiplatelet and anticoagulant medication
use within the study population, as these data are not available from the national pharmaceutical
dispensing database. In New Zealand, however, aspirin prescriptions are heavily subsidised
(with a three-month supply costing no more than NZ$5.00) and are therefore the preferred
method of obtaining the medication among regular users.257 Similarly, rosuvastatin was
infrequently prescribed in New Zealand during the study period and, therefore, the lack of
related dispensing data is unlikely to have had a major influence on the findings for lipid-lowering
medications. (A. Kerr, personal communication, 2018).
5.5.3

Comparison to other studies

Among the cohorts identified by Liew et al where baseline use of BPL medications was reported
(and from which 14 primary prevention risk scores resulted), treatment levels ranged from 5%
for men and 7% for women in the QRISK2 2008 study258 to 24% for men and 32% for women
included in the Personal Heart 2007 cohort.259 In the study population used to derive the
American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology risk equations published in
2013, baseline use of BPL medications was recorded for 31% of men and 41% of women of
African American ethnicity, and 17% of men and 19% of women in the ‘White’ sub-cohort.260
Baseline and follow-up medication use was not disaggregated by sex in this analysis as
dispensing of pharmacotherapy was similar for men and women. For example, BPL medications
were dispensed at baseline to 17% of the total study population and 17% of men and women
separately. The two published risk prediction studies that considered prior treatment with LL
agents reported baseline LL therapy in 3% of a US cohort of 25 000 women recruited from 19921995261 and among 17% of 10 700 men in a US cohort recruited from 1995-1997,262 compared
to 9% of the total study population in the analysis presented in this chapter. The differences
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between the BPL and LL treatment levels in the VARIANZ study population and these other
cohorts likely reflects several factors including marked heterogeneity in selection criteria (such
as age range), differences in risk factor distributions between populations and changes over
time in the rationale for initiating treatment from single risk factor management to treating
absolute CVD risk.

To the candidate’s knowledge, no other cohort studies used to develop risk prediction models or
nationally representative cohort analyses have examined baseline use of APL medications or
treatment changes over time. Meaningful international comparisons are therefore not possible
for these aspects of CVD preventive pharmacotherapy. However, the results in this chapter
indicate that in a New Zealand primary prevention context, only 6% of 30-74 year-olds were
dispensed APL medications in 2006 and initiation of pharmacotherapy over a 5-year period
among people untreated at baseline was modest, although it increased with age.

Across the spectrum of age and CVD medication categories, this study also suggests that most
New Zealanders receiving primary preventive pharmacotherapy at a particular point in time
continue medications for the majority of the following five years, and few discontinue
medications completely. These results are somewhat different to those observed in another New
Zealand study, published in 2020 by Sigglekow et al,263 that examined statin adherence among
new users over the same period as the analysis presented in this chapter. Between 2006 and
2011, around 290,000 new statin users were identified across the country, of which 83% were
classified as being treated for primary prevention since they had no prior hospitalisation for IHD,
ischaemic stroke, TIA or a coronary arterial procedure. Adherence was assessed using
medication possession ratios and was examined overall and according to demographic
characteristics. Sigglekow et al found that only 63% of the total primary prevention group were
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adherent to statins and around 30% discontinued treatment over the study period. However, the
current analysis sought to examine general patterns of CVD pharmacotherapy use rather than
medication adherence, and therefore employed less stringent measures than were used by
Sigglekow et al for assessing medication continuation (where an MPR ≥0.8 was considered
adherent) and discontinuation (which was defined as a dispensing gap of >90 days).
Furthermore, the candidate considered both new and existing users together, where patterns of
medication dispensing may differ somewhat to those among new users alone. Nevertheless,
Sigglekow et al also noted that adherence increased, and discontinuation of statins was less
likely to occur, with age in the primary prevention group. These findings support the results of
the current study in relation to the higher proportion of person years of follow-up where baseline
LL pharmacotherapy continued to be dispensed with increasing age band.
5.5.4

Implications of the study

The results of this analysis have important implications for clinicians using CVD risk equations to
guide patient management, and also for those considering how best to address the effect of
treatment when developing models that predict future risk of CVD events. Firstly, risk prediction
equations derived from modern cohort studies should consider baseline medication use, unless
all members of the cohort are untreated at study commencement. An individual receiving
preventive pharmacotherapy will usually have a higher CVD risk than another individual who has
similar risk factors but is untreated, since the initiation of medication at some point prior to the
study period reflects a longstanding exposure to elevated risk factors.264 From a clinical
perspective, therefore, treatment decisions should be based on CVD risk tools that incorporate
baseline medication status as the use of risk equations that do not account for pharmacotherapy
may compromise the accuracy of risk estimates.
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Secondly, the results of this study suggest that 5-year risk models that include baseline
pharmacotherapy will account for the majority of the effect of treatment during follow-up among
people up to 74 years of age without a history of CVD. This is a valuable insight for those
developing new 5-year risk prediction models. While methodologies involving time-varying
covariates can capture the relationship between pharmacotherapy changes during study followup and CVD event occurrence, it is unclear how to integrate these methods into CVD risk scores
that rely solely on baseline data. (R Stevens, personal communication, 2016). By contrast, it is
relatively easy to include additional variables in risk models to account for baseline treatment.
However, new treatment is likely to be initiated more frequently after study commencement
among those at greater risk, so the degree to which baseline therapy captures the effect of
treatment during follow-up will be less among high-risk groups. These inferences in relation to a
5-year time period for risk prediction are likely to be applicable in other high-income countries,
since treatment levels are liable to be similar to those in New Zealand. Nevertheless, the
majority of CVD risk prediction equations available internationally estimate risk over 10 years
and the frequency of new treatment will be greater over this longer period, particularly in older
people, than observed in the current 5-year study. Therefore, studies quantifying use of CVD
pharmacotherapy over 10-year follow-up periods are still required.

5.6

Conclusions

In a New Zealand-wide CVD primary prevention cohort comprising almost 1.8 million people
aged 30 -74 years, one in five patients received cardiovascular medications at baseline but
commencement of new treatment over five years of follow-up was modest. Therefore, baseline
use of medications was sufficiently common to warrant consideration when developing
equations to estimate CVD risk, but the initiation of new treatment was infrequent and is unlikely
to be a major concern for 5-year CVD risk prediction. Further research is required to determine
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how to incorporate available methodologies for modelling changes in CVD pharmacotherapy
over time into CVD risk prediction scores, including for the 10-year prediction horizon commonly
used internationally. In the meantime, 5-year risk prediction models that include baseline
treatment will account for the majority of the follow-up treatment effect in people up to 74 years
of age.
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CHAPTER 6 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO
DEVELOPING AND VALIDATING RISK PREDICTION MODELS
Chapter 6 reviews the current literature available regarding methodologies for developing and
validating risk prediction models to inform the approaches employed in Chapters 7 and 8 of this
thesis. Firstly, the importance of survival analysis and censoring of outcome data are briefly
examined. The types of regression models that are available to analyse survival data, and the
time scales that can be incorporated into these regression methodologies are then described.
Next, aspects of model development are considered, including variable selection, missing data,
specification of continuous and categorical variables and evaluation of interactions between
variables. Methods for validating models are summarised and finally, adequate reporting of the
development and validation processes using the Transparent Reporting of a multivariable
prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) statement are considered.

6.1

Survival analyses and censoring

The outcome of interest for the risk prediction models being developed for this research is the
occurrence of a fatal or non-fatal CVD event over a 5-year period. If the timing of the CVD event
was unimportant, then logistic regression for CVD events over five years (as a binary outcome
variable) could be used. However, logistic regression would assign identical risk to an individual
in the development cohort with an event one year from baseline and an individual with an event
4.5 years after baseline.265 266 Later occurrence of an event offers additional time to institute
lifestyle or pharmacotherapeutic measures, or modify existing management,267 268 and is
therefore important to consider when predicting risk. Survival analysis, which considers time to
the event of interest,269-271 is therefore more appropriate than logistic regression for developing
risk prediction models such as those being derived for this thesis.
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One point of difference between survival analyses conducted on traditionally recruited clinical
cohort data and the survival analyses undertaken for this research relates to the degree of
censoring present. Censoring refers to incomplete information about an individual’s survival
time271-273 and, for this thesis, right censoring (where the outcome of interest has not occurred for
some individuals before the end of their follow-up) is relevant. In a traditional cohort study with
five years of follow-up, individuals who do not experience the event of interest may be right
censored if they are lost to follow-up before five years has elapsed or if the individual is followed
up for five years but a CVD event has not occurred in that time. A significant advantage of the
VARIANZ datasets is that they can theoretically capture five years of follow-up for almost
everyone in the study population. Therefore, the proportion of individuals who are lost to followup is lower than in a traditional cohort, enabling greater precision of model fitting using the
VARIANZ datasets. Nevertheless, there will be a small proportion of individuals in a VARIANZ
cohort who have an event overseas during follow-up that cannot be identified due to lack of
emigration or overseas event data in New Zealand routine health databases.165 274

6.2

Types of regression models for survival analysis

6.2.1

Cox models

The most common methodology for survival analysis is Cox proportional hazards regression,
which is the natural extension of logistic regression to survival outcomes.270 271 275-277 Cox
regression is frequently employed for survival data containing right censored observations.271
Cox models consider the hazard for an individual, or the risk of the event of interest over an
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infinitesimally small period of time given the values of their predictors and that the individual has
survived until that time.275 The Cox model is often stated as follows:
h(t | χi) = h(t) expβχ
Where h(t | χi ) is the hazard at time t given predictors χi, h(t) is the baseline hazard at time t that
captures the ‘reference’ hazard profile in the population; essentially the hazard when all
covariates are set to zero. βχ (also known as the prognostic index)278 indicates the sum of
variable values for a given individual weighted by the regression coefficients for each variable:
βχ= β1χ1 + β2χ2 + β3χ3 + …βzχz

Therefore, h(t | χi ) is an estimate of an individual’s relative risk in comparison to the reference
hazard profile for the population. While the regression coefficients (β1, β2, …βz) are estimated for
each variable across the study population, the baseline hazard is not specified as part of the
modelling.271 A key assumption of Cox models is that, while the individual hazard and baseline
hazard can vary over time, the effect of an individual’s baseline predictor levels on the baseline
hazard is constant over time.277 Therefore, the ratio of two individuals' hazard should be the
same at any given time. This is known as the proportional hazards assumption.271 277 279

The validity of the proportional hazards assumption can be tested using the global Schoenfeld
test, and visual inspection of plotted scaled Schoenfeld residuals for each variable.271 277
Furthermore, binary covariates can be individually evaluated by plotting the function
log(-log(S(t))) against log survival time to determine if strata are parallel, although there is an
element of subjectivity associated with assessing if constant separation is present.280 Variables
can also be evaluated for time varying coefficients using the Stata ‘tvc’ option; that is, whether
the effect of a particular baseline variable on the outcome of interest changes over the study
period.281
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For prediction purposes, translation of the hazard to the survival function S (t | χi ) of the Cox
model is important for estimating the absolute risk for an individual.271 278 282 S (t | χi ) is the
survival at time t given predictors χi and S (t), or the baseline survival at time t that captures the
‘reference’ level of survival within the population of interest. An increase in the instantaneous
hazard h(t | χi ) will lead to an increase in the cumulative hazard H(t | χi ) which translates into a
decrease in the survival function S(t | χi ).271

Stratified Cox models can also be constructed. These models are a modification of the
traditional Cox model, involving stratification of the regression analysis according to strata of a
predictor where violation of the proportional hazards assumption is suspected. Stratified Cox
models allow for a different baseline survival in each strata of the variable in question, with
‘average’ coefficients estimated across the strata for all other predictors of interest.271
6.2.2

Parametric models

In contrast to the semiparametric Cox models, parametric models specify both the covariate
coefficients and the form of the baseline hazard function.271 283 The hazard function can take any
distributional form as long as the function is greater than 0 for all values of time (i.e. t).This
regression methodology is now infrequently used due to the greater technical complexity of the
modelling process compared to semi-parametric models, since the appropriate shape of the
baseline hazard needs to be determined.283 Nevertheless, a Weibull distribution was the basis of
the parametric survival model employed for the Framingham equations published by Anderson
et al in 1991284 and for the SCORE equations commonly used in Europe.285
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6.2.3

Competing risk models

For models where fatal or non-fatal CVD events are the outcome of interest, competing risk
methodologies treat non-CVD deaths as a ‘competing’ outcome that precludes a CVD event
from occurring during the study period.286 287 With methodologies that do not account for
competing risks, such as Cox regression, those who die from non-CVD causes before the study
end are treated as being lost to follow-up and are right censored. Therefore, non-competing risk
methodologies assume that these individuals could experience a CVD event in future, which is a
nonsensical scenario. As a result, risk estimates derived using Cox proportional hazards models
overestimate risk, with the degree of overestimation increasing as the prevalence of non-CVD
death in the study population increases.286 287 As non-CVD deaths are not right censored for
competing risk modelling, the potential for risk overestimation that affects methodologies that do
not account for competing risk is reduced.288

However, since death is much less prevalent in younger individuals, overestimation of CVD risk
from failing to account for competing risks of non-CVD causes is more of an issue in older
adults.286 289 Hence, Cox proportional hazards modelling is unlikely to cause important
overestimation of CVD risk within the age range of interest (30-74 years) for the equations
developed for this thesis.

Cause-specific Cox and Fine-Gray methodologies are the two main approaches to prognostic
models that are currently used to account for competing risks.286 288 Cause-specific Cox models
are an extension of traditional Cox models. They involve deriving separate models for both the
outcome of interest and the competing event of interest (in this case, non-CVD death) and then
combining these two models according to a prespecified formula to determine the cumulative
incidence function of CVD. From the perspective of deriving risk prediction estimates, a limitation
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of this method is that it is not possible to specify a simple formula for risk estimates given the
covariate effects on both the event of interest and the competing event.286 288

Fine and Gray models, on the other hand, are the most commonly used methodology for
estimation of CVD risk that accounts for competing risk of non-CVD death.286 290 The Fine and
Gray approach also relies on the proportional hazards assumption but, unlike standard Cox
regression, directly estimates cumulative CVD incidence by considering the subdistribution
hazard for CVD; that is, the instantaneous risk of a CVD event occurring given that the individual
has not had a CVD event OR died from non-CVD death up until that time. Estimation of CVD
risk using the regression coefficients obtained from a Fine and Gray model is more
straightforward than for cause-specific Cox models.286 288

6.3

Time scale

The time scale employed for a survival model also requires consideration. Most commonly, timeon-study, or time since baseline, is used as the time scale with the effect of age incorporated as
a covariate.291-293 However, an alternative is to use chronological age as the time scale where
the time variable is defined by the ages at which individuals enter the study and subsequently
experience a CVD event or have follow-up censored. Therefore, the effect of age on the risk of a
CVD event can vary over time which is advantageous if the proportional hazards assumption for
age is violated. The major limitation of using age as the time scale is that calculation of predicted
risk is cumbersome with estimates calculated for each year of the prediction window and then
summed. Calendar time (using months or years of interest) is also occasionally used but is
more appropriate for estimating the effect of environmental exposures on health outcomes.294
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6.4

Developing the model

Once the type of regression that will be used and the time scale to model the outcome of interest
have been determined, there are various steps required to develop the prediction model.
6.4.1

Selection of predictors

Several approaches to selecting predictors have been outlined in the literature.271 282 295 Stepwise
selection methods are now considered to have several disadvantages including the potential to
include clinically unimportant variables or exclude potentially relevant predictors.282 296 297 A
range of variable selection methods have been employed in risk models developed to date.
These include maximum likelihood approximation of model fit and balancing goodness of fit with
parsimony of the model (to avoid overfitting to the data) through Akaike or Bayesian information
criteria. Other techniques that have been employed include measures of assessing model
superiority such as net reclassification improvement and integrated discrimination
improvement.271 298 A more recent approach is Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO) whereby data values are shrunk towards a central point, usually the mean, thereby
encouraging parsimonious models.282 However, these methods of variable selection are more
suitable to developing prognostic models where the body of knowledge regarding important
predictors is still evolving, or where a range of novel predictors are being considered.

In the case of primary prevention of CVD, predictors that should be included in risk prediction
models are reasonably well established from current published evidence and clinical knowledge.
Therefore, it is appropriate to specify a priori the predictors that will be included, and almost all
well-known CVD risk equations utilise this approach to some degree.282
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6.4.2

Missing data

Developing and validating risk prediction models almost inevitably involves dealing with missing
data for predictors. There are various approaches to address this issue.271 Several studies have
undertaken complete case analyses whereby only study subjects with complete covariate data
are included. However, exclusion of individuals with missing covariate data (or, in multi-cohort
studies, of whole cohorts where data for a key predictor has not been collected) can reduce
study power and may introduce selection bias into analyses since individuals with complete
predictor data may not be representative of the target population. Nevertheless, complete case
analysis is unlikely to introduce bias when the proportion of missing data is minimal and when
the reason for missingness is unrelated to the outcome.299 300

Imputation of missing data is the other option that can be employed if data are missing at
random. Various steps are involved in the imputation process, including creating multiple copies
of the data with missing values replaced by imputed values.299 At least five datasets with
imputation estimates should be produced but 20 or more are recommended.271 A model of
interest should then be fitted to each imputed dataset, with an overall estimate and variance of
association for each variable obtained by averaging across the imputed datasets using Rubin’s
rules.301 The imputed results should then be compared to complete case analysis to consider the
reason for any important differences. If imputation is attempted for variables where data is not
missing at random, or a large proportion of data is missing for that covariate (eg >60%) or the
outcome variable is omitted from the imputation procedure then misleading findings can
result.301 Non-imputation methods have also been used to deal with missingness, such as
replacing missing values with the mean of the observed data, using a missing indicator category
or replacing missing values with the last measured value (value carried forward etc). None of
these approaches are statistically valid as they can lead to statistical bias.271
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6.4.3

Continuous and categorical variables

Variables should be kept continuous if possible, especially for relatively novel predictors where
the association between these novel variables and the outcome is not well established. Keeping
variables continuous is also desirable when the study population is small, as categorising the
data results in some loss of study power.271 Categorisation also, in some instances, requires
determination of arbitrary category cut-points that can lead to artificial discontinuity of predictions
between category boundaries,296 302 although categorisation can be useful when based on
categories that are relevant for practice.303 Linearity of the association between continuous
variables and the outcome must also be examined, as evidence of non-linearity supports
transformation of the variable to improve the accuracy of predictions.296 It is recommended that
simple predictor transformations should be systematically tested to explore non-linearity.271 303

The fractional polynomial approach was proposed by Royston and Sauerbrei to examine simple
predictor transformations in the case of non-linear association between a continuous variable
and the outcome.304 305 Fractional polynomials involve determining whether a power
transformation of a predictor is required and, if so, identifying which transformation best fits the
data for that variable. Power transformations can be chosen from the set -2, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, which are eight ‘first order’ transformations of continuous variables (e.g x2) that are
monotonic. In addition to these first order transformations, there are 36 more complex
transformations involving summing two different power transformations of the covariate (e.g. x2 +
x3). These 36 second order fractional polynomial transformations do not all result in a monotonic
association between the transformed variable and the outcome.305

Previous VIEW group work utilising fractional polynomials has restricted analyses to exploration
of first order transformations, to ensure monotonic association between the variable and the
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outcome is maintained, thereby avoiding unnecessary complexity of the modelled association.
Once the transformation, if any, of the continuous variable has been decided upon, the linearity
(or nonlinearity) of the association between the variable and the outcome can be confirmed by
visually assessing Martingale residuals plotted against the variable being examined.306
6.4.4

Interactions

Interactions between variables occurs when the effect of one variable on the outcome of interest
differs at different levels of a second variable.307 This statistical phenomenon is also known as
effect modification and failure to account for it can lead to inaccurate estimates of association for
the variables involved. For interactions involving a continuous variable, fitting a non-linear
transformation according to the methods described in Section 6.4.3 may be warranted if an
appropriate transformation is available to fit the form of the association between that variable
and the outcome. Another method to deal with interactions in regression models is to add terms
comprised of the product of the effect modifying variable and the variable whose effect is
modified (e.g age x diabetes).308 Finally, stratifying analyses according to the variable
responsible for effect modification (e.g. stratifying by sex) can also be undertaken to deal with
interactions, particularly if the proportional hazards assumption is violated even when one of the
previous two methods are employed.271

The choice of interactions to evaluate may be guided by clinical knowledge, established
evidence or, more commonly, by statistical testing.271 The statistical approach is less relevant for
this thesis as the large study population size and associated study power will detect even minor
effect modification that may not be meaningful in practice. The fractional polynomial procedure
can also be used to check for continuous by continuous, continuous by categorical and
categorical by categorical interactions, and for examining whether non-linear transformations are
appropriate.305
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6.5

Absolute risk

Conversion of the relative risks determined in a regression model into estimates of absolute risk
at time t requires estimation of the baseline survival S (t) for Cox and Weibull models271 or the
cumulative subdistribution hazard for Fine and Gray models at time t.286 289 For Cox models, the
baseline survival is the expected survival at a given time point and is often estimated, for a given
time t, at the mean value of the continuous variables and the reference value of categorical
variables.

Therefore, absolute risk for a Cox model at time t is estimated using the following formula:271

R(t) = 1− S (t)exp (βχ )
6.6

Approaches to model validation

Once a prognostic model has been developed, performance is often assessed in the derivation
cohort282 using measures of calibration (i.e. agreement between predicted and observed risk)298
and discrimination (i.e. the ability of the model to distinguish individuals who do or do not
experience the outcome of interest).298 This assessment is referred to as ‘apparent
performance’.271

However, validation of a prognostic model involves assessing the performance in new data and
three commonly used approaches have been utilised internationally.271 278 282 289 298 Internal
validation involves using new data from the same source as the development dataset, while
temporal validation uses data from the same source but a different time period to that used to
derive the models. Nevertheless, external validation (or assessment of performance in data from
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an entirely new source) is often considered the best assessment of whether a new model is
generalisable.271 278 282 These different types of validation are now considered in greater detail.
6.6.1

Internal validation

Internal validation can provide useful information about the model’s performance in the data
source used to develop the model but cannot provide information about performance in other
settings. Splitting the available source data into 2/3 (used as the derivation cohort) versus 1/3
(which is used as a validation cohort) is a commonly used approach. However, this approach
has several disadvantages.271 The derivation and validation cohorts are likely to be relatively
similar, particularly when large datasets are being analysed as is the case with the research
undertaken for this thesis. Therefore, a derivation/validation split is likely to yield measures of
performance that are similar to those obtained if the equations were developed from the entire
pool of available data. Furthermore, estimates of the true regression coefficients and baseline
survival in the target population are also likely to be less precise since only part of the data is
used to estimate these. Indeed, one could argue that the only time that this split
derivation/validation methodology should be employed (i.e. in very large datasets) is precisely
when it is not required.271

For smaller datasets, other techniques such as cross validation and bootstrap resampling have
been proposed. Cross validation is an extension of the split derivation/validation method
whereby, typically, the derivation and validation sets must cross over in successive rounds so
that each data point is used in both derivation of the model and validation at some point. The
final performance estimates are obtained by combining (or ‘averaging’) performance estimates
across all the rounds. On the other hand, bootstrap resampling involves random sampling from
the data source with replacement. Bootstrap samples are similar but not identical to the original
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sample (often 100 or 500 samples). All modelling steps, including variable selection, should be
repeated for each bootstrapped sample. The bootstrapped model is then applied to the original
sample to assess performance measures. The difference between the performance measures
from the bootstrapped models and the performance of a model developed from and applied to
the total cohort is ‘averaged’ out over all the bootstrapped models. This provides an estimate of
the optimism of the performance of a model derived and applied to the total cohort and can be
used as a ‘shrinkage factor’ that is multiplied with each coefficient to adjust for this optimism.
Both cross-validation and bootstrapping, however, are more appropriate to use for smaller
datasets or when a high number of candidate predictors are studied.271 282 298
6.6.2

Temporal validation

Temporal validation involves using data from the same source but a different time period to
validate model performance. Essentially, it involves splitting a dataset by time and in some
studies can be achieved by dividing the data into those recruited before a particular time point
(for the derivation dataset) with validation undertaken in those recruited thereafter. Because
temporal validation involves prospective evaluation of a model in data that is temporally
completely separate (and therefore external in time), temporal validation is a transitional
approach between internal and external validation.309 However, temporal validation should be
used cautiously if large changes in disease prevalence or management have occurred over time
as these may have an impact on the accuracy of the model in later data.
6.6.3

External validation

Neither of the two previous approaches examines generalisability of a traditional risk prediction
model. External validation can achieve this with, for all variables in the model being examined,
comparable data collected from an entirely new centre or location to that used for model
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derivation. Differences in the distribution of known risk factors, such as age, may lead to suboptimal model performance. However, even if the distribution of known risk factors is similar in
the derivation and external validation datasets, the differences in the distribution of unmeasured
risk factors may also lead to sub-optimal performance.310
6.6.4

Novel approach required for validating the proposed policy-focused models

All of the three options described above have been used in validating CVD risk prediction
models to date74 but none were ideal for validating the policy-focused models proposed for this
research. Internal validation using split samples, cross-validation and bootstrapping did not offer
any advantage over deriving and validating the models in the total available cohort, due to the
large country-wide dataset available for this research. Temporal validation could be undertaken
using a comparable national dataset constructed from routine health data collected up until a
different index date to the dataset proposed for this thesis. However, given the dataset used to
develop the models encompassed all people without CVD who interacted with publicly funded
health services in New Zealand in 2006, a routinely collected dataset from a different time period
would include most of the same individuals. Finally, external validation for models derived using
a country-wide dataset would require an overseas dataset, where any differences in
performance are unlikely to be relevant to how the models perform in New Zealand.

Given that the policy-focused risk models proposed in this research were the first CVD risk
models derived in, and applied across, an entire national population, and none of the existing
validation methodologies were appropriate, a novel validation approach was required. Deriving
the models in the total available sex-specific datasets would enable the most stable estimate of
regression coefficients and baseline survival, but validation across the sex-specific datasets as a
whole could mask variation in performance across sub-populations. Therefore, in addition to
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assessing performance across the male and female development cohorts, validation in key subpopulations was warranted. Sub-populations of interest included groups defined by age,
ethnicity, socio-economic status, geographic region of residence in New Zealand and clinical
parameters such as use of preventive pharmacotherapy. This proposed approach to validation
was considered appropriate by Professor Ewout Steyerberg, an international authority regarding
development and validation of risk models and author of a well-known textbook271 on the topic
who was consulted.

6.7

Measures for assessing model performance

6.7.1

Calibration

Calibration involves assessment of model accuracy by comparing observed with estimated
risk.271 311 Calibration is most commonly visually assessed by dividing the study population into
deciles of predicted risk and plotting observed values on the y-axis against the predicted mean
risk on the x-axis for each decile. 310 311 If a line of perfect calibration (i.e. a line with a 45° slope
and an intercept of zero) is super-imposed then underprediction will result in points plotted
above the line of perfect calibration and overprediction in plots below. This axis assignment is
arbitrary and a more intuitive visual representation of under-prediction would be ‘under’ the
perfect calibration line. Therefore, discussion with VIEW colleagues yielded a programme-wide
consensus to instead plot observed events on the x-axis and predicted events on the y-axis so
that points corresponding to overprediction fall above the line of perfect calibration and vice
versa for underprediction of estimates.

The Kaplan-Meier method is often used to estimate the observed event values that are plotted
against mean predicted risk for each decile in cohorts where there are differing follow-up times
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due to right-censoring from loss to follow-up.271 With the Kaplan-Meier method, the follow-up
period is divided into a series of intervals ending with each event occurrence within the group of
interest, and the probability of “survival” for each interval is calculated as the number of
individuals without the outcome of interest at the interval end divided by the number of
individuals at risk at the beginning of that interval. At the end of the follow-up period, a
cumulative “survival’ probability can be determined and the complement of this probability
provides an estimate of the observed events occurring for that group of individuals over the
entire follow-up period.312 313

However, the Kaplan-Meier method assumes that individuals who are censored prior to the end
of the follow-up period have the same ‘survival’ prospects as those who continue to be followed
up,313 even though this is nonsensical for individuals who are censored during follow-up due to a
non-CVD death. This assumption leads to a slight overestimation of the estimated observed
event rate obtained through the Kaplan-Meier method.314 In the research presented in this
thesis, all individuals were recorded as having a CVD event or, alternatively, were censored due
to death from a non-CVD cause of death or after five years of follow-up. Therefore, it was
possible to determine the observed events occurring after five years in each decile by
calculating the actual proportion of individuals in each decile of predicted risk who were recorded
as having a CVD event. While traditional calibration plots (of predicted Cox-derived risk
estimates plotted against Kaplan-Meier estimates of observed events) will incorporate
overestimation of both predicted risk AND observed risk (due to treating non-CVD death as a
censored observation), the calibration plots in this research utilised a more accurate measure of
observed events within each decile of risk (i.e. the actual recorded proportion of individuals who
experienced CVD events) that enabled any overestimation of predicted risk resulting from the
Cox method to be clearly discerned.
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Furthermore, calibration plots traditionally include 95% confidence intervals around the observed
event rates.271 311 This is appropriate because other risk models have been developed from a
sample of the total population of interest and observed events occurring in each decile are
usually estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method. For the calibration plots presented in this
thesis, 95% confidence intervals were not necessary as the observed events presented for each
decile of risk were actual proportions (not estimates) and the proportions were obtained from a
whole-of-population cohort rather than a sample. This approach was considered appropriate by
both Dr Katrina Poppe (senior biostatistician with the VIEW group) and Professor Ewout
Steyerberg.

Two additional dimensions are commonly considered when assessing calibration. The first is
calibration in the large that compares the mean of all predicted risks with the mean observed
event rate.271 278 This parameter, therefore, indicates broadly whether predicted risk is
systematically too low or too high. Secondly, the unitless measure of the slope of the calibration
plot, commonly known as the ‘calibration slope’ can also be assessed.298 Despite the name, this
quantity requires knowledge of the intercept as well as slope and assesses the spread of data
rather than calibration.315 A slope close to 1 (with intercept of zero) is desirable, a ‘calibration
slope’ less than 1 indicates greater spread of data such that the model predictions
underestimate for those with lower risk and overestimate for those at higher risk and vice versa
for a ‘calibration slope’ greater than 1.271 However, neither calibration in the large nor calibration
slope are useful when evaluating the derived model in the development cohort; neither metric is
informative as observed incidence and predicted risk are generally equal in this situation for
regression-based models and the ‘calibration slope’ will be 1.282
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The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit test is another calibration measure that has historically
often been presented for CVD risk models. However, this metric has now fallen out of favour as
it has several limitations; in particular, the p-value for differences between observed and
predicted events does not indicate whether over or underestimation is occurring.282
6.7.2

Discrimination

There are several well-established measures of discrimination that evaluate the ability of a timeto-event model to differentiate risk among those where the event occurs earlier from those
where the event occurs later or not at all. These measures include the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve at a specified time (AUC (t)), Harrell’s C statistic, Gönen and
Heller's K statistic, and Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic. Better discrimination is indicated by
higher values.271 278 282 298

Concordance is the metric of discrimination that is examined most frequently for binary
outcomes.271 The concept underlying concordance is that a subject who experiences a particular
outcome has a higher predicted probability of that outcome than a subject who does not
experience the outcome. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves plot
the false positive rate (1 – specificity) on the x axis against the true positive rate (sensitivity) on
the y axis for the dataset at different probability thresholds. The resulting proportion is the
proportion of pairs of subjects whose observed and predicted outcomes agree (are concordant)
among all possible pairs in which one subject experiences the outcome of interest and the other
subject does not. An AUC of 1 indicates perfect discrimination (i.e. sensitivity and specificity of
100% for each probability threshold plotted) and an AUC of 0.5 corresponds to a discriminatory
ability no better than random. For survival models with time-to-event outcomes, the C -statistic
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or AUC is computed at a specific time point ‘t’, and therefore is denoted as C-statistic (t) or AUC
(t).271

A limitation of the AUC (t) is that it does not account for observations that are censored before
time t. An extension of the AUC (t) that accounts for right-censored data is Harrell's C statistic.316
This metric estimates the proportion of pairs of individuals where concordance is observed
between predictions and outcomes, including not only randomly selected pairs with and without
the outcome of interest but also pairs where the outcome has occurred among both individuals
to compare the predicted prognosis compared to the observed event time. However, not all pairs
are assessed due to censoring; only usable pairs (where time until the event occurs is not equal
and the smaller time to event among a given pair is not censored) are considered.316 317 For each
usable pair, predicted risk is considered concordant with observed outcomes if the order of
predictions is the same as the order of outcomes.316 Although, Harrell’s C incorporates rightcensoring and would, therefore, appear to have advantages over AUC (t) for models associated
with a given prediction window, it has been suggested that Harrell’s C statistic may, in some
instances, yield a higher value for a mis-specified model.318

Gönen and Heller's K statistic is an alternative measure of discrimination specifically for Cox
models that avoids bias due to censoring. The K statistic predicts which individuals survive
longer based on the regression parameters of the model and the variable distributions, and
therefore has the potential disadvantage that it is does not explicitly consider actual survival
during the study period.319 320

Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic assesses the log hazard ratio of two equal sized prognostic
groups identified by dividing the study population according to the median of the prognostic
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index (i.e. βx). Therefore, the D statistic quantifies the prognostic separation of survival curves
between these two groups.319 321
6.7.3

Global model performance measures

Several global metrics are also used to assess model performance. R2 is arguably one of the
most common and assesses how much of the observed time to event is explained by the model.
Higher values indicate that more variation is accounted for by the model.319 Different versions of
R2 have been reported, including one by Royston and Sauerbrei that has the advantage of being
associated with their D statistic. Nagelkerke’s R2 is an alternative, but is now thought to have
poor performance in the presence of censoring.322

Other common global measures include the Brier score, which estimates the mean squared
difference in observed and expected events and therefore assesses both discrimination and
calibration. However, the Brier score has been found to be inappropriately influenced by the
prevalence of the outcome and therefore may provide misleading conclusions regarding the
performance of risk models.323

The net reclassification improvement (NRI) is a metric that attempts to quantify if the addition of
a new predictor (or predictors) leads to clinically relevant gains in risk prediction. 324 325 The NRI
and associated metrics such as the Integrated Discrimination Index,326 have been widely used
but appear to be associated with several important limitations. In particular, a poorly calibrated
model can erroneously lead to an improved NRI, reclassifications involving three or more
arbitrarily decided categories are weighted indiscriminately and the metric can at times make an
uninformative new variable appear predictive.327 328
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More recently, decision curve analysis that assesses the ability to make better clinical decisions
with a particular model has generated interest.329 Although decision curve analysis, NRI and the
Integrated Discrimination Index can provide some insight into the clinical utility of many CVD risk
prediction models, they are less relevant for assessing the models developed for this thesis,
which are more policy focused.
6.7.4

Effect of study population size on p values associated with measures of
performance

The p value is defined by the American Statistical Association as “the probability…that a
statistical summary of the data (e.g. the sample mean difference between two compared groups)
would be equal to or more extreme than its observed value.”330 Many of the tests associated with
assessing model performance are often presented with p values, which are less helpful in the
context of whole-of-population data. If a metric has a large p value then it can be assumed that
the result is not ‘statistically significant’ (i.e. the null hypothesis is accepted). But when sizeable
study populations are used, such as in this thesis, even trivial effects or minor violations of
assumptions can lead to small p values that suggest ‘statistical significance’ even when the data
pattern being detected is not relevant for clinical practice or health policy.331

With the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit test mentioned in Section 6.7.1, for example, the pvalue obtained will be affected by not only calibration but also by the size of the sample in which
estimates are taken; a large sample size will almost certainly lead to a significant p-value that
would point to poor calibration even when prediction estimates are well calibrated. Confidence
intervals (which are related to p values) are more informative as they provide an interval
estimate and, therefore, are presented for the discrimination and R2 metrics assessed for this
thesis instead of p values.331 332
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6.8

Adequacy of reporting development and validation of models –
the TRIPOD statement

Numerous risk prediction models across almost the entire spectrum of health conditions have
been published. However, non-standardised and incomplete reporting of these studies has
frequently been raised as a problem that undermines assessment of study generalisability, the
potential for bias and overall usefulness of any given model. To address this issue, the
Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis
(TRIPOD) statement was released in 2015 by a group of researchers and academics,333
accompanied by additional explanation and elaboration of specific aspects of the statement.278

The TRIPOD statement encompasses a checklist of 22 items deemed critical for adequate and
standardised reporting of studies related to development, validation or updating of prediction
models. These 22 items cover a range of content that should be included in the title, abstract,
introduction and study aims, methods, results, consideration of limitations in the discussion and
supplementary information of the study report. While the focus of the TRIPOD statement is on
standardising and improving reporting, many studies reporting the development, validation or
updating of prediction models are methodologically weak and therefore the TRIPOD explanation
and elaboration document also summarises the qualities of methodologically strong studies
irrespective of reporting adequacy.278 333 The TRIPOD statement and checklist were used to
guide the reporting of the studies presented in Chapter 7 (development and validation of the
VARIANZ 2006 equations) and Chapter 8 (validation of the VARIANZ 2006 equations among
older adults) of this thesis.
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6.9

Summary

Cox proportional hazards regression using time on study as the time scale is the most common
method for undertaking survival analyses to develop CVD risk prediction models. Among older
adults, however, models that account for the competing risk of non-CVD death (such as Fine
and Gray models) may lead to more accurate risk estimation than models developed using Cox
regression. A priori selection of predictor variables is appropriate for developing CVD risk
models since important CVD risk factors are well established. Missing data should be assessed
and multiple imputation considered for variables if appropriate, although complete case analysis
is unlikely to introduce bias if the proportion of missing data is negligible. The fractional
polynomial procedure proposed by Royston and Sauerbrei can inform decisions relating to both
transformations of continuous variables and identification of interactions. ‘Relative’ risks
obtained from a prognostic model can then be converted to an absolute risk score by estimating
the baseline survival (for Cox models) or the baseline cumulative subdistribution hazard (for Fine
and Gray models). Internal, external and temporal approaches to validating CVD risk models are
well documented, but none were ideal for validating the population-based models proposed for
this research so a novel approach involving validation in several sub-populations was warranted.
Important measures of model performance for this doctoral research included assessment of
calibration by plotting observed and expected risk in deciles of predicted risk. Well established
measures of discrimination include AUC(t), Harrell’s C statistic, Gönen and Heller's K statistic,
and Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic, while Royston and Sauerbrei R2 is a useful global
measure of model fit. Finally, reporting of the development and validation of risk models,
including the policy-focused equations proposed for this thesis, should adhere to the TRIPOD
statement.
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CHAPTER 7 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE
VARIANZ 2006 RISK EQUATIONS
7.1

Preamble

7.1.1

Link to thesis objectives

This analysis addresses the third thesis objective: to determine if it is possible to develop and
validate robust CVD risk prediction equations solely using the linked New Zealand routine health
data of people aged 30-74 years without a history of prior CVD.
7.1.2

Publication

This chapter includes content from:
Mehta, S., Jackson, R., Pylypchuk, R., Poppe, K., Wells, S., & Kerr, A. J. Development and
validation of alternative cardiovascular risk prediction equations for population health planning: a
routine health data linkage study of 1.7 million New Zealanders. International Journal of
Epidemiology. 2018. 47 (5), 1571-1584. DOI: 10.1093/ije/dyy137. (Publisher: Oxford University
Press).
International Journal of Epidemiology had an impact factor at the time of publication of 8.360,
with the 5-year impact factor currently 9.305. The published paper was awarded the 2019
University of Auckland School of Population Health and Faculty of Medicine and Health Science
Doctoral Publication Excellence prizes.
7.1.3

Comment

In addition to the analyses undertaken in Chapter 5, the development and validation of the risk
equations presented in the current chapter were preceded by several other exploratory analyses
related to various methodological issues. Discussions with VIEW colleagues with whom the
candidate was working with to develop the new clinically-focused PREDICT CVD risk equations
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as well as local and international statisticians, epidemiologists and clinicians were invaluable for
determining the eventual methodology employed. For example, preparatory analyses and
discussion with the candidate’s supervisors and clinical advisors led to the decision to exclude,
in addition to those with prior CVD or heart failure hospitalisations, individuals likely to have nonhospitalised heart failure who were identified through recorded loop diuretic dispensing at
baseline. This approach has been applied for all subsequent primary prevention analyses using
VARIANZ data. Dialogue regarding methods for visually comparing discrimination also led to the
development of a new graphical method of displaying discrimination that is employed in this
chapter.

Another issue considered was whether to employ time on study or age as a time scale for the 5year risk models. Exploratory analyses indicated little difference between the two approaches for
the 30-74 year age range and 5-year prediction horizon. Time on study was eventually used as
this appeared to be more readily understood by the policy-makers and researchers that were
consulted. Development of models for three broad age bands was also considered but not
pursued once evaluation of the association between age and the outcome indicated that the
entire 30-74 year spectrum of age could be dealt with in one model without violating the
proportional hazards assumption.

Various sensitivity analyses were undertaken to demonstrate that the observed robustness of
the equations was not unduly influenced by methodological decisions. As described in greater
detail in Appendix 5, the candidate is involved in a collaboration with the Danish Heart
Foundation to replicate the VARIANZ equations for the Danish context. The Danish
collaborators include Professor Thomas Gerds, who favours a competing risk approach to
developing CVD risk models and challenged the use of Cox regression for the VARIANZ
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equations. Therefore, one of the sensitivity analyses undertaken involved developing Fine and
Gray risk equations that account for competing risk of non-CVD death. These analyses indicated
that the Cox and competing risk approaches produced very similar estimates with minimal
impact on risk strata. However, the perceived ‘face validity’ of risk models is an important
consideration if they are to be implemented and applied in health planning and research.
Several potential New Zealand health planning and research end-users of the policy-focused
equations were consulted in this regard. Most seemed relatively unfamiliar with competing risk
models and regarded them as somewhat of a ‘black box’, but were more acquainted, and
therefore more comfortable, with using risk equations developed from Cox regression.

7.1

Introduction

To summarise preceding chapters, guidelines in many countries recommend that clinical
decisions regarding CVD risk management should be informed by an individual’s predicted CVD
risk.74 CVD risk equations can facilitate risk communication in a clinical setting and motivate
patient adherence to recommended treatment and lifestyle modifications.311 334 However, CVD
risk equations also have a comparable but, until now, unrealised capacity to inform populationlevel decision-making and policy formulation intended to reduce CVD incidence and health
inequities.73 335

Contemporary clinically-focused equations cannot be applied country-wide but the capacity, if
available, to assign an accurate CVD risk to every individual in a given population has multiple
applications. These include estimating new CVD cases over a given timeframe, identifying target
sub-populations for prevention (including high-risk regions) and assessing the likely benefit of
health policies and interventions such as dietary salt reduction in different risk groups.4 A
national view is valuable for population health planning as the CVD burden, service provision,
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access to health services and impact of existing prevention strategies is not uniform across the
country. This novel policy-focused risk approach would, therefore, supplement current efforts at
an individual clinical level to reduce the burden of CVD.

Assessing CVD risk comprehensively across a population required the development of new risk
prediction equations that were based on risk factor data available in routinely collected
administrative health datasets. In New Zealand, this could now be undertaken using VARIANZ
data. The aim of this study was, therefore, to develop and validate sex-specific risk equations
that could estimate the 5-year risk of a fatal or non-fatal CVD event across the New Zealand
population aged 30-74 years without prior CVD or heart failure.

7.2

Methods

7.2.1

Source data and participants

All New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years from the VARIANZ 2006 dataset were included in
the study population. As with the analyses presented in Chapter 5, the age range for inclusion
reflected the upper age recommendations for CVD risk assessment in the New Zealand CVD
risk management guidelines58 and the low incidence of CVD below 30 years of age.

Individuals were subsequently excluded if they had: 1) a hospitalisation for CVD or heart failure
between 1 January 1993 and 31 December 2006; 2) been dispensed loop diuretics as recorded
in the national dispensing data between 1 July 2006 and 31 December 2006 to capture
individuals with non-hospitalised heart failure; and 3) missing predictor variable data.
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7.2.2

Outcome

The outcome of interest was the first fatal or non-fatal CVD event identified from national
hospitalisation and mortality datasets between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011.
7.2.3

Predictors

Potential predictors were pre-specified based on evidence regarding CVD risk factors and
availability in the national health datasets. The included variables were: sex, age, ethnicity, level
of deprivation associated with recorded address, history of diabetes, previous hospitalisation for
atrial fibrillation (including both primary and secondary diagnoses), and baseline dispensing of
blood pressure-lowering medications, lipid-lowering medications and antiplatelet/anticoagulant
medications respectively. Information regarding each of these variables was provided in
Chapter 4.

Based on the analyses undertaken in Chapter 5, changes to pharmacotherapy during follow-up
were minimal in the cohort,336 and were not considered. Deprivation was available in national
health databases according to deciles of the New Zealand Index of Deprivation 2006
(NZDep2006) (i.e. decile 1 to decile 10). Deprivation was aggregated into quintiles of
NZDep2006 (i.e. quintile 1 to quintile 5) to minimise the effect of reassignment between deciles
that occurs with different NZDep versions released over time. Preliminary analyses indicated
that quintile reassignment from NZDep2001 to NZDep2006 was less than observed with deciles,
and also that risk increased linearly with increasing deprivation when deprivation quintile was
treated as a categorical variable. Deprivation quintile was considered as a continuous variable in
the main analyses to avoid overfitting to the deprivation quintile composition of the study
population.
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7.2.4

Statistical analysis

All analyses were undertaken using Stata software version 12.1.
Sex-specific multivariable models
Multivariable Cox proportional hazards regression using follow-up time as the time scale was
used to model the CVD event rate over five years, by sex. The validity of the proportional
hazards assumption was assessed by the global test of scaled Schoenfeld residuals,337 visual
inspection of Schoenfeld residual plots, examination of time varying coefficients for each
variable and (for binary variables) plots of log (-log (survival)) against log time. The linearity of
the association between the continuous variables (age and deprivation quintile) and the outcome
was assessed by fractional polynomials305 and visual inspection of Martingale residual plots.
First order interactions between continuous and categorical variables were assessed using
fractional polynomials and were included in the model if they met a pre-specified ‘screening’
threshold p value of <0.001 and were clinically plausible. Age and deprivation quintile were
centred for analysis using their mean values.

Five-year risk equations were subsequently derived by estimating the baseline survival within
the cohort at the mean values of age and deprivation and the reference groups of categorical
variables.
Performance
Model calibration in each sex-specific cohort was assessed by plotting the mean predicted risk
against the observed 5-year event rate within deciles of predicted 5-year risk. Discrimination
was evaluated using Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic,319 321 Harrell’s C statistic,319 Gonen and
Heller’s K statistic319 320 and visually assessed by plotting the proportion of events occurring in
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ranked deciles of predicted risk. Royston and Sauerbrei’s R2 was also used to quantify the
degree of explained variation in the models.319
Validation in New Zealand sub-populations
Calibration and discrimination of the nationally derived sex-specific models were visually
assessed separately among women and men as described above within the following subpopulations: 1) across New Zealand among 15-year age bands; 2) across New Zealand among
Māori, Pacific, Indian, European and Other ethnic groups; 3) across New Zealand among
quintiles of deprivation; 4) across New Zealand among individuals who, at baseline, were
dispensed or not dispensed preventive medications (blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering or
antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications); 5) the North Island (comprising approximately two thirds
of the New Zealand population) and South Island populations separately; and 6) within the North
Island, a) the Auckland and Northland regions together, and b) the central and southern regions
of the North Island. Regions of New Zealand were based on the DHB borders used by the
Ministry of Health.
Sensitivity analyses
Sex-specific multivariable models were constructed with deprivation quintile incorporated as a
categorical variable. Models were also stratified by a) ethnicity and b) baseline dispensing of
blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant therapy with visual
assessment of calibration according to each of these parameters. Finally, Fine and Gray models
were constructed to account for competing risk of non-CVD deaths. Calibration and
discrimination of the Cox and Fine and Gray models was compared in the sex-specific cohorts
overall, and in 60-74 year-old women and men where the effect of the competing risk from nonCVD deaths would be expected to be greatest.
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7.3

Results

7.3.1

Study population

In 2006, 1,888,123 New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years had contact with publicly funded
New Zealand health services and were still alive at the end of the year. After exclusions (Figure
7-1), 1,746,695 women and men remained and comprise the cohort used in these analyses.

Figure 7-1: Exclusions and number of first CVD events occurring during follow-up (20072011)
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Of these individuals, Table 7-1 indicates that 55% were women and Māori, Pacific and Indian
high-risk ethnic groups together constituted 17.6% and 15.5% of women and men respectively.
Approximately 40% of participants were in the two most deprived quintiles, about 5% had
diabetes, around 1% had atrial fibrillation and blood pressure-lowering medications were the
most commonly dispensed category of baseline CVD preventive pharmacotherapy.

Between 2007 and 2011 inclusive, fatal and nonfatal first CVD events together occurred among
24,795 of the 961,772 women during 4,723,276 person-years of follow-up (mean follow-up time
= 4.9 years) and 37,236 of the 784,923 men during 3,802,748 person-years (mean follow-up
time = 4.8 years). CVD deaths accounted for just over 10% of first CVD events in both sexes.
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Table 7-1: Participant characteristics for New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years at
31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure (n = 1,746,695)
Women*
Men*
Participants
961 772 (55%)
784 923 (45%)
Age in years, mean (standard deviation)
48.1 (11.8)
48.8 (11.6)
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

696 287 (72.4%)
100 642 (10.5%)
45 135 (4.7%)
23 234 (2.4%)
96 474 (10.0%)

514 459 (65.6%)
67 761 (8.6%)
35 259 (4.5%)
19 060 (2.4%)
148 384 (18.9%)

Deprivation quintile
1 (least deprived)
2
3
4
5 (most deprived)

188 497 (19.6%)
180 890 (18.8%)
193 198 (20.1%)
210 473 (21.9%)
188 714 (19.6%)

152 248 (19.4%)
147 267 (18.8%)
156 115 (19.9%)
170 789 (21.8%)
158 504 (20.2%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

41 552 (4.3%)
4 256 (0.4%)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

156 809 (16.3%)
74 448 (7.7%)
46 353 (4.8%)

131 597 (16.8%)
85 805 (10.9%)
49 305 (6.3%)

4 723 276 (4.9)
2 587 (0.3%)
24 795 (2.6%)
2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

3 802 748 (4.8)
4 208 (0.5%)
37 236 (4.7%)
2.5 (1.3, 3.8)

10 920 (1.1%)

12 372 (1.6%)

Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event, years ┼ (interquartile
range)
Non-CVD deaths
*Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
┼

Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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7.3.2

Multivariable models

Table 7-2 presents the adjusted hazard ratios for predictors in the sex-specific models. Age and
deprivation quintile were fitted as linear continuous variables. The CVD event risk was 8-9%
greater with each increasing year of age. Adjusted hazard ratios were higher for all predictors
among women than men. Event risk at any time during follow-up was greater among Māori,
Pacific and Indian men and Māori and Pacific women but lower among Other men and women
compared to their European counterparts. Interactions between six pairs of variables were
included in the final models and all interactions had an adjusted hazard ratio less than 1. These
interaction terms reduce the hazard when the variable included in each term are applicable. For
example, the first three interaction terms (which all incorporate age) reduce the hazard
associated with each year of age if: an individual was dispensed blood pressure lowering
medications at baseline (the first interaction term); if there was history of diabetes at baseline
(the second interaction term); or, if the individual had a baseline history of atrial fibrillation (the
third interaction term). The other three interaction terms involve binary variables and adjust
down the hazard for the individual if both variables are applicable for that person. The example
presented in Appendix 2 (page 228) where CVD risk is determined for a 50 year old European
women with specified baseline characteristics also indicates how the interaction terms are
utilised for calculating 5-year risk.
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Table 7-2: Adjusted hazard ratios for time to CVD event within 5 years
Predictors
Adjusted hazard ratios (95% CI) ┼
Women
Men
Age (per year)
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.28, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16. 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

Deprivation quintile (per quintile) #

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.18 (2.55, 3.96)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

2.19 (2.08, 2.30)
1.02 (0.99, 1.06)
1.48 (1.42, 1.55)

1.86 (1.79, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

0.978 (0.976, 0.981)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)

0.979 (0.976, 0.983)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.696 (0.642,0.755)
0.761 (0.703, 0.824)
0.788 (0.655,0.948)

0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

Interactions
Age (per year)*blood pressure-lowering
medication
Age (per year)*diabetes
Age (per year)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation
Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval
┼The

hazard ratios for each predictor are adjusted for all other predictors.

#

Age and deprivation quintile were centred in women and men separately using their mean values. For age, the
mean value in women was 48.04908 and the mean value in men was 48.77995. For deprivation quintile, the mean
value in women was 3.03121 and the mean value in men was 3.045908. The baseline survival estimate at five years
relevant to the mean values of age and deprivation and the reference group of categorical variables was
0.9888268899721 among women and 0.9715879364233 among men.

7.3.3

5-year CVD risk

Mean and median 5-year estimated risk was lower in women (mean 2.6% (range across risk
deciles 0.3%-11.4%); median 1.1% (interquartile range 0.5%, 3.1%)) than in men (mean 4.8%
(range across risk deciles 0.5%-18%); median 2.6% (interquartile range 1.2%, 6.3%)). The full
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sex-specific risk equations and Supplementary Figure 4 that shows the distribution of CVD risk
among women and men across New Zealand are included in Appendix 2.
7.3.4

Performance

Slight over-prediction of 5-year CVD risk occurred in the highest risk decile among men but the
risk equations were otherwise very well calibrated throughout the spectrum of risk for women
and men (Figure 7-2). Plots of the proportion of total events occurring in each decile of
predicted risk also showed good discrimination by both sex-specific risk equations (Figure 7-2).
Less than 1% of events were recorded in the lowest risk decile among both sexes, while 64% of
events occurred among women and 56% of events among men in the two highest risk deciles.
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Figure 7-2: Calibration of the models for women and men in the development cohorts and
discrimination of the models for women and men

The calibration plots show the mean estimated 5-year risk plotted against the proportion of CVD events that
occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration. The
discrimination plot shows the proportion of total observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk for
women and men separately.
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Performance metrics associated with the women’s risk equation were slightly superior to those
for men (Table 7-3).
Table 7-3: Performance metrics of the sex-specific models
Performance metric
Statistic (95% CI)
Women
R2
D statistic
Harrell’s C
Gönen and Heller's K
AUC (t)
7.3.5

44.6% (44.0%,45.1%)
1.835 (1.815, 1.855)
0.805 (0.803, 0.808)
0.753 (0.751, 0.755)
0.808 (0.805, 0.810)

Men
39.8% (38.3%, 39.3%)
1.630 (1.614, 1.646)
0.780 (0.778, 0.783)
0.743 (0.741, 0.745)
0.785 (0.783,0.787)

Validation in New Zealand sub-populations

Calibration of the nationally derived sex specific risk equations was assessed in 15-year age
bands, specified ethnic groups, deprivation quintiles, baseline medication categories and
regional sub-populations. (The participant characteristics for each demographic group are
shown in Supplementary Table 5-14 in Appendix 2).

Calibration in different age bands is presented for women (Figure 7-3) and for men (Figure 7-4).
The sex-specific models were well calibrated apart from slight underprediction in the highest risk
decile among 30-44 year-old women, and minor overprediction in the 10% of 60-74 year-old
women and the 20% of 60-74 year-old men with highest risk.
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Figure 7-3:Calibration of the model for women across New Zealand in 15-year age bands
(i.e. 30 – 44 year-olds, 45 – 59 year-olds, 60 – 74 year-olds)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that
occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect
calibration.
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Figure 7-4: Calibration of the model for men across New Zealand in 15-year age bands
(i.e. 30 – 44 year-olds, 45 – 59 year-olds, 60 – 74 year-olds)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that
occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect
calibration.
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Calibration was reasonable in the five ethnic groups considered, though slightly more variable
across the risk range among Māori and Pacific people of both sexes and Indian women.
(Supplementary Figure 5 and
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Supplementary Figure 6 in Appendix 2). The models were also well calibrated in deprivation
quintiles (Supplementary Figure 8 and Supplementary Figure 9), except for slight overprediction
in the 10% of women and men with highest risk in Quintile 5, and according to baseline
medication category (Supplementary Figure 11 and Supplementary Figure 12). However, among
men and women who were dispensed pharmacotherapy at baseline, there was a tendency for
slight underprediction in the lower risk deciles and slight overprediction in the higher risk deciles.
In regional sub-populations of New Zealand, slight overprediction was noted in the highest risk
decile among men in all North Island regions but the sex-specific equations were otherwise well
calibrated (Supplementary Figure 15 and Supplementary Figure 16).

Both sex-specific equations discriminated risk well in each of the 15-year age bands examined
(Figure 7-5) and in all ethnic groups, deprivation quintiles, regional sub-cohorts and among
those without baseline dispensing of blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering or
antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications medications respectively. (Supplementary Figures 7, 10,
13, 14 and 17 in Appendix 2). Discrimination was less good but nonetheless reasonable among
women and men who were dispensed pharmacotherapy at baseline. (Supplementary Figure 13
and Supplementary Figure 14 in Appendix 2)
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Figure 7-5: Discrimination of the models in 15-year age bands for women and men
showing the proportion of total observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted
risk
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7.3.6

Sensitivity analyses

Sex-specific models with deprivation incorporated as a categorical variable yielded almost
identical adjusted hazard ratios for the other variables to those obtained with deprivation quintile
fitted as a continuous predictor. Stratification of the models by ethnicity and by baseline
dispensing of blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant
pharmacotherapy did not appreciably alter calibration according to these parameters in either
sex. Calibration and discrimination of the equations developed using Cox regression compared
with Fine and Gray models that account for competing risk of non-CVD death was similar in the
sex-specific cohorts overall and in 60-74 year-old women and men separately. (Additional detail
is provided in the ‘Sensitivity analyses’ section of Appendix 2).

7.4

Discussion

7.4.1

Summary of findings

This research presents alternative risk prediction equations to those in clinical use that can
estimate the risk of fatal and non-fatal CVD events across a whole primary prevention
population, solely using predictors available in routinely collected administrative health data.
These equations were well calibrated throughout the range of risk and had good discrimination
in the national, regional and ethnic populations, within 15-year age bands and deprivation
quintiles and according to baseline dispensing of pharmacotherapy.
7.4.2

Strengths and limitations

This study presents the first prediction models that enable CVD risk to be comprehensively
characterised at the individual level across a national population. Before exclusions were
applied, the study cohort included 86% of the national New Zealand Census population aged 3074 years in 2006. The proportion of the Census population captured was even greater in older
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people in whom risk prediction is most useful with 80% of 30-44 year-olds, 91% of 55-64 yearolds and 95% of 65-74 year-olds included in the study cohort. Other strengths of the new CVD
risk equations include the incorporation of ethnicity and deprivation status which have not
frequently been included in clinically-focused risk algorithms, and robust calibration and
discrimination demonstrated across a wide range of population sub-groups. The performance of
the new equations was also compared with models accounting for competing risk of non-CVD
deaths and was found to be similar in the 30-74 year-old age group and among the oldest adults
in the study population.

The general limitations of using routinely collected health data covered in Chapter 4 included
incomplete identification of individuals with atrial fibrillation. In the PREDICT cohort (comprising
over 400 000 individuals risk assessed since 2002 from the Auckland and Northland regions of
New Zealand107) where diagnoses in both hospital and primary care settings were available,
77% of women and 73% of men with a documented diagnosis of atrial fibrillation from all
available sources were recorded as such in the hospitalisation data. (Unpublished analysis).
Nevertheless, the use of a 13 year look back period in the current chapter is likely to have
captured the majority of individuals with ECG-confirmed disease across the country in 2006.
Furthermore, atrial fibrillation based on hospitalisations alone accounted for a very small
proportion of individuals in the cohort, and likelihood ratio chi square analyses (presented in
Appendix 2) indicated that the variable was not strongly influential when fitting the risk models.

The 88 individuals with missing sex data and around 4,500 with missing deprivation data were
excluded from all analyses, given the very small numbers and the lack of necessary data
available in New Zealand routine health repositories that would enable meaningful imputation of
missing values for these variables. As such a low proportion of individuals who met other
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inclusion criteria for the study cohort had missing data (0.26%), complete case analysis is
extremely unlikely to have introduced bias into the findings.

Modifiable CVD risk factors such as raised blood pressure and lipids levels could not be
incorporated into the new risk equations, as these data are not available in the New Zealand
routine health collections. Despite these limitations, the performance of the models was very
robust at a population sub-group level since age is a proxy for length of exposure to multiple
CVD risk factors,338 and blood pressure-lowering and lipid-lowering pharmacotherapy is
recorded nationally and were included as variables in the risk models. Additional predictive
capacity of the missing clinical biomarkers would also have been captured by other included
variables such as socio-economic deprivation, ethnicity, and diabetes. Similarly, smoking is
another important CVD predictor that is not collected in the national datasets. Incorporating sex,
ethnicity and deprivation in the models would have partially accounted for smoking status,
however, which is strongly associated with these variables.201 339
7.4.3

Comparison to other studies

The existing CVD risk models considered in Section 3.5 included simple laboratory-based and
office-based CVD risk equations with both clinical and public health relevance that were
developed by the Globorisk research group. These equations were derived from eight cohorts
recruited within US territories and have been recalibrated for different regions.340 341 They have
subsequently been used to approximate the CVD risk distribution in 11 countries using health
survey data, but still require predictors such as blood pressure, smoking and BMI that are not
generally collected population-wide.
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Other studies have applied clinical CVD risk equations to health survey data to estimate the
benefit of clinical and community-level preventive measures.75 342 Risk tools have also been
developed in Canada to estimate 5-year stroke and CVD risk using health behaviour data from
health surveys, with the latter model published around the same time as the VARIANZ risk
equations.343-345 Health survey-based studies can generate useful estimates of the spectrum of
CVD risk in a given total population at the time of survey administration, but accurate estimates
of the risk distribution in demographic sub-populations (such as minority ethnic groups and subnational regions) are likely to be limited by small sample numbers. The VARIANZ risk equations
will also enable health planners to examine policy-relevant issues according to risk in
demographic groups at any required point in time because routine health data is continuously
captured. In addition, the breadth of administrative health data enables examination of the
association between CVD risk and outcomes that may not have been included in health surveys.
7.4.4

Meaning and implications of the study

Model calibration in different ethnic groups was good but, not surprisingly, more variable than in
the complete cohorts of women and men, which may reflect the heterogeneity of baseline
characteristics across New Zealand ethnic groups as well as small numbers in the risk deciles of
some ethnic sub-populations. Construction of sex-specific Cox models that were stratified by
ethnic group did not appreciably alter calibration by ethnicity. Stratification of the sex-specific
models by baseline blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant
medication dispensing also did not improve calibration according to baseline pharmacotherapy
status. Higher risk, on average, among those dispensed each category of medications at
baseline is likely to reflect duration of risk factor elevation and to account for the reduced (but
still satisfactory) risk discrimination for these treated groups compared to their untreated
counterparts. Development of ethnic-specific and treatment-specific models was beyond the
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study scope but could improve population-level risk estimation within ethnic groups and
pharmacotherapy strata and will need to be explored in future.

In the study cohort, the adjusted hazard ratio associated with baseline lipid-lowering
pharmacotherapy was close to one (and much lower than for blood pressure-lowering or
antiplatelet/anticoagulant agents). As discussed in Chapter 5, lipid-lowering therapy has rarely
been considered as a candidate predictor in CVD risk equations.74 Similar findings have been
demonstrated in the PREDICT cohort,107 while baseline lipid-lowering treatment was evaluated
but not retained in the final Reynolds risk models for men and women as previously
mentioned.261 262 Baseline lipid-lowering therapy was included as a predictor for completeness
despite the weak associated hazard ratio, which likely reflects the effectiveness of statins
(comprising more than 93% of the lipid-lowering medications dispensed in our cohort) in
reducing LDL to recommended levels,346 347 usually through monotherapy with a single daily
tablet. By contrast, optimal blood pressure control frequently requires multiple medications and
is arguably more difficult to achieve than target lipid levels. The higher hazard ratio associated
with baseline antiplatelet/anticoagulant therapy than for lipid-lowering therapy may reflect the
CVD risk profile of individuals where these medications were indicated, including nonhospitalised atrial fibrillation.

Interactions between diabetes and baseline dispensing of both blood pressure-lowering and
antiplatelet/anticoagulant pharmacotherapy were noted in the study cohort and were associated
with an adjusted hazard ratio less than one. Lower CVD risk among individuals with diabetes
treated with these medications at study commencement compared to those without diabetes is
clinically plausible in light of guideline recommendations for intensive clinical management of
CVD risk once diabetes is diagnosed, including lifestyle modification and annual risk
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assessment. In the PREDICT cohort, the effect of systolic blood pressure on CVD risk was also
lower among those with diabetes as compared to those without diabetes, presumably for similar
reasons.107 By contrast, the effect of elevated total cholesterol/high density lipoprotein ratio on
CVD risk was similar among PREDICT participants with and without diabetes107 and supports
the lack of an interaction between the disease and lipid-lowering therapy in the VARIANZ 2006
cohort.

The VARIANZ policy-focused CVD risk equations are complementary rather than
interchangeable with the clinically-focused PREDICT equations that are currently being rolled
out in primary care across New Zealand. The PREDICT equations are intended for use in the
group of individuals who are about to commence (or continue) active clinical risk management
whereas the VARIANZ equations are intended to apply to everyone in the primary prevention
population, including those who have not yet engaged with health services regarding CVD risk.
Therefore, the group of people that the PREDICT equations should be applied to will have a
lower CVD event rate than the group that the VARIANZ equations should apply to. Preliminary
analyses undertaken by the candidate using PREDICT cohort data indicated that the VARIANZ
equations did indeed over predict to some extent in the upper risk deciles of both sexes
compared to the PREDICT equations, but both sets of equations were markedly better
calibrated than the New Zealand-adjusted Framingham equation.

7.5

Conclusion

Robust 5-year sex-specific CVD risk equations intended for country-wide application were
developed from New Zealand administrative health data and be used to facilitate strategic
planning and decision-making to mitigate the national burden of CVD. These risk equations
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complement current CVD risk reduction measures at an individual clinical level and could be
replicated in countries where routinely collected health data can be linked.
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CHAPTER 8 VALIDATION OF THE VARIANZ 2006 RISK
EQUATIONS AMONG NEW ZEALAND OLDER ADULTS
8.1

Preamble

8.1.1

Link to thesis objectives

This analysis addresses the fourth thesis objective: to examine the performance of the new
policy-focused CVD risk equations among older age groups of individuals without prior CVD
given the increasingly older age ranges being risk assessed internationally.
8.1.2

Publication

This chapter includes content from:
Mehta, S., Jackson, R., Poppe, K., Kerr, A. J., Pylypchuk, R., & Wells, S. How do cardiovascular
risk prediction equations developed among 30-74 year-olds perform in older age groups? A
validation study in 125 000 people aged 75-89 years. Journal of Epidemiology and Community
Health. 2020. 74 (6), 527-533. (Publisher: the BMJ Group).
The Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health had an impact factor at the time of
publication of 3.342.
8.1.3

Comment

This study presents the first application of the new VARIANZ equations. Primary and secondary
care clinicians frequently raise the issue of whether existing CVD risk models intended for 30-74
year-olds can also be used in older New Zealand adults. The VARIANZ datasets provided the
opportunity to assess this issue. Furthermore, this analysis could also provide methodological
insights relevant to the validation of equations used overseas for older adults. Validation in
narrow age bands of older adults is infrequently undertaken, and this analysis was able to
explore whether such age-specific validation is important.
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8.1

Introduction

In New Zealand, people aged 75 years and older constitute around 6% of the population and
account for about one third of ischaemic heart disease hospitalisations, over 50% of stroke
hospitalisations and more than 70% of all CVD deaths.348 349 However, CVD prevention among
individuals aged ≥75 years is challenging as health status and preferences regarding their own
care and outcomes vary widely.350 351 Marked variation therefore exists in clinical approaches to
CVD risk assessment and management for older adults, and more guidance is required in this
domain.352

As a result, recently available CVD risk equations such as QRISK3 in the United Kingdom,353 the
Canadian Cardiovascular Disease Population Risk Tool (CVDPORT)345 and Systematic
COronary Risk Evaluation in Older Persons (SCORE O.P.) in Europe354 have been developed
from cohorts with an upper age range extending to individuals in their eighties or beyond. The
New Zealand CVD Risk Guidelines currently provide management recommendations for people
aged 74 years and under, as outlined in Chapter 2, but not for individuals aged ≥75 years where
clinicians are advised to use their clinical discretion.

Given that CVD risk equations are being used to guide the risk management among increasingly
older individuals internationally, the new VARIANZ sex-specific equations developed from 30-74
year olds355 provided an opportunity to determine whether risk models derived primarily in
younger people could be used among older adults. The performance of the VARIANZ equations
was, therefore, examined in a relatively complete national cohort of New Zealanders aged 75 to
89 years without CVD and in narrow age bands.
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8.2

Methods

8.2.1

Source data and participants

All New Zealand residents aged 75-89 years in the VARIANZ 2006 dataset were included. A
2006 baseline dataset (linked to five years of follow-up CVD fatal and non-fatal event data) was
chosen to match the temporal data parameters of the 30-74 year-old cohort from which the
VARIANZ equations were developed. There were 33,746 individuals with more than one
available NHI number, for whom health data were reassigned prior to data linkage to the single
‘primary’ encrypted NHI number designated for each person by the Ministry of Health.

Individuals fulfilling the following criteria were then excluded: (i) a history of hospitalisation for
CVD or heart failure between 1 January 1993 and 31 December 2006; (ii) dispensing of loop
diuretic medications recorded in the national pharmaceutical dispensing data between 1 July
2006 and 31 December 2006; and (iii) missing risk model predictor data.
8.2.2

5-year CVD risk and outcome of interest

Every individual in the study population was assigned a 5-year risk using the sex-specific
VARIANZ risk equations.355 Chronological age of the study participants was used to calculate
the risk score rather than the maximum age (i.e. 74 years) in the development cohort for the
VARIANZ models. Fatal or non-fatal CVD events occurring between 2007-2011 inclusive were
identified.
8.2.3

Statistical analysis

All analyses were undertaken using STATA software 14.1. For men and women separately, 5year age bands were identified (i.e. 75-79 years, 80-84 years and 85-89 years). Calibration was
graphically assessed by plotting the mean predicted 5-year risk against the observed event rate
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within deciles of predicted 5-year risk across 75-89 year-old men and women separately, and
also within sex-specific 5-year age bands. Discrimination was assessed using Harrell’s C
statistic319 and Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic.319 321 The proportion of the variation in time to
event that could be explained by the VARIANZ models was assessed with Royston and
Sauerbrei’s R2.319

8.3

Results

In 2006, 211,993 New Zealand residents aged 75-89 years were identified by the VARIANZ
methodology. After exclusion of the 41% of these individuals with a previous history of CVD or
heart failure (hospitalisations=74,716; dispensed loop diuretics at baseline=12,582) and those
with missing predictor data (missing sex=1 and missing deprivation quintile=336), 124,358
women and men remained in the study population.

Of these individuals, 61% were women and Māori, Pacific and Indian high-risk ethnic groups
comprised around 4.5% of both sexes (Table 8-1). At baseline, blood pressure-lowering
medications were the most commonly dispensed medications in both sexes. Between 2007 and
2011 inclusive, fatal and non-fatal first CVD events occurred among 17,213 (22.8%) of the
75,574 women during 316,141 person-years of follow-up (mean follow-up time 4.2 years) and
12,939 (26.5%) of the 48,784 men during 194,307 person-years of follow-up (mean follow-up
time 4.0 years). CVD deaths accounted for around a quarter of first CVD events in both women
and men. Participant characteristics are presented for 5-year age bands between 75-89 years
among women (Supplementary Table 21) and men (Supplementary Table 22) in Appendix 3.
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Table 8-1: Participant characteristics for New Zealand residents aged 75-89 years at
31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure (n = 124 358)

Participants
Age in years, mean (standard deviation)

Women*

Men*

75 574 (60.8%)
80.1 (3.9)

48 784 (39.2%)
79.5 (3.7)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

65 574 (86.8%)
1646 (2.2%)
1342 (1.8%)
463 (0.6%)
6549 (8.7%)

42 215 (86.5%)
1082 (2.2%)
770 (1.6%)
324 (0.7%)
4393 (9.0%)

Deprivation quintile
1 (least deprived)
2
3
4
5 (most deprived)

11 867 (15.7%)
13 410 (17.7%)
17 101 (22.6%)
19 910 (26.4%)
13 286 (17.6%)

7 844 (16.1%)
9 076 (18.6%)
11 000 (22.6%)
12 306 (25.2%)
8 558 (17.5%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation
Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event, years┼ (interquartile
range)
Non-CVD deaths

7462 (9.9%)
3092 (4.1%)

5528 (11.3%)
2689 (5.5%)

43 431 (57.5%)
22 227 (29.4%)
16 010 (21.2%)

25 841 (46.8%)
14 719 (30.2%)
10 032 (20.6%)

316 141 (4.2)
4 113 (5.4%)
17 213 (22.8%)
2.5 (1.3, 3.7)

194 307 (4.0)
2 937 (6.0%)
12 939 (26.5%)
2.3 (1.1, 3.6)

7 630 (10.1%)

6 253 (12.8%)

*Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
┼ Among

those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive

The risk equations underpredicted 5-year risk in 75-89 year-old women combined [mean
predicted risk 19.8% (range across risk deciles 8.9% - 36.9%); mean observed events 22.8%
(range across risk deciles 10.8% - 35.7%)], but overpredicted risk among 75-89 year-old men
[mean predicted risk 28.8% (range across risk deciles 12.8% -46.8%); mean observed events
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26.5% (range across risk deciles 15.4%-37.4%)]. When mean predicted and observed risk was
plotted in deciles of predicted risk among 75-89 year-olds, the sex-specific risk equations slightly
underpredicted risk in deciles 2-9 inclusive among women, and overpredicted risk in deciles 9
and 10 among men (Figure 8-1).
Figure 8-1: Calibration of the sex-specific models among 75-89 year-olds

The calibration plots show the mean estimated 5-year risk plotted against the proportion of CVD events
that occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk among 75-89 year-old women and men
separately. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.

Calibration in 5-year age bands between 75 years and 89 years is presented for women in
Figure 8-2. Slight overprediction was observed in decile 10 among all three age bands of women
but increasing underprediction was noted in risk deciles 1-9 with increasing age.
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Figure 8-2: Calibration of the women’s model in 5-year age bands from 75-89 years

Calibration of the model for women across New Zealand in 5-year age bands between 75 years and 89 years (i.e. 75
to 79 years, 80 to 84 years and 85 to 89 years). In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the
proportion of CVD events that occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents
perfect calibration.

The calibration of the risk equation for men in 5-year age bands is presented in Figure 8-3.
Increasing underprediction in the lowest risk deciles with progressively worsening overprediction
in the remaining risk deciles was observed with increasing age.
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Figure 8-3: Calibration of the men’s model in 5-year age bands from 75-89 years

Calibration of the model for men across New Zealand in 5-year age bands between 75 years and 89 years (i.e.75 to
79 years, 80 to 84 years and 85 to 89 years). In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the
proportion of CVD events that occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents
perfect calibration.

Performance metrics for the sex-specific cohorts overall and in 5-year age bands are presented
in Table 8-2 and were slightly superior among women. Nevertheless, discrimination metrics were
poor in both sexes and, among 75-89 year-olds combined, the risk models explained only 9.4%
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of the variation in time to CVD event among women and 6.0% for men. Progressively poorer
discrimination was noted with increasing 5-year age band in each sex. Among those aged 85-89
years, the models explained only 1.2% of the variation in time to first CVD event among women
and 0.7% among men.
Table 8-2: Performance metrics of the sex-specific models developed among 30-74 yearolds assessed in 75-89 year-olds combined and in 5-year age bands
Sex

Women

Age Range

Performance metric (95% CI)
Harrell’s C
D statistic
0.617 (0.613, 0.621) 0.658 (0.634, 0.682)

R2
9.4% (9.4%, 9.4%)

0.589 (0.582, 0.596)

0.508 (0.469, 0.547)

5.8% (4.9%, 6.7%)

80-84 years

0.570 (0.563,0.577)

0.396 (0.357, 0.435)

3.6% (2.9%, 4.3%)

85-89 years

0.539 (0.530,0.548)

0.226 (0.179, 0.273)

1.2% (0.8%, 1.7%)

75-89 years
combined
75-79 years

0.591 (0.586,0.596)

0.519 (0.492, 0.546)

6.0% (5.5%, 6.7%)

0.573 (0.566,0.580)

0.404 (0.365, 0.443)

80-84 years

0.544 (0.536,0.553)

0.248 (0.201, 0.295)

85-89 years

0.528 (0.516,0.541)

0.174 (0.107, 0.241)

3.8% (3.06%,
4.5%)
1.45% (1.0%,
2.1%)
0.7% (0.3%, 1.4%)

75-89 years
combined
75-79 years

Men

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval
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8.4

Discussion

8.4.1

Summary of findings

Among almost all 75-89 year-old New Zealand residents without CVD or heart failure in 2006,
the VARIANZ sex-specific CVD risk equations developed among 30-74 year olds slightly
underpredicted risk in women, slightly overpredicted risk in men and did not discriminate risk
well in either sex. When assessed in 5-year age bands, progressively worsening underprediction
in women, overprediction in men and poorer risk discrimination was noted with increasing age.
8.4.2

Strengths and limitations

This is the first study to evaluate the performance of CVD risk models developed among 30-74
year-olds in an almost complete national population of older adults. Before exclusions were
applied, the methodology identified 97% of 75-84 year-olds as compared to the 2006 national
Census-based estimated resident population, with even higher capture among 85-89 yearolds.356 Study participants were identified from routine health interactions across New Zealand,
so these findings are likely to be generalisable in a New Zealand context but also to many other
high-income countries, including the United Kingdom and USA, that have similar cardiovascular
disease event rates as New Zealand.357 Furthermore, the data were relatively complete with no
imputed variables; individuals with missing sex and deprivation data were excluded but
accounted for less than 0.3% of individuals with complete data for other predictors. Therefore,
complete case analysis is extremely unlikely to have introduced bias into the results.

The main limitations of this analysis are those noted in Chapter 4 common to all studies using
routinely collected health data. A further limitation is that by including almost all 75-89 year-old
New Zealanders in the study population, inclusion of older individuals who may prefer not to be
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risk assessed or where CVD risk assessment may not be clinically indicated will inevitably have
occurred.

8.4.3

Comparison to other studies

Three recent CVD risk equations have been developed in primarily middle-aged or earlyretirement cohorts that also included individuals aged eighty years or older, but all were
validated in broad age ranges that may have masked variation in performance at the upper end
of the age spectrum. The QRISK3 models used widely in the United Kingdom were derived from
individuals aged 25-84 years who were recruited from English general practices.353 Age-specific
validation among 60-84 year-olds combined showed reasonable calibration among both women
and men, but performance metrics were poorer in this age bracket compared to 25-39 year-olds
and 40-59 year-olds, and calibration and discrimination was not evaluated within narrower age
groupings. Additional analyses were undertaken using a VARIANZ 2006 65-89 year-old cohort
to emulate the 25 year age span of the QRISK3 60-84 year grouping. Reasonable calibration
was observed in both sexes among 65-89 year-old New Zealanders combined, and among 6569 year-olds and 70-74 year-olds who together comprised almost two thirds of the enlarged
cohort. Furthermore, the sex-specific performance metrics obtained among 65-89 year-old New
Zealanders were very similar to those obtained in the QRISK3 60-84 year-old group. (Additional
results are presented in Supplementary Tables 23-25 and Supplementary Figures 27-29 in
Appendix 3).

Similarly, a Canadian risk tool derived from 100,000 health survey respondents aged 20 to 105
years was validated in 10-year age bands up to 69 years of age, with individuals aged 70 years
or older evaluated as one group.345 The European SCORE O.P. equations developed among
46,000 individuals aged 65 years and older were also validated across the included age
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spectrum without evaluation in narrower age bands.354 In the analysis presented in this chapter,
the candidate empirically chose to examine model performance in five year age bands. The
main findings together with the additional comparison between the extended VARIANZ 2006 6589 year-old cohort and the performance of the QRISK3 models among 60-84 year-olds offers
valuable insight to researchers regarding the need for careful validation of CVD risk prediction
models by age among older populations. The findings also suggest that clinicians should be
cautious about using these three available risk equations in older age groups until model
performance has been adequately examined. Therefore, it appears that all CVD risk equations
intended for use in people aged ≥75 years should be validated in narrow age bands as the
performance of risk models among broad age ranges of older individuals may conceal markedly
poorer performance among the oldest age groups, who comprise a smaller proportion of the
assessed age range. Another option is to derive models specifically for older people using a
restricted age range. For example, new models published in 2019 were developed and validated
from a cohort of 1,800 Dutch individuals without prior CVD who were recruited from primary care
practices and were aged between 70 and 78 years.358

Only two other studies have assessed the performance of CVD risk models using narrow age
bands among older adults as the candidate has proposed. However, both are relatively dated
studies using a more restricted outcome definition than was employed in this research and
neither confirm the observation of progressively worse underprediction among women and
overprediction among men in this analysis. The performance of a Framingham score for
predicting 10-year risk of ‘hard’ CVD (myocardial infarction or IHD death) among 30-79 year-olds
was evaluated in two primary prevention cohorts; one comprising 1,800 Australian women and
men aged 60-79 years first assessed in 1988,359 and the other including 6,800 women and men
aged 55 years and older with baseline assessments between 1990 and 1993 in Rotterdam.360
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Age-specific discrimination was not assessed in either study, but underprediction and
overprediction occurred variably across sex-specific 5-year age bands in the Australian
cohort,359 while increasing underprediction was found among those aged 75 years or older from
both sexes in the Dutch cohort.360 However, the statistical power and representativeness of the
current study cohort is notably greater than either the Australian or Dutch studies. Furthermore,
the potential for geographic or temporal differences in CVD incidence between development and
validation populations was eliminated in this analysis by evaluating the New Zealand risk models
in an older adult population identified from the same country and contemporaneously with the
cohort from which the models were developed.

Geographic homogeneity of derivation and validation cohorts was similarly achieved in a 2019
United States (US) study that also found poor performance of equations developed in younger
cohorts among older adults, although an evaluation in narrow sex-specific age bands was not
undertaken. The accuracy of the Pooled Cohort Equations (PCEs) developed from a US
population aged 40-79 years was found to be sub-optimal in around 2600 Americans aged ≥75
years identified from similar cohorts used to derive the PCEs.361 Although the outcome definition
employed in this thesis was broader than the ‘hard’ CVD (non-fatal myocardial infarction, fatal or
non-fatal stroke and IHD death) 5-year outcome predicted by the PCEs, the US study also
observed worsening performance as age increased with poorer calibration and discrimination
among individuals aged ≥80 years than those aged ≥75 years. In contrast to the results
presented in this chapter, assessment of sex-specific performance among people 75 years or
older showed overestimation of risk among both men and, to a lesser degree, women with
marked overestimation in the highest risk deciles of both sexes. However, the data utilised in
the US study was from the 1990s and 2000s and therefore quite old. Participants were also
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unlikely to be representative of the broader target population of older adults, unlike the VARIANZ
2006 study cohort.
8.4.4

Meaning and implications of the study

The reason for the overprediction of risk in men and underprediction in women observed in this
chapter is unclear and warrants further investigation. A male healthy survivor effect may be a
possible factor; compared to women, men develop CVD on average 10 years earlier so a
greater proportion of men who will experience an event during their lifetime will already have
done so by the age of 75 years. Female sex hormones may be another factor as CVD protection
among women recedes following menopause,362-364 which may lead to a steeper rise in CVD
incidence among women as compared to men in later life.

Models that do not account for competing risk from non-CVD death, such as the VARIANZ,
QRISK3 and SCORE O.P. equations derived with standard Cox regression, also lead to
overestimation of CVD risk among older individuals. More than 10% of the VARIANZ 2006
cohort aged 75-89 years and around 20% among 85-89 year-olds experienced death from
causes other than CVD between 2007 and 2011 inclusive. The influence of competing risk of
non-CVD death may therefore also have contributed to the overprediction of risk among men
within the study cohort and implies that the underestimation of risk among women in the cohort
may have been even greater if competing risk of non-CVD mortality was accounted for.
However, incorporating the risk of death from non-CVD related conditions in models for older
adults requires careful evaluation based on the population of interest and the prediction window
that is utilised. Additional unpublished analyses in a New Zealand cohort aged ≥65 years
identified from routinely collected data indicates that while the calibration of risk models in older
adults improves from a whole-of-population perspective when competing risk of non-CVD
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mortality is considered, slight underestimation of risk may occur in some risk deciles and subpopulations. This reflects the variability in mortality from non-CVD causes across different subgroups. With increasing age, certain risk factors such as smoking also increase risk of death
from non-CVD conditions like lung cancer or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease more so
than CVD risk.286 Nevertheless, use of competing risk methodologies becomes more important
as the prediction window increases; higher incidence of non-CVD death occurs over a longer
period resulting in greater overestimation of the outcome of interest if mortality from non-CVD
causes is unaccounted for.

Development of older adult-specific models would also enable consideration of multimorbidity
and polypharmacy measures that are less relevant in younger age groups but are likely to be
important for assessment and management of CVD risk among older individuals. In particular,
new models would enable risk communication and the shared decision-making process between
clinicians and older adults to be based on more precise risk estimates. Improving the
performance of risk models may not affect whether an older individual is under or over the
treatment threshold, since most people in the VARIANZ 2006 75-89 year-old cohort had an
observed event rate that exceeded 15% (the current New Zealand threshold for recommended
preventive dual therapy). However, more accurate risk estimates may influence patient
preferences regarding initiation or dose adjustment of pharmacotherapy and whether
behavioural modifications and/or management of risk factors such as diabetes and smoking are
warranted. Even with more accurate risk prediction tools for older people, though, the challenge
of risk prediction in this population will remain complex. Managing the cardiovascular risk of an
older adult must also be counterbalanced with consideration of a complex array of other issues,
including but not limited to frailty, treatment cost, side effects and quality of life concerns.
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8.5

Conclusion

In a primary prevention cohort comprising almost all New Zealanders aged 75-89 years, wholeof-population New Zealand risk equations developed among 30-74 year-olds underpredicted risk
in women and overpredicted risk in men, with progressively poorer performance observed with
increasing age. Existing risk algorithms developed from cohorts comprised primarily of younger
individuals should be used with caution in older adults until carefully validated in narrow age
bands to avoid masking poorer performance at the upper end of the included age spectrum.
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CHAPTER 9 STATISTICS NEW ZEALAND INTEGRATED DATA
INFRASTRUCTURE (IDI)
9.1

Background and opportunities

At the outset of the research presented in this thesis, routinely collected health databases were
a well-established resource in New Zealand,132 although the concept of linking these data to gain
a whole-of-population perspective was relatively new. While the candidate was completing this
thesis, the Statistics New Zealand Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI)18 became available as a
research tool, further improving the New Zealand data landscape.

In parallel to the increasing national use of routine health databases for research and population
health planning, Statistics New Zealand undertook cross-agency data integration for specific
purposes based on a 1997 Cabinet directive.365 Early integration work involved two or three
datasets and each project was entirely separate and unable to be easily replicated or linked. In
2011, Cabinet agreed to a proposal to integrate Department of Labour migration data with the
integrated datasets managed by Statistics New Zealand, and an IDI prototype and data
integration service was developed.365 In 2013, Cabinet prioritised delivery of better public
services and approved a cross-agency routinely collected data-sharing facility to inform service
delivery and improve equity of outcomes.365 As a result, the IDI was expanded and enabled
access to linked national health and non-health data of a level that had only previously been
available in Nordic countries.

Using the IDI, it was now possible to identify a more complete New Zealand 2013 cohort by
modifying the VARIANZ health contact population methodology presented in Chapter 4. The
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VARIANZ risk prediction models could then be applied to the New Zealand primary prevention
population obtained from this more complete national IDI cohort to enable, for the first time ever,
CVD preventive medication dispensing to be examined according to CVD risk at a national level.
These analyses are presented in Chapter 10.

9.2

Data available in the IDI

The IDI contains a range of individual-level data from Government agencies, non-governmental
organisations and Statistics New Zealand surveys including the 2013 Census.18 It is an evolving
data resource, with quarterly updates and additional datasets added as these become available.
IDI data is currently differentiated into core and restricted data and is anonymised through an
encrypted individual identifier that is common across all datasets. Core data are available to all
researchers with an approved project, including personal details such as demographic data like
sex and birth month/year and ethnicity based on all available sources. Researchers are granted
access to all other data (restricted data) on a case by case basis, after consideration of study
proposals and protocols.18

The range of data currently available in the IDI encompasses the following areas:18
•

Routinely collected health datasets administered by the Ministry of Health

•

Education and training data, including tertiary education from 1994, industry training from
2001 and targeted training (also from 2001)

•

Benefits and social services data

•

Justice data

•

Data relating to people and communities, including from driver licences, motor vehicle
registrations and the disability survey from 2013
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•

Population data including 2013 Census data, visa applications from 1997 onwards and
births, deaths and marriages from 1840

•

Tax and income data from 1999

•

Housing data, including social housing from 1980.

9.3

Linkage process

The basis of the IDI is the ‘spine’ that has been created by linking all births registered in New
Zealand from 1920 onwards, all IRD numbers issued by Inland Revenue since 1999 and visa
data for specific types from 1997 onwards.366 The spine aims to record everyone who has ever
been a resident in New Zealand (the target population) which amounts to over 9 million
people.366

Individual datasets are supplied securely to Statistics NZ. Personal identifying information is only
available to essential IDI staff. Linkage is undertaken across datasets in different ways.
Deterministic linkage is undertaken for datasets with personal identifiers in common such as NHI
or passport numbers. Probabilistic linkage is employed for other datasets using demographic
variables such as name, date of birth and sex to identify records likely to belong to the same
person or to link health and non-health data. Personal identifying information such as names
and addresses or IRD and NHI numbers are then removed and replaced across all available
datasets with the encrypted Stats NZ ID for each person.366

9.4

Data security

There are legal requirements under Statistics Act 1975, Privacy Act 1993 and Tax
Administration Act to ensure that individual anonymity is preserved when IDI data are
accessed.18 Like the VIEW programme, the IDI also employs the “Five Safes” framework18 to
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support data security. To ensure ‘safe people’ that can be trusted to use data appropriately and
follow procedures, researchers must pass referee checks, sign a declaration of secrecy under
the Statistics Act 1975 and understand the Statistics New Zealand rules and protocols before
they are allowed to access IDI data. In relation to ‘safe projects’, proposed IDI research must be
in the public interest, and is also evaluated by the Government Statistician or delegated
authorised person to determine that there is a sound statistical purpose. ‘Safe settings’ covers
security arrangements to prevent unauthorised access to IDI data. Data can only be accessed
through a secure Data Lab environment where computers are not connected to a network and
only Statistics NZ staff can release data to researchers. “Safe data” is maintained by deidentifying all data using the encrypted Stats New Zealand ID. Finally, all analyses undertaken in
the IDI must have ‘safe output’; that is, the statistical results produced do not contain any
identifying results. Researchers must confidentialise output before it can be released from the
Data Lab, and Statistics NZ staff double-check results to ensure individuals cannot be
identified.18

9.5

National estimated resident population

Statistics New Zealand has been undertaking work for some years around identifying an
estimated resident population from the IDI to enable modification of Census methods.367 In
collaboration with one of the lead researchers for this Statistics New Zealand Census
transformation work, the candidate was involved in applying the Statistics New Zealand
methodology to formulate an IDI 2013 New Zealand estimated resident population and
evaluating the completeness of this new cohort against the 2013 New Zealand Census usual
resident population and the VARIANZ 2013 health contact population.368 This was the first
validation of the Statistics New Zealand estimated resident population methodology, and found
that this cohort was the largest and most comprehensive of the three populations examined. The
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study concluded that this methodology should be used to identify national cohorts for health and
social research.368

9.6

Strengths and limitations of the IDI

The main advantage of the IDI over routine health databases is the linkage of health and nonhealth data in a safe context that does not threaten individual confidentiality.18 A centralised
system of accessing and linking the data is governed and managed by a single body (Statistics
New Zealand) with strong Governmental support. The IDI is also updated regularly and robust
systems are in place to ensure that data safety and privacy are maintained.18 The IDI enables
more comprehensive population capture than is possible through the VARIANZ linked health
datasets and also allows additional baseline and follow-up data that are not available in the
national health databases to be incorporated. For example, emigration data allows individuals
who have left the country after study commencement to be identified, while income and
education data will enable analyses of the association between these factors and CVD health to
be explored at the individual level.

The relatively recent availability of the data resource means that pitfalls of the available data are
still being uncovered. However, there are several known limitations of the IDI. As the data from
governmental and non-governmental agencies are not collected for research purposes, data
quality across available datasets varies considerably.366 Therefore, extensive cleaning and
curation of data is required for constructing whole-of-population cohorts and some questions
may not be able to answered through the data available. To compound the issues with the data,
data documentation has lagged behind data availability due to the relatively recent emergence
of the resource.173 This has limited exploration of the broad range of data in the IDI as not all
researchers will be aware of what variables are available or what specific data each variable
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captures. The linkage process, while standardised and based on Statistics New Zealand best
practice, can also lead to false-positive linkages, although this occurrence is fairly uncommon
(<2%).369 There are also several IT and data system issues. The current IDI infrastructure
requires expansion in order to support more complex analytical methodologies such as machine
learning techniques, which are increasingly being employed for big data.369

9.7

Summary

The ability to link health with non-health data through the IDI represents a major step towards
the expansive data landscape available in Nordic countries. The IDI enables some of the
limitations of solely using routine health databases, such as incomplete population capture and
inability to identify individuals who emigrate during study follow-up, to be addressed.
Furthermore, the potential to link health data to non-health data will enable detailed exploration
of the impact of social determinants (such as income or education) on CVD health that is not
possible solely using routine health datasets. Nevertheless, the quality of data and
documentation across incorporated datasets is variable, and the current IDI infrastructure does
not support more complex analytical techniques. The relatively new nature of the IDI also means
that New Zealander researchers will need to explore and gain experience with the pitfalls of the
data to maximise the benefits of the resource.
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CHAPTER 10 USE OF CVD PRIMARY PREVENTIVE
MEDICATIONS ACCORDING TO CVD RISK IN A VARIANZ-IDI
2013 NEW ZEALAND POPULATION
10.1 Preamble
10.1.1 Link to thesis objectives
This analysis addresses the fifth objective of this thesis: to apply the new VARIANZ CVD risk
equations across all New Zealanders without prior CVD to assess use of pharmacotherapy for
primary prevention of CVD according to risk.
10.1.2 Publication
This chapter includes content from:
Mehta, S., Zhao, J., Poppe, K., Kerr, A. J., Wells, S., Exeter, D.J., Selak, V., Grey, C.,
Jackson, R. Cardiovascular preventive pharmacotherapy stratified by predicted cardiovascular
risk: a national data linkage study. European Journal of Preventive Cardiology. 2021. Published
online 18 January 2021. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1093/eurjpc/zwaa168 (Publisher: Oxford
University Press).
The European Journal of Preventive Cardiology had an impact factor of 5.864 at the time of
publication.

10.1.3 Statistics New Zealand disclaimer
The results presented in this chapter are not official statistics; they have been created for
research purposes from the Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI), managed by Statistics New
Zealand. The opinions, findings, recommendations, and conclusions expressed are those of the
candidate, not Statistics New Zealand. Access to the anonymised data used in this chapter was
provided by Statistics New Zealand in accordance with security and confidentiality provisions of
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the Statistics Act 1975. Only people authorised by the Statistics Act 1975 are allowed to see
data about a particular person, household, business, or organisation, and the results in this
paper have been confidentialised to protect these groups from identification. Careful
consideration has been given to the privacy, security, and confidentiality issues associated with
using administrative and survey data in the IDI. Further detail can be found in the privacy impact
assessment for the Integrated Data Infrastructure available from www.stats.govt.nz.
10.1.4 Comment
Several exploratory and iterative analyses were undertaken to extend the methods employed in
previous chapters and allow effective application in IDI data. 2013 was chosen as the year to
develop the estimated resident population referred to in Section 9.5, as this would allow
comparison with the most recent Census population counts available at the time that the study
was designed. This 2013 IDI-based estimated resident population, which had been validated
against 2013 VARIANZ and Census usual resident populations, was initially intended to form the
basis of the study population for this chapter. However, further analyses revealed that, although
the total population size of the 2013 IDI estimated resident population was the largest of the
three evaluated populations, a small proportion of individuals aged 30-74 years (around 3%)
within the 2013 VARIANZ cohort were not captured in the 2013 estimated resident population.
Therefore, identifying a national cohort from the IDI using a combination of the methodology to
construct a VARIANZ dataset that was presented in Chapter 4 and the Statistics New Zealand
IDI estimated resident population methodology achieved the broadest population capture.

Preliminary analyses in the 2013 IDI dataset that was constructed using this combined
methodology indicated that fewer individuals were estimated to have a diagnosis of diabetes at
baseline according to the VDR data uploaded in the IDI than from publicly-released Ministry of
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Health estimates. Further data exploration and discussion with the Ministry of Health revealed
an error in the VDR data available in the IDI. The VIEW team subsequently formulated a
methodology to apply the Ministry of Health VDR algorithm directly to IDI data to generate
correct estimates of a history of diabetes in the candidate’s dataset. The code to generate the
correct VDR data can be applied to other years of data and has been made available through
the IDI to other researchers.

10.2 Introduction
As outlined in prior chapters, targeting preventive pharmacotherapy for CVD to individuals with
elevated multivariable risk can avert more CVD events370 371 372and is more cost-effective373 than
treating isolated risk factors. Investigating patterns of CVD preventive pharmacotherapy among
individuals at different levels of CVD risk can alert health professionals and policymakers to
under- and over-treatment across the population and in sub-groups. In New Zealand, ≥5% 5year CVD risk is the current national risk threshold for discussing preventive blood pressurelowering (BPL) and lipid-lowering (LL) medications, as part of shared clinician/patient decision
making. Dual therapy with both agents is strongly recommended for those with ≥15% risk, which
is considered an equivalent future CVD event risk to those with a history of CVD.9 On the other
hand, current New Zealand risk management guidelines advise that aspirin should be
considered in those under 70 years of age with ≥15% risk9 as the potential benefit may outweigh
the bleeding risk associated with antiplatelet therapy. However, aspirin is not recommended at
lower levels of predicted CVD risk or for primary prevention of CVD in those aged ≥70 years
given the evidence that has emerged in recent years indicating that the benefit/harm balance is
unlikely to be favourable for these individuals.9 117-119 374-376 116
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The aim of this study was, therefore, to examine the use of BPL and LL medications according
to predicted 5-year CVD risk, assigned using the VARIANZ equations, across the Aotearoa New
Zealand primary prevention population aged 30-74 years identified from the IDI. Dispensing of
aspirin and other antiplatelet agents was not examined given the evolving scientific literature
over the last 10-15 years in relation to use of these medications for primary prevention of CVD.
Nevertheless, antiplatelet agents (together with anticoagulants) were included as a predictor for
the VARIANZ equations, since they were still recommended for treatment of high-risk individuals
without prior CVD in national guidelines at start of the study period employed for VARIANZ
model development (baseline period 2006).
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10.3 Methods
10.3.1 Study design and population
A cohort study was conducted using anonymised individual level routinely collected IDI data.
Individuals who met criteria 1 and/or 2 below and each of criteria 3-5 on 31 March 2013 were
identified and linked. Participants eligible for inclusion were:
1. Within the IDI spine with recorded activity in tax, education or injury claims between 1
April 2012 and 31 March 2013; OR
2. Within ≥1 of the following health datasets between 1 April 2012 and 31 March 2013:
primary care enrolment, general medical subsidy claims, community laboratory test
claims, national outpatients, pharmaceutical dispensing, and publicly funded
hospitalisations; AND
3. Present in New Zealand for ≥6 months between 1 April 2012 and 31 March 2013; AND
4. Alive on 31 March 2013; AND
5. Aged 30-74 years on 31 March 2013.
Individuals were excluded if they: 1) were hospitalised for CVD (including IHD, stroke, transient
ischaemic attacks, peripheral vascular disease and coronary-related procedures) or heart failure
between 1 January 1988 and 31 March 2013; or 2) were dispensed anti-anginals ≥3 times
between 1 April 2008 and 31 March 2013; or 3) were dispensed loop diuretics ≥3 times between
1 April 2008 and 31 March 2013; or 4) data used to determine predicted 5-year CVD risk were
missing. The antianginals considered for criterion 2 were listed in Section 4.3.5. Metolazone was
also considered for criterion 3 but was not dispensed at baseline to any individual identified
through the linkage process.
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10.3.2 CVD risk score and risk strata
Each individual’s 5-year CVD risk was estimated on 31 March 2013 using the sex-specific
VARIANZ 2006 equations.355 The study population was stratified into four 5-year risk groups
(<5% risk, 5-9% risk, 10-14% risk and >15% risk). Ten-year risk, which is commonly used
internationally, is approximately double 5-year risk (e.g. ≥15% 5-year risk is about equivalent to
≥30% 10-year risk). Individuals remained assigned to their risk group for the duration of followup, even if baseline parameters changed during follow-up.
10.3.3 Ethics
The Northern Region Ethics Committee approval granted annually to the VIEW research
programme, as described in Section 4.2.4, also covered use of the IDI data for this study.
10.3.4 Data sources and categorisations for assigning CVD risk
Table 10-1 presents the IDI data sources and categorisations for assigning CVD risk according
to the VARIANZ 2006 equations.
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Table 10-1: Data sources and categorisations for assigning 5-year CVD risk in the 2013
New Zealand VARIANZ-IDI population aged 30-74 years
Variable
Data source and categorisations
Sex
Identified from the ‘personal details’ dataset of the IDI, which
records the best available demographic information derived
from multiple datasets within the IDI, based on a specific set
of rules outlined by Statistics New Zealand.
Age
On 31 March 2013 and based on recorded date of birth in the
‘personal details’ dataset of the IDI
Ethnicity
Preferentially identified from 2013 New Zealand Census data.
If ethnicity was unable to be identified from the Census, then
these data were obtained from the health data within the IDI
or otherwise from the ‘personal details’ IDI data. For
individuals with more than one ethnic group identified in the
data source used, a single group was assigned according to
the following prioritisation order: Māori, Pacific, Indian
(including Fijian Indian), Other, European.
Quintiles of the New
NZDep2013 is a small area-based measure derived from nine
Zealand Index of
2013 national census variables that measure income (two
Deprivation 2013
variables), home ownership, people living in single parent
(NZDep2013)
families, employment, qualifications, living space, internet
access, and access to a car.201 Meshblock data (the smallest
census geographic unit)377 from the data source most recently
updated prior to 31 March 2013 was identified and linked to
the associated NZDep2013 score. For individuals where the
NZDep2013 according to meshblock was not available, the
NZDep2013 associated with the relevant census area units
(which are comprised of several meshblocks)378 was
assigned if available. (1 = least deprived; and 5 = most
deprived).
Diabetes
History of diabetes on 31 March 2013 was determined by
applying the Ministry of Health VDR algorithm outlined in
Section 3.3.10 to identify diagnoses in the national IDI data.
Hospitalisation for atrial
Recorded between 1 January 1988 and 31 March 2013
fibrillation
BPL medications
Dispensing between 1 October 2012 and 31 March 2013
recorded in the Pharmaceutical Collection
LL medications
Dispensing between 1 October 2012 and 31 March 2013
recorded in the Pharmaceutical Collection
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant Dispensing between 1 October 2012 and 31 March 2013
medications
recorded in the Pharmaceutical Collection. Medications
considered were aspirin (any dose), clopidogrel,
dipyridamole, ticagrelor, prasugrel, ticlopidine, warfarin,
dabigatran, rivaroxaban and phenindione.
Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure lowering; IDI, Integrated Data Infrastructure; LL, lipid lowering; VDR, Virtual
Diabetes Register
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10.3.5 Outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was ≥1 dispensing in each 6-month period between 1 April 2013
and 31 March 2016 of BPL medications, LL medications and both BPL and LL medications (i.e.
dual therapy). This follow-up period was chosen based on the availability of dispensing data in
the IDI when the study was designed. All classes of BPL and LL medications, as listed in
Section 4.3.5, were considered and although CVD medications are usually prescribed in New
Zealand for 3-month intervals, dispensing was considered for 6-month periods to allow for late
prescription filling. The BPL and LL medication categories were not mutually exclusive (i.e. a
person considered in the BPL category may also have been dispensed LL medications).

Two secondary outcomes were examined according to clinical and demographic baseline
characteristics within CVD risk strata: 1) the adjusted relative risk (RR) with 95% confidence
interval (CI) of no medication dispensing in any follow-up period if untreated at baseline with
a) BPL, b) LL and c) dual therapy (i.e. remaining untreated); and, 2) adjusted RR with 95% CI of
≥1 medication dispensing episode in all follow-up periods if treated at baseline in each of the
three medication categories (i.e. sustained maintenance of baseline treatment).
10.3.6 Statistical analyses
All analyses were undertaken using STATA 14.1.379 Cross-sectional estimates of the proportion
of people dispensed medications in each CVD risk stratum at baseline and in consecutive 6month follow-up periods were examined for: 1) the total study population; 2) those untreated at
baseline with a) BPL, b) LL or c) dual therapy (i.e. initiation of treatment during follow-up); and 3)
those treated at baseline in each of the three medication categories (i.e. continuation of
baseline treatment). The ‘untreated’ or ‘treated’ baseline status referred only to the considered
medication category. For example, those untreated at baseline with BPL medications may have
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been dispensed LL medications. A 6-month follow-up period was considered incomplete if an
individual: a) died during the period; or b) was hospitalised for CVD or heart failure during that
period; or c) was not in the country for at least half of the period. For individuals who died or had
a CVD-related hospitalisation between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016, follow-up was censored
at the end of the last complete 6-month period. Individuals were counted in the denominator for
complete 6-month periods, but not periods after follow-up was censored or where c) applied,
and were included in the numerator as having been dispensing medications for all complete
periods where dispensing of the medication category in question was recorded. All counts were
randomly rounded to base three using the rules defined by Statistics New Zealand, and
proportions were based on the rounded counts.

Among the subset of the study population with three or more complete 6-month follow-up
periods between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016 (including individuals with three or more
complete follow-up periods before having a CVD event), two sets of log-binomial regression
models (i.e. binomial generalised linear model with a log link function) examined the secondary
outcomes listed above according to selected clinical and demographic baseline characteristics.
These were: age group, sex, deprivation quintile based on NZDep2013, ethnic group, diabetes,
atrial fibrillation, rural/urban location and modified Charlson Comorbidity Index.

Age was categorised according to the following groups: <55 years, 55-64 years (the reference
group) and 65-74 years. Meshblock data from the source most recently updated prior to 31
March 2013 was identified and used to assign a rural/urban location for each individual based on
the associated 2018 Statistics New Zealand classification.380 The rural/urban categories used in
the analysis were ‘major/large urban’ (the reference group) corresponding to areas with 30,000
or more residents, ‘small/medium urban’ areas with 1,000- 29,999 residents and ‘rural/water’
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areas which encompass land-based areas outside urban locations or near bodies of water.380
Comorbidity was assessed using the updated Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI), a composite
prognostic measure that quantifies the occurrence and severity of 12 possible conditions.381 A
history of diabetes was one of the comorbid conditions of interest, but was also a predictor in the
CVD risk score assigned to each individual and therefore was not included in the CCI for this
chapter. The modified CCI scores were categorised as ‘0’ (the reference group), ‘1-2’ and ‘≥3’.

The first set of binomial regression models estimated, for each medication category, the
adjusted relative risk (RR) of remaining untreated for each clinical and demographic baseline
characteristic examined among individuals untreated at baseline with ≥15% 5-year risk (since
national guidelines strongly recommend dual pharmacotherapy for this group). The second set
of models estimated the adjusted RR of sustained maintenance of baseline treatment for each
participant characteristic examined in the four CVD risk strata. Each RR was adjusted for all
other baseline characteristics to account for potential confounding. As with the main analysis,
baseline ‘untreated’ or ‘treated’ status referred only to the considered medication category (BPL,
LL or both).

The example of a person with medication dispensing recorded during two of three 6-month
follow-up periods can be used to illustrate how data were incorporated in the two sets of models.
If this individual was not dispensed medications at baseline (i.e. untreated at baseline), the
secondary outcome of interest was remaining untreated during follow-up and this individual
would have been categorised as initiating medications during follow-up (i.e. this individual would
not count as remaining untreated during follow-up). If this individual was treated at baseline, the
secondary outcome of interest was sustained maintenance of medication for all 6-month followup periods and this individual would not meet that definition.
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In another example, if an individual had not been dispensed medications at baseline, or in period
1 and 2, was dispensed medications of interest in period 3 and had a CVD event in period 4,
then this individual was included in the analysis (as they had ≥three complete follow-up periods).
For the analysis considering the RR of remaining untreated during follow-up among those
untreated at baseline, this individual would have been counted as initiating medication during
follow-up.

10.4 Results
On 31 March 2013, 2,432,796 individuals aged 30-74 years were alive and, in the prior year,
were recorded in a relevant national database and were in New Zealand for at least six months.
Following exclusion of those with prior CVD or heart failure hospitalisations, prior anti-anginal or
loop diuretic use or missing CVD risk predictor data, 2,250,201 people remained (Figure 10-1).
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Figure 10-1: Flow chart of included and excluded individuals

10.4.1 Participant characteristics
Table 10-2 summarises the participant characteristics. Individuals who met the national risk
threshold for discussing preventive medications (≥5% 5-year risk) comprised 25% of the study
population and 5% met the threshold for strongly recommended dual therapy (≥15% risk) and
were considered to be high risk. Supplementary Figure 30 in Appendix 4 shows the distribution
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of CVD risk across the study population. With increasing risk, higher proportions were generally
observed for: men; 65-74 year-olds; individuals residing in the two most deprived quintiles; and a
history of diabetes or atrial fibrillation. Age- and sex-specific analyses of the proportion of
individuals with ≥15% risk by ethnic group (Supplementary Figure 31 in Appendix 4) found
markedly higher proportions for Māori, Pacific peoples, Indian men and, to a lesser extent,
Indian women compared to the European group. Supplementary Table 26 in Appendix 4
presents additional participant characteristics.
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Table 10-2: Participant characteristics for New Zealand residents aged 30-74 years at 31
March 2013 without prior CVD or heart failure (n = 2, 250, 201)
Characteristics
Whole
5-year CVD risk strata
cohort
<5%
5-9%
10-14%
≥15%
n
n (%)*
n(%)*
n (%)*
n(%)*
(%)*
TOTAL
2 250 201
1 682 406 327 696
135 714 104 382
(row %)
(100%)
(74.7%)
(14.6%)
(6.0%)
(4.6%)
Sex:
Male
1 071 771
716 012
183 147
90 792
81 822
(47.6%)
(42.6%)
(55.9%)
(66.9%)
(78.4%)
Female
1 178 424
966 394
144 549
44 922
22 560
(52.4%)
(57.4%)
(44.1%)
(33.1%)
(21.6%)
<35 years
35-44 years
Age:

45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years

European
Māori
Ethnicity:

Pacific
Indian
Other

1 (least
deprived)
2
Deprivation
quintile

3
4
5 (most
deprived)

Diabetes

277 722
(12.3%)
600 876
(26.7%)
616 788
(27.4%)
464 733
(20.7%)
290 082
(12.9%)

277 101
(16.5%)
592 125
(35.2%)
547 890
(32.6%)
234 915
(14.0%)
30 375
(1.8%)

603
(0.2%)
7 464
(2.3%)
55 386
(16.9%)
163 566
(49.9%)
100 683
(30.7%)

1 698
(1.3%)
1 248
(0.9%)
10 794
(8.0%)
45 621
(33.6%)
78 036
(57.5%)

1 540 980
(68.5%)
269 043
(12.0%)
119 607
(5.3%)
78 132
(3.5%)
242 439
(10.8%)

1 126 140
(66.9%)
182 835
(10.9%)
85 215
(5.1%)
60 078
(3.6%)
228 138
(13.6%)

246 165
(75.1%)
42 366
(12.9%)
16 134
(4.9%)
9 540
(2.9%)
13 491
(4.1%)

102 534
(75.6%)
18 765
(13.8%)
8 934
(6.6%)
4 689
(3.5%)
792
(0.6%)

66 141
(63.4%)
25 077
(24.0%)
9 324
(8.9%)
3 825
(3.7%)
15
(0%)

508 056
(22.6%)
479 508
(21.3%)
448 911
(20.0%)
420 903
(18.7%)
392 823
(17.5%)

405 507
(24.1%)
372 594
(22.2%)
337 974
(20.1%)
301 905
(17.9%)
264 423
(15.7%)

68 397
(20.9%)
67 116
(20.5%)
64 923
(19.8%)
64 809
(19.8%)
62 451
(19.1%)

24 045
(17.7%)
25 530
(18.8%)
25 983
(19.2%)
28 470
(21.0%)
31 683
(23.4%)

10 101
(9.7%)
14 268
(13.7%)
20 031
(19.2%)
25 719
(24.6%)
34 266
(32.8%)

116 940
(5.2%)

22 476
(1.3%)

32 355
(9.9%)

28 113
(20.7%)

33 996
(32.6%)
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Atrial Fibrillation

BPL
Baseline
Cardiovascular
Medications

LL
BPL and LL
Antiplatelets
Anticoagulants

17 991
(0.8%)

2 046
(0.1%)

3 162
(1.0%)

3 396
(2.5%)

9 387
(9.0%)

357 750
(15.9%)
244 980
(10.9%)
158 136
(7.0%)
129 057
(5.7%)
13 011
(0.6%)

91 632
(5.5%)
62 202
(3.7%)
19 266
(1.2%)
15 948
(0.9%)
2 928
(0.2%)

117 180
(35.8%)
72 744
(22.2%)
47 757
(14.6%)
30 414
(9.3%)
2 517
(0.8%)

75 831
(55.9%)
52 902
(39.0%)
41 922
(30.9%)
34 194
(25.2%)
2 430
(1.8%)

73 107
(70.0%)
57 132
(54.7%)
49 194
(47.1%)
48 498
(46.5%)
5 136
(4.9%)

Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; LL, lipid-lowering medications; S, suppressed counts
based on ≤6 people (according to Statistics New Zealand requirements for descriptive statistics)
*Column percentages are presented except for the total
NOTE: All counts were randomly rounded to base three using the rules defined by Statistics New Zealand, and
proportions were based on the rounded counts. Therefore, the sum of individual counts may differ by a small margin
from the presented totals.

10.4.2 Medication dispensing by CVD risk
Cross-sectional estimates at 6-month intervals of the proportion of the total study population
dispensed BPL, LL or dual therapy in each CVD risk stratum indicated that dispensing in each
medication category was strongly associated with CVD risk and changed little during three years
of follow-up (Figure 10-2). Higher proportions of BPL than LL medications were dispensed in all
risk strata.
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Figure 10-2: Proportion of the total study population dispensed CVD medications at
baseline and between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016 according to 5-year CVD risk strata
(cross-sectional estimates at 6-month intervals)
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Figure 10-3 shows that, by the last follow-up period, dual therapy was dispensed to 2% with
<5% risk, 18% with 5-9% risk, 34% with 10-14% risk and 49% with ≥15% 5-year risk.

Figure 10-3: Proportion of the total study population dispensed CVD medications at 31
March 2016 (after three years of follow-up) according to 5-year CVD risk strata

Among individuals untreated at baseline, Figure 10-4 indicates that dispensing during follow-up
(i.e. initiation of treatment) was also strongly associated with CVD risk in all three medication
categories, and for dual therapy ranged from 1.3-13% across risk strata after three years. For
those dispensed pharmacotherapy at baseline, dispensing by the end of follow-up (i.e.
continuation of baseline treatment) ranged across the four risk strata from 84-94% for BPL
medications, 78-90% for LL medications and 81-89% for dual therapy, as shown in Figure 10-5.
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Figure 10-4: Proportion of the study population who were untreated at baseline and
INITIATED TREATMENT between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016 according to 5-year CVD
risk strata (cross-sectional estimates at 6-month intervals)
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Figure 10-5: Proportion of the study population who CONTINUED BASELINE TREATMENT
between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016 according to 5-year CVD risk strata (crosssectional estimates at 6-month intervals)
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10.4.3 Remaining untreated and sustained maintenance of baseline treatment by clinical
and demographic baseline characteristics
The adjusted RRs, by clinical and demographic baseline characteristics, of remaining untreated
and sustained maintenance of baseline treatment were examined among the sub-group with
three or more 6-month follow up periods. Participant characteristics are presented in
Supplementary Table 27 of Appendix 4. Baseline medication dispensing of BPL, LL and dual
therapy was similar to the total study population. Among individuals untreated at baseline with
≥15% 5-year risk (Table 10-3), no history of diabetes and, less strongly, being aged 65-74 years
were predictors for remaining untreated during follow-up in all three medication categories.
Supplementary Table 28 in Appendix 4 indicates that among those treated at baseline with
≥15% risk, there were no obvious clinical or demographic sub-groups less likely to have
sustained maintenance of baseline treatment. The biggest differences in other risk strata
occurred in those with <5% risk where medication dispensing during all follow-up periods was
less likely for Māori and Pacific peoples, and Indians to a lesser extent, compared to Europeans
irrespective of medication category. Crude relative risks were not presented as these were
similar to the adjusted RRs.
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Table 10-3: Adjusted relative risks of NO CVD medication dispensing between 1 April
2013- 31 March 2016 among people NOT DISPENSED MEDICATIONS AT BASELINE with
≥15% 5-year risk and ≥3 complete 6-month follow-up periods (i.e. remaining untreated)

Baseline
Characteristics

Adjusted relative risk of
remaining untreated (with 95% CI)┼
BPL
LL
Both BPL and
LL

Age (years)
<55
55-64
65-74

0.68*
(0.44,1.05)
Ref
1.13
(1.09,1.17)

1.05
(0.99,1.11)
Ref
1.13
(1.10,1.15)

0.99
(0.95,1.05)
Ref
1.13
(1,11,1.15)

Ref
0.97
(0.94,0.99)

Ref
1.01
(0.99,1,03)

Ref
0.99
(0.98,1.00)

Ref
0.99
(0.97,1.03)
1.01
(0.98,1.03)
1.01
(0.98,1.03)
1.00
(0.98,1.03)

Ref
1.02
(1.00,1.04)
1.02
(1.00,1.04)
1.01
(0.99,1.03)
1.01
(0.99,1.03)

Ref
1.02
(1.00,1.03)
1.03
(1.01,1.05)
1.02
(1.01,1.04)
1.03
(1.01,1.04)

Ref

Ref

Ref

0.99
(0.97,1.01)
0.96
(0.93,0.99)
0.98
(0.94,1.02)
S

0.97
(0.95,0.98)
0.96
(0.94,0.98)
0.92
(0.89,0.96)
S

0.98
(0.97,0.99)
0.97
(0.95,0.99)
0.96
(0.93,0.99)
1.03*
(0.78,1.36)

Sex
Male
Female

Deprivation
Quintile
1 (least deprived)
2
3
4
5 (most deprived)

Ethnic group
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other
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BPL

LL

Both BPL and
LL

Ref
0.81
(0.79,0.83)

Ref
0.81
(0.79,0.82)

Ref
0.84
(0.83,0.85)

Ref
0.83
(0.80,0.86)

Ref
1.04
(1.03,1.06)

Ref
1.02
(1.00,1.03)

Ref
0.99
(0.98,1.01)
0.99
(0.97,1.00)

Ref
0.98
(0.97,0.99)
0.99
(0.98,1.00)

Ref
0.99
(0.98,0.99)
0.99
(0.98,0.99)

Ref

Ref

Ref

0.97
(0.95,0.99)
1.01
(0.95,1.07)

0.99
(0.98,1.02)
1.08
(1.04,1.11)

0.99
(0.98,1.01)
1.06
(1.03,1.09)

Diabetes
No
Yes

Atrial fibrillation
No
Yes

Rural/urban
Major/large urban
Small/medium urban
Rural/water

Modified Charlson
Comorbidity Index
0
1-2
>3

Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; CI, confidence interval; LL, lipid-lowering
medications; Ref, reference group; S, suppressed results based on a denominator count of ≤5 people
(according to Statistics New Zealand requirements for analytical statistics); Ref, reference group
*based on a denominator count of ≤20 people
┼Each relative risk was adjusted for all other recorded baseline characteristics
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10.5 Discussion
10.5.1 Overview of study findings
In a 2013 whole-of-country primary prevention cohort comprising 2.25 million New Zealanders
aged 30-74 years, 25% of individuals met the current national threshold for discussing
preventive pharmacotherapy (i.e. CVD risk ≥5%) and 5% had ≥15% 5-year risk, where dual
therapy is strongly recommended. Use of CVD medications was strongly associated with CVD
risk group. Nevertheless, a major treatment gap exists; only 50% of individuals with ≥15% 5-year
risk were treated with both BPL and LL medications and this changed minimally over three
years. Initiation of medications was also associated with increasing risk, but even among those
at highest risk who were untreated at baseline, only 13% commenced dual therapy by the study
end. Baseline treatment was generally continued over three years irrespective of CVD risk
strata. High-risk individuals were more likely to remain untreated if there was no history of
diabetes and, to a lesser extent, if aged 65-74 years. Few differences were observed across
clinical and demographic subgroups in the sustained maintenance of baseline treatment during
follow-up.
10.5.2 Strengths and limitations
As previously discussed, this is the first study to examine CVD pharmacotherapy according to
risk in an entire national primary prevention population. The study population before exclusions
were applied captured around 3% more individuals than the 2013 Statistics New Zealand official
estimated resident population counts for individuals aged 30-74 years (n=2,432,796 in the 2013
VARIANZ IDI cohort compared to n=2,362,250 in the 2013 estimated resident population). The
pharmacotherapy data that were used are sourced from national administrative dispensing
records of routine clinical interactions, and, therefore, the findings are likely to be reflective of
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usual practice in New Zealand. Furthermore, individuals with prior CVD or heart failure were
excluded based on ascertainment of hospitalisations over a 25-year retrospective period (19882013) combined with anti-anginal and loop diuretic dispensing in the 5 years prior to baseline
(thereby identifying almost all individuals diagnosed exclusively in primary care with these
conditions). Sensitivity analyses (not shown) examining the secondary outcomes of interest
according to clinical and demographic baseline characteristics among individuals with no
missing follow-up periods also found similar results to those observed for the group with ≥3
complete follow-up periods that were considered in Section 10.4.3.

During the 2013-2016 study period, general practitioners used the New Zealand-modified
version of the Framingham equation to assign 5-year CVD risk. As mentioned in Chapter 7,
analyses in the Auckland and Northland-based PREDICT primary care cohort from 2002
onwards indicated that the Framingham-based tool over-predicted risk compared to the
VARIANZ equations used in this study, particularly in the upper deciles of predicted risk.
(Unpublished analyses). Therefore, individuals at low risk according to the VARIANZ tools are
also likely to be low risk with the Framingham-based model, but individuals with intermediate or
high risk according to the VARIANZ equations are likely to have had even higher Framinghamderived risks in a clinical context.

As outlined in prior chapters, some misclassification of pharmacotherapy at baseline and during
follow-up will have occurred, but only a small proportion of dispensing records (≤3%) were
unable be matched to individuals from 2013 onwards so resulting bias in the presented analyses
is likely to be minimal.173 In addition, prescriptions (as opposed to medication dispensing),
pharmacotherapy-related adverse events, side effects, clinical risk factors such as elevated
blood pressure or lipids and dispensing of rosuvastatin could not be examined as these data are
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not available in national databases. However, rosuvastatin is not subsidised in New Zealand at
present and therefore was used infrequently during the study period. (A. Kerr, personal
communication, 2018). The outcome of interest (≥1 dispensing episode of interest in each 6month period) also would not have captured short lapses in medication dispensing (eg for
occasional 3-month periods) even among those who were considered to have ‘sustained
maintenance of baseline therapy’ in the secondary analyses. However, this study sought to
examine broad patterns of CVD pharmacotherapy according to CVD risk and not medication
adherence, although use of metrics that consider medication coverage in more detail (such as
medication possession ratios or proportion of days covered) could be considered for future
analyses.

Baseline BPL and LL dispensing were two of the variables used to assign CVD risk and the
outcome of interest for this study was BPL and LL dispensing from 1 April 2013-31 March 2016
stratified by risk group. This methodology was formulated in conjunction with senior
biostatisticians and is considered a minor limitation for three reasons. Firstly, there was strict
temporal separation between the dispensing data used to assign baseline risk and the
dispensing data from the follow-up period that was used for determining outcomes. Secondly,
BPL and LL pharmacotherapy dispensed from 2006-2009 were previously examined according
to CVD risk in the PREDICT cohort,382 using the Framingham-based equation to assign baseline
risk. The Framingham equation did not include BPL and LL medication dispensing as predictors
and found very similar trends to the current study, including slightly higher dispensing of BPL
medications than LL agents. Thirdly, the likelihood ratio chi-square analyses undertaken when
developing the VARIANZ models indicated that age was the most influential predictor of CVD
risk with sex-specific values 13-21 times higher than baseline BPL dispensing, which ranked
third, while baseline LL dispensing had negligible influence in the model fit for either sex.
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Despite the differing influence of baseline BPL and LL treatment on CVD risk, the patterns of
follow-up dispensing according to risk observed in the current study were similar for LL and BPL
dispensing.

It was beyond the scope of this study to examine dispensing of specific combinations of CVD
preventive medications. New Zealand risk management guidelines do not make
recommendations in this regard, but further exploration would be valuable to determine if the
observed dispensing patterns hold true for different combinations of BPL and LL medications.
Individuals also remained in the CVD risk stratum to which they were assigned at baseline even
if an individual’s risk factors changed during follow-up. However, a major focus of this analysis
was pharmacotherapy in the high-risk group and an individual with high baseline risk would
remain high risk even if they developed additional risk factors during follow-up. For lower risk
individuals, changes to baseline risk factors may have altered those individuals’ CVD risk during
follow-up, but the period of follow-up was relatively short (three years).

Individuals with missing predictor data were excluded, including a very small number (n=18) with
unknown sex. Also excluded were 13,056 individuals with unknown ethnicity and 16,929
individuals with unknown deprivation status. Most of these individuals, who had very low
recorded proportions of diabetes, atrial fibrillation or baseline medication dispensing, are likely to
be New Zealand residents who predominantly reside overseas or those who have recently
arrived in New Zealand. These individuals should be excluded from the current analyses due to
the potential for misclassification bias affecting their baseline data (which would affect the
accuracy of the baseline CVD risk assigned to them) and/or their dispensing data during followup (if dispensing occurred in their main country of residence). However, a small number will be
New Zealanders who have reduced engagement generally with mainstream health and non196
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health services due to access barriers (such as being homeless). Meaningful imputation of
missing data for these individuals is not possible as they will have systematically different
deprivation and ethnicity383 than their counterparts matched by age, sex and other recorded
baseline parameters.
10.5.3 Comparison to other studies
As this study is the only analysis examining CVD primary preventive pharmacotherapy
according to CVD risk for an entire country, meaningful ‘whole-of-population’ international
comparisons cannot be undertaken. New Zealand pharmacotherapy patterns are also unable to
be compared to those in Europe as the European Action on Secondary and Primary Prevention
through Intervention to Reduce Events (EUROASPIRE) cross-sectional surveys384 consider
treatment for individual risk factors rather than absolute risk. Australian national survey data
from 2011-2012 suggests lower levels of treatment according to risk than in New Zealand, with
only a quarter of Australians with ≥15% 5-year risk and just over 10% of those with 10-14% 5year risk treated with dual therapy.385

After New Zealand first adopted CVD risk management guidelines based on multivariable
predicted risk in 1992,5 electronic decision support for risk assessment and management was
introduced in 2002 to selected New Zealand general practices and is now widely implemented.9
In 2012 (i.e. the year before commencement of the current study), the Ministry of Health initiated
a funded national programme that aimed to risk assess 90% of the eligible population. This was
achieved nationally by 2016, which coincides with the study end, although risk assessment
levels among different sub-populations (such as high-risk ethnic groups) are not clear.386
Previous studies of selected New Zealand primary care patients showed little evidence of
treatment targeting according to risk in 2000,387 with dispensing of dual therapy to around one
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third of those with ≥10% 5-year CVD risk by 2003388 and little change over the 2006-2009382
period. The results presented in this chapter, though suggestive of further improvements in riskbased treatment targeting, are not directly comparable to these earlier studies that assessed
CVD risk using a modified Framingham algorithm.

The prior analysis led by the candidate examining routine medication dispensing from 20062009 according to CVD risk in the PREDICT cohort382 found similar initiation and maintenance
patterns to the current findings. The results regarding sustained maintenance of baseline LL
dispensing are also supported by the study undertaken by Sigglekow et al,262 who examined
statin adherence across New Zealand among new statin users without prior CVD identified from
2006-2011 inclusive. Adherence was lower in that study among Māori, Pacific and Asian
peoples compared to Europeans and also slightly lower among those in NZDep06 quintile 5 (i.e
most deprived) compared to their counterparts in the least deprived quintile. However, the
results presented by Sigglekow et al could not be stratified by CVD risk. Nevertheless, the
analyses presented in this chapter show that among those with <15% 5-year risk (who comprise
the majority of the primary prevention population), sustained maintenance of baseline LL
dispensing was less likely among Māori and Pacific peoples (and Indians to a lesser extent)
compared to Europeans and also slightly lower among those in the most deprived quintile
compared to quintile 1. Sigglekow et al also noted that discontinuation was less likely as risk
increased (primary prevention compared to the secondary prevention group) which supports the
results presented in Figure 10-5 of the current analyses where continuation of baseline
treatment was slightly greater as risk increased.

Analyses among patients initiating pharmacotherapy in research settings internationally present
conflicting results; some have shown a high level of pharmacotherapy maintenance,382 389 390 as
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was observed in the current study, but others suggest a sharp early decrease in dispensing
following treatment initiation followed by a slow decline in medication dispensing over the
medium and long term. 391-394 395 396 In New Zealand, reduced financial barriers to treatment,
through Government subsidies of almost all CVD preventive medications, are likely to facilitate
continuation of pharmacotherapy.
10.5.4 Clinical and population-level implications
These analyses highlight the capability of policy-focused risk models to identify treatment gaps
and quality improvement opportunities. The current study also suggests that a two-part strategy
is required in high-income countries to optimise primary prevention of cardiovascular disease. A
focus on incentivised and electronically supported CVD risk assessment in New Zealand (the
first part) has resulted in use of pharmacotherapy for primary prevention of CVD that is largely
risk-based. Despite this, significant treatment gaps exist in New Zealand with only half of those
with high 5-year risk (≥15%) receiving dual therapy.

Risk assessments that identified high-risk individuals may not necessarily have translated into
discussions around clinical risk management. Therefore, the findings in this chapter emphasise
the importance of additional system-wide measures (the second part) in high-income countries
to support a reduction in the treatment gap among those at highest risk. These system-wide
measures include establishing nationally-consistent indicators and targets that incentivise
clinical risk communication and health provider/patient discussions regarding risk management
to encourage initiation of medications among those who meet guideline thresholds. Specific
targets and tailored interventions for selected sub-groups, such as high-risk ethnicities, will also
be required to ensure that reductions in the treatment gap occur equitably across populations.
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In addition to the treatment gap among those at highest risk, a fifth of those with 5-9% risk and a
third of individuals with 10-14% risk received dual therapy. For these intermediate risk groups,
as summarised in Chapter 2, the risk management guidelines recommend clinician/patient
shared decision-making regarding both non-pharmacological modifications and commencement
of pharmacotherapy following consideration of the benefit/harm balance. While the analyses in
this chapter could identify medication dispensing, many individuals with intermediate risk (or
high risk) may have also undertaken behavioural modifications such as increasing physical
activity that are not recorded in the national health databases and therefore could not be
examined. Nevertheless, the frequency of these non-pharmacological modifications and their
influence on CVD risk over time warrants future examination in New Zealand clinical cohorts.

Despite the annual recall and review policy advocated in New Zealand guidelines for those at
highest risk, individuals at ≥15% 5-year risk but without recorded diabetes and those aged 65-74
years were more likely to remain untreated. The reasons for non-initiation in these groups are
unclear. The influence of multimorbidity, polypharmacy and pharmacotherapy side-effects in this
regard among older adults require further exploration. Patient perceptions of risk and treatment
benefit, as well as clinician-held beliefs regarding risk management in different population subgroups, could not be assessed in the current cohort but may influence the lower likelihood of
treatment initiation among individuals without diabetes. These patient and clinician perceptions
require future investigation as they will influence management decisions and, ultimately,
achievable treatment gains.
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CHAPTER 11 DISCUSSION
11.1

Summary of research

CVD risk prediction equations are commonly used in clinical settings to assist with CVD risk
management decisions for individual patients. However, these clinically-focused CVD risk
equations are not ideally suited to inform population-level decision-making and formulation of
health policy. Using routinely collected New Zealand administrative data, this research set out
to: i) construct a novel entire-population cohort; ii) investigate the importance of CVD
pharmacotherapy changes for risk modelling; iii) develop and validate new policy-focused 5-year
CVD risk equations using a narrower range of predictors than had traditionally been used; and
iv) examine two applications of the new tool including assessing the validity of the new risk
equations developed among 30-74 year-olds in the New Zealand primary prevention population
aged 75-89 years and evaluating use of CVD pharmacotherapy according to CVD risk at a
national level. A brief synopsis of the research undertaken to address these objectives is
presented below.
11.1.1 Vascular Risk in Adult New Zealanders (VARIANZ) datasets
The VARIANZ datasets developed for this thesis contain a range of routinely collected New
Zealand health data relevant to CVD and related conditions. The VARIANZ 2006 dataset was
constructed from eight administrative datasets and linked to five years of follow-up fatal and nonfatal CVD outcomes to create a VARIANZ 2006 cohort study that was used for the analyses
presented in Chapters 5, 7 and 8. Similar baseline and/or longitudinal cohort datasets can now
be constructed for subsequent years and subsets of the full datasets can be identified based on
specific health contacts. Bespoke linkage can also be undertaken to include other national and
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regional administrative health data such as non-CVD related hospitalisations in order to explore
CVD comorbidities or novel risk factors.

VARIANZ data could include all New Zealanders who have contact with publicly funded New
Zealand health services during a given year from about 2006 onwards, when the quality and
completeness of the data is considered sufficiently high. For example, the VARIANZ 2006
dataset included 2,543,577 New Zealanders aged ≥20 years who were alive on 31 December
2006 and captured 85% of the 2006 New Zealand Census estimated resident population who
were ≥20 years of age. Few other epidemiological studies have had ‘response rates’ as high as
85%. The VARIANZ datasets, therefore, can be used to examine variation in service use across
demographic or clinically defined groups or other aspects of treatment, outcomes and prognosis
for CVD and related conditions in New Zealand.
11.1.2 Cardiovascular medication changes over five years: implications for risk
prediction models
Using a VARIANZ 2006 cohort comprising 1.77 million 30 to 74 year-olds without prior CVD
linked to five years of dispensing data, the candidate examined baseline dispensing of blood
pressure lowering, lipid lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications together with
treatment changes during follow-up.

In this 2006 cohort, one in five people used one or more medications at baseline (2006) and
treatment changes during the 5-year follow-up period (2007-2011) were modest. These findings
indicated that risk prediction models developed from modern cohort studies should incorporate
baseline therapy, and that 5-year CVD risk prediction models where baseline therapy is
accounted for will capture most of the effect of treatment during follow-up. This finding is
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valuable for those developing new 5-year CVD risk prediction models, since ideally risk models
would incorporate both baseline pharmacotherapy and treatment changes during follow-up, but
robust methodologies to account for the latter have yet to be identified. However, the magnitude
of treatment changes over 10 years (which is the common period for risk prediction in many
countries) is likely to be greater and this study highlights the need for further investigation in this
regard.
11.1.3 Development and validation of alternative cardiovascular risk prediction equations
for population health planning
Current CVD risk equations cannot characterise risk country-wide as the required risk factor
measures are seldom available for an entire national population. The candidate, therefore,
developed and validated the first prediction models that enable CVD risk to be estimated at the
individual-level across a comprehensive national primary prevention population. Using a
VARIANZ 2006 primary prevention cohort of 1.75 million New Zealanders aged 30-74 years,
sex-specific Cox models to estimate the 5-year risk of a fatal or non-fatal CVD event were
developed using eight pre-specified routinely collected predictors. These eight predictors were:
age, ethnicity, level of deprivation, diabetes, previous hospitalisation for atrial fibrillation, and
baseline dispensing of blood pressure lowering, lipid lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant
medications. In both sexes, the 5-year risk equations were accurately calibrated throughout the
risk range and discriminated risk well in national, regional and ethnic populations, within 15-year
age bands, in deprivation quintiles and according to baseline medication dispensing.
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11.1.4 Performance of CVD risk equations developed among 30-74 year-olds in older age
groups
Internationally, CVD risk equations are increasingly being used to inform CVD risk management
of adults aged ≥75 years. To date in New Zealand, however, available risk models have been
derived from individuals aged up to 74 years and have not been validated in those aged 75
years or older. The performance of the new policy-focused equations was evaluated among a
relatively complete 2006 New Zealand cohort comprising around 125,000 75-89 year-olds
without prior CVD. Among 75-89 year-olds combined, the published risk equations derived in 3074 year-olds slightly underestimated CVD risk in women and slightly overestimated risk in men
with poor performance metrics. However, when assessed in sex-specific 5-year age bands,
progressively worsening underestimation of risk among women, overestimation of risk among
men and poorer risk discrimination among both sexes was observed with increasing age.

Contemporary CVD risk equations like QRISK3 from the UK, have also been developed from
primarily middle-aged or early-retirement cohorts with upper age limits that extend into the
eighties or beyond and have demonstrated reasonable performance when validated across
broad age ranges of older adults. The findings presented in Chapter 8 indicate that clinicians
should be cautious about using available risk equations in those aged ≥75 years until model
performance has been adequately examined. Furthermore, the study results suggest that all
CVD risk equations intended for use in older adults should be validated in narrow age bands as
the performance of risk models among broad age ranges of older individuals may mask
markedly poorer performance among older age groups. As the oldest age groups comprise a
small proportion of the age ranges that are usually assessed, they have limited impact on
performance measures covering these wide age ranges.
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11.1.5 CVD preventive pharmacotherapy according to CVD risk across New Zealand
The new VARIANZ equations were then applied to a relatively complete 2013 New Zealand
primary prevention cohort of 2.25 million individuals aged 30-74 years, identified using Statistics
New Zealand IDI data, to examine CVD preventive pharmacotherapy according to baseline 5year CVD risk. Use of CVD medications was strongly associated with CVD risk group, and
pharmacotherapy was largely continued over three years of follow-up irrespective of CVD risk
strata or participant characteristics. Nevertheless, major treatment gaps were observed: only
50% of those at highest risk were treated with recommended dual therapy. Among high-risk
individuals untreated at baseline, initiation of medications over three years was relatively modest
and those without diabetes and aged ≥65 years were more likely to remain untreated.

11.2

Strengths and limitations of the research

11.2.1 Strengths
The analyses undertaken for this thesis have demonstrated that routine administrative datasets
can be used to relatively quickly and cheaply identify country-wide population cohorts, linked to
rich cardiovascular-related data, that would not be possible to construct through traditional
cohort recruitment methods. The methodology employed to construct these population cohorts
can be rapidly adapted as new data sources arise, as occurred with the modification of the
VARIANZ dataset methodology once the IDI became available. This body of research has
established that policy-focused CVD risk equations can be developed from these national
population cohorts and can identify system-wide quality improvement opportunities that are
relevant from both clinical and population-level contexts.
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At the outset of this research, the candidate had limited experience with risk prediction modelling
or indeed, survival analyses in general, so the studies undertaken have enabled her to develop
valuable analytical skills as well as her understanding of the statistical theory underlying risk
prediction modelling. With each study, inclusion and exclusion criteria were also refined as
additional insights were gained from discussion with research colleagues and clinicians. For
example, individuals with hospitalisations for CVD and heart failure recorded prior to baseline
were excluded from the analysis presented in Chapter 5. Loop diuretic dispensing in the six
months prior to baseline was subsequently suggested as a proxy for a diagnosis of nonhospitalised heart failure and, therefore, was applied as an additional exclusion criterion for the
study populations used to develop and validate the VARIANZ equations (Chapter 7) and to
assess performance of the new equations among older adults (Chapter 8). To investigate CVD
pharmacotherapy according to CVD risk in the 2013 VARIANZ-IDI cohort (Chapter 10),
exclusion criteria were further modified to incorporate loop diuretic dispensing over a greater
duration prior to baseline, dispensing of metolazone (which is a more recent heart failure
medication), and individuals dispensed anti-anginal medications (which research colleagues
suggested could be considered as a proxy for non-hospitalised IHD).

The findings of this doctoral research can be applied in multiple settings. The VIEW 2020
research programme, for which the candidate is a named investigator, has established strong
relationships with the Ministry of Health, PHARMAC, local DHBs and the Heart Foundation.
Also, the candidate is now employed as a Public Health Medicine Specialist based at the
Planning, Funding and Outcomes Service for Waitematā and Auckland DHBs. This work has
been discussed with and is already being utilised by some of these end-users. For example,
PHARMAC used a VARIANZ Auckland and Northland dataset linked to regional laboratory
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results and VARIANZ CVD risk to inform the decision in 2020 to fund new diabetes
medications.397

The VARIANZ datasets and risk equations have also been incorporated in multiple analyses by
the VIEW team, and in several collaborations with New Zealand and international researchers
and clinicians. For instance, in conjunction with Auckland and Australian Rheumatologists, a
VARIANZ dataset with baseline CVD risk estimated using the VARIANZ models has also
demonstrated that gout is associated with increased CVD risk among those without prior CVD
(research in progress).

Three completed Master of Public Health and Master of Health Science dissertations have also
drawn on the work undertaken for this thesis and another is planned to commence later in 2021.
A PhD examining CVD incidence and prevalence in Pacific-specific ethnic groups (for which the
candidate is an advisor) will also use VARIANZ-IDI datasets with VARIANZ CVD risk assigned.
Further details regarding research collaborations and theses that this work has contributed to
are provided in Appendix 5.
11.2.2 Limitations
There are several limitations of this work, including those discussed in Chapter 4 relating to the
use of health service utilisation (HSU) populations solely identified from routine health data.
Briefly, the HSU methodology will lead to some degree of selection bias (such as variable
population capture by age, sex and ethnic group) as well as attrition bias. Other limitations of the
VARIANZ datasets relate to issues of data availability and, in particular, data quality within the
routine health data collections in New Zealand that result from data collection for administrative
rather than research purposes. These issues include lack of: 1) clinical risk factor data; 2) the
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ability to link to Census and national survey data outside of the IDI environment; 3) primary care
diagnoses (unless recorded in subsequent hospitalisation records); 4) comprehensive private
sector discharge data; and 5) more specific ethnicity categorisations that would enable
identification of high-risk ethnic populations, such as non-Indian South Asians. Furthermore,
misclassification error due to miscoding of CVD hospitalisations and cause of death will affect
both CVD history and CVD outcome data, while the evolution of some CVD sub-type definitions
(such as MI) over time will also impact on the identification of prior CVD. Additionally, some
misclassification of pharmacotherapy variables will occur as a small (but reducing) proportion of
dispensing episodes are unable to be matched to NHI numbers. The VARIANZ datasets will not
have comprehensive population capture as individuals who do not interact with health services
during the time period of interest are not identified. However, this issue was able to addressed
by using the IDI to identify a more complete New Zealand population cohort (as outlined in
Chapter 10).

Because the VARIANZ policy-focused models incorporate fewer predictors than traditional risk
models and do not incorporate clinical risk variables such as blood pressure, lipids and smoking,
frequent updating is arguably more important for accurate risk estimation over time than for
clinically-focused risk models where the change in individual-level clinical risk factor levels within
a population would be incorporated. Risk models can be recalibrated by replacing the original
baseline survival estimate and re-centring the continuous variables (age and deprivation quintile
in the VARIANZ models) with estimates of the baseline survival and mean values of the
continuous variables from the new population.398 While this process can lead to improvements
in under- or overestimation of risk across the entire target population, it will not address changes
in the hazard associated with individual variables that will also affect the accuracy of CVD risk
estimates. The beta coefficients (or log hazard ratio) for several variables are likely to alter over
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time due to various reasons. These include the differential effect of the population-based
strategies outlined in Section 2.5.2 on smoking prevalence by ethnicity in New Zealand as well
as the increasing national prevalence of being overweight and obese.223 399 400 The effect of
acculturation on diet, physical activity, cultural practices, health seeking practices and comorbid
conditions such as mental illness222 401-403 will also lead to changes in ethnic-specific hazard
ratios over time. Acculturation is particularly relevant for ethnic groups comprised of a high
proportion of migrants, such as the Indian community where 75% of individuals are overseas
born and around 90% have been in the country for less than 20 years.404

Intermittent re-development of the VARIANZ models rather than a simple recalibration process
is, therefore, likely to be required to accurately capture changes in variable hazard ratios.
Redevelopment of the models also has the advantage of being able to incorporate additional
CVD risk factor variables - either known risk factors that become available in New Zealand
administrative databases (such as being able to identify non-Indian South Asians through more
specific ethnic classifications) or newly identified predictor variables.

11.3 Implications for policymakers, researchers and clinicians
11.3.1 Implications for policymakers
Precision medicine, or disease treatment and prevention that accounts for individual genetic,
environmental and lifestyle-related factors,405 406 has gained increasing clinical prominence in
recent years. The application of the new policy-focused VARIANZ equations enables a
comparable precision policy approach to primary prevention of CVD by identifying regional,
ethnic, socio-economic and risk factor-based sub-populations that require targeted risk
management and prevention approaches. This precision policy approach facilitates resource
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allocation of the limited health budget to initiatives and populations where cardiovascular
prevention strategies are most needed. Even a small shift across the New Zealand population
towards appropriate targeting of CVD treatment is likely to improve the cost-effectiveness of
CVD primary preventive efforts through reductions in CVD incidence.373 407

Furthermore, equitable CVD risk management is a right of Māori and all other New Zealanders
under Te Tiriti o Waitangi, and is affirmed by the New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act
2000,408 the New Zealand Health Strategy,409 He Korowai Oranga410 and the associated
implementation plan outlined in Whakamaua: Māori Health Action Plan 2020-2025.411 Despite
significant progress in the primary prevention of CVD since the late 1960’s,4 there is still a long
road to achieving equitable CVD outcomes across New Zealand population subgroups. Elevated
CVD mortality, premature morbidity, and a disproportionate burden of CVD risk factors have
been observed among Māori and Pacific peoples,10-12 222 412 as well as South Asians11 12 222 413
and those living in more deprived circumstances.414 VARIANZ datasets and equations are, in
theory, powerful tools to promote equitable CVD outcomes and can be used to monitor the
distribution of CVD risk over time across these populations, as well as identifying other
population groups (such as regional communities) with inequitable management according to
risk that require targeted prevention strategies.

The VARIANZ datasets with CVD risk assigned using the new VARIANZ equations can also
support the development, ongoing monitoring and adjustment of system level quality
improvement measures for CVD. For example, indicators such as the proportion of individuals
with ≥15% 5-year risk who are treated over a period, or the proportion who are untreated and
commence recommended pharmacotherapy could be regularly assessed nationwide and in subgroups of interest such as high-risk ethnic groups. Similarly, VARIANZ datasets with baseline
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CVD risk assigned with the VARIANZ tools can be used to monitor whether PHO and DHB
performance indicators for risk assessment and risk management require adjustment. The
findings of the New Zealand Health and Disability System Review415 released in 2020 and the
WAI2575 Health Services and Outcomes Kaupapa inquiry into Māori health-related
grievances416 also indicate that a major overhaul of the publicly funded health sector is required.
The development of the VARIANZ tools is, therefore, timely as a precision policy approach to
support improved equity of CVD outcomes in New Zealand could be incorporated into the
restructure of the health system. The policy-focused risk approach could also be applied to
conditions other than CVD.
11.3.2 Implications for researchers
The studies presented in this thesis were able to be undertaken due to the national collection of
high-quality electronic routine administrative data linked to encrypted unique personal NHI
numbers that enabled robust and rapid data linkage. Well-developed local ethics processes417
supported this research; these studies could not be conducted if individual consent was
required. Political support is also an important factor for data innovation at a national level, as is
the central administration of databases and the relatively small size of New Zealand that enables
comprehensive nationwide data collection. These factors all facilitated the relatively rapid
availability of the IDI at dedicated data lab sites across the country following the decision by the
New Zealand Government in 2013 to increase the availability of routinely collected data for
research.365

The expansion of the New Zealand data ecosystem and data sharing mechanisms,418 as well as
the increasing ease of data linkage, has stimulated consideration of how to maintain public trust
in the use of routinely data collected data for research and population health planning.418 These
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factors have also prompted important and much needed discussions around data sovereignty,
particularly for Māori419 and Pacific420 peoples. In 2015, the National Government initiated the
Data Futures Partnership,421 an independent ministerial advisory group that oversaw the
development of “A Path to Social Licence: Guidelines for Trusted Data Use”422 to assist
organisations in building trust around their data use. The Data Futures Partnership work was
undertaken in the absence of ongoing involvement from Māori or Pacific stakeholders. Just as
formalised ethics processes have been developed, robust data governance processes are now
required in New Zealand but ideally these should be established in partnership with bodies such
as Te Mana Raraunga (the Māori Data Sovereignty Network) and the Pacific Data Sovereignty
Network, with clear lines of accountability back to Māori/iwi, Pacific and other interested
communities. Data are taonga and can be a powerful mechanism for driving equitable
improvements in health outcomes. Māori and Pacific leadership in the use of these data is
essential to ensure that research involving routine data considers the values and interests of
these communities.

The emergence of the IDI enables CVD-related research to be undertaken in relatively complete
national population datasets, linked to both health and non-health risk factor data. A major
advantage of the IDI for CVD risk prediction research is that population cohorts will capture
individuals who would otherwise be missed from traditional research cohorts or from the
VARIANZ cohorts. However, the availability of this new data resource does not render the
VARIANZ datasets obsolete. Analyses involving datasets of individuals who actively access
health services are extremely useful for health planners and researchers. The VARIANZ
datasets are logistically more convenient to use for this purpose than the IDI. Unlike the IDI, the
VARIANZ datasets can be accessed remotely (i.e. outside of a dedicated physical data lab
facility), which is particularly advantageous for collaboration involving international researchers.
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Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 9, the IDI is currently in its infancy with data infrastructure
that does not support more analytically intensive procedures such as machine learning methods
or fractional polynomial assessments.

From an international perspective, the methodology for developing national population cohorts
and CVD risk models solely from routinely collected data can be relatively easily replicated in
countries and regions that, like New Zealand, have administrative data that can be
deterministically linked at the individual level across national databases. Nordic countries have,
arguably, the most extensive administrative data registries with complete national population
capture since the late 1960’s in Finland,423 1978 in Denmark144 the late 1980’s in Sweden142 and
since 2008 in Norway.143 These collections have been extensively used to examine a wide range
of health-related research questions but, surprisingly, there has been relatively limited work
around developing CVD risk prediction equations from these data aside from the collaborations
currently underway involving the candidate and other VIEW colleagues (see Appendix 5).
11.3.3 Implications for clinicians
Ultimately, research insights and health policy to improve primary prevention of CVD must be
translated into clinical practice to equitably improve targeting of CVD risk management. This
doctoral research has clinical implications that relate to both the CVD risk assessment process
as well as CVD risk management decision-making in New Zealand. These clinical implications
have already been discussed in Chapter 5 regarding the importance of using CVD risk equations
incorporating baseline CVD pharmacotherapy in clinical settings, in Chapter 8 relating to
cautious use of international risk equations among older people at present and in Chapter 10
concerning the treatment gap among individuals without prior CVD.
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Furthermore, if policy-focused CVD risk equations are made publicly available, for example
through a risk calculator website, then they could also be used as a screening and risk
communication tool directly by individuals in the community. Once a person has estimated their
CVD risk, the tool could provide advice regarding appropriate measures to reduce modifiable
risk factors and prompt high-risk individuals to present to a health professional for a more
detailed CVD-related clinical assessment. In New Zealand, the Heart Foundation already
provides the ‘My Heart Check’ website424 based on the New Zealand-specific clinical risk
equations, but population averages must be used where individuals are unsure of clinical risk
factor levels. In Denmark, however, the Danish Heart Foundation has constructed a preliminary
tool for use by the public based on the Danish version of the VARIANZ equations, which will be
finalised in due course. (Daniel Christiansen, personal communication 2021).

The VARIANZ datasets can also be used to develop clinically relevant risk tools for conditions
related to CVD. One example is a comorbidity index to identify high-risk patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (an important comorbidity of CVD) requiring intensive clinical
management that is currently being developed by Dr Jesper Lykkegaard (a Danish General
Pracititioner) from a VARIANZ dataset.

11.4

Future research

Several issues warrant further investigation including additional predictors and refinements to
current socio-demographic predictor categorisations. Further advances in the New Zealand data
landscape are also likely to shape future iterations of VARIANZ equations.
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11.4.1 Additional predictors
Identification of additional predictors, such as comorbidities, available in routine administrative
datasets would enable these to be incorporated into future versions of the VARIANZ equations if
their inclusion led to improved risk prediction performance. With the increasing volume and
variety of health and non-health data that are routinely collected and now available for
researchers, machine learning techniques that can identify patterns across these large pools of
data have been gaining prominence.425 The candidate and other members of the VIEW research
group are currently collaborating with Dr Sebastiano Barbieri and Professor Louisa Jorm from
the University of New South Wales to determine if deep learning methods (a subset of machine
learning) applied to a VARIANZ 2012 dataset can identify novel CVD predictors that are
routinely collected.

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 3, a 2019 systematic review of CVD risk prediction equations
found that only two currently available equations incorporated female-specific predictor variables
such as parity. Another potential candidate variable is breast arterial calcification identified by
routine administrative mammography screening data. The candidate is a co-investigator and
steering group member for a multidisciplinary research programme led by Professor Jorm and
the University of New South Wales that aims to determine if breast arterial calcification can
improve CVD risk prediction for women. (Further details are available in Appendix 5).

New Zealand has an ethnically diverse population with an increasing proportion of residents
born overseas. The 2013 Census indicated that more than one million New Zealanders were
born in other countries, with almost one third originating from Asia, over one quarter from the
United Kingdom and Ireland, and over 10% from the Pacific Islands.426 427 However, the
influence of duration of residence on CVD and diabetes risk among New Zealand migrants is
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relatively unexplored. The ability to link health data to non-health data in the IDI now enables
New Zealand-born individuals to be distinguished from immigrant New Zealanders, and through
a combination of Census and visa data, to determine migrant duration of residence. Analyses to
determine if migrant duration of residence is an independent predictor of 5-year CVD risk are
planned with the IDI.
11.4.2 Refinements to current ethnicity and socioeconomic variables
As discussed previously, the broad ethnicity classifications employed until recently in New
Zealand administrative data193 197 have precluded identification of sub-populations who are likely
to have high CVD risk based on international studies, such as non-Indian South Asians, 401 428
but who are currently included in lower-risk ethnic categories. Furthermore, Pacific subpopulations, though previously able to be distinguished in health data, have usually been
analytically combined as a single group. A 2010 study by VIEW colleagues that examined the
risk factor profile in Pacific sub-populations suggested that CVD risk was relatively similar across
Pacific subgroups, but these analyses are quite old now, were based on a sample of the current
(more comprehensive) Auckland/Northland PREDICT cohort and used a version of the
Framingham equation to estimate CVD risk.429

The IDI now enables further exploration of whether ethnicity categorisations should be
considered at a more specific level than in the current VARIANZ equations (and the clinicallyfocused PREDICT equations). In addition to the doctoral research examining Pacific-specific
CVD risk underway using VARIANZ IDI data (see Appendix 5 for further details), other
VARIANZ-IDI based studies exploring ethnic-specific CVD risk are planned by the VIEW group.
VARIANZ datasets constructed solely using routine health data will also be able to identify these
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more specific ethnic categories in the near future once ethnicity is reported at a more detailed
level as planned by the Ministry of Health.193

Colleagues from the VIEW research group have also developed a new area-based measure of
socio-economic status called the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD), comprising 28 indicators
sourced from IDI data relating to seven domains that relate to deprivation: employment, income,
crime, housing, health, education and access to services.209 While similar to the Census-based
NZDep, the IMD is thought to enable a more flexible and nuanced assessment of deprivation for
researchers and will be assessed in a future version of the VARIANZ equations. Employment,
income and education-related data available in the IDI are also currently being examined in a
VARIANZ-IDI dataset to determine if individual-level measures of socio-economic status are
useful predictors of CVD risk over and above area-based measures such as NZDep or the IMD.
11.4.3 Other research avenues
Other research questions related to CVD risk prediction in New Zealand and overseas can be
examined using the VARIANZ datasets and the new CVD risk equations. A study assessing
geographic (DHB-level) variation in CVD medication dispensing according to VARIANZ CVD risk
is underway using the 2013 VARIANZ IDI dataset constructed for the analyses presented in
Chapter 10. Patterns of antiplatelet dispensing over time according to CVD risk could also be
examined using VARIANZ data, to determine how recent changes in evidence and guideline
recommendations have influenced their use among people without a prior history of CVD.

In addition, research to examine how best to incorporate treatment changes during follow-up into
CVD risk equations could be undertaken with national VARIANZ data, such as exploratory CVD
risk modelling for different hypothetical treatment scenarios, utilising causal inference.430 Future
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analyses could consider using more detailed metrics of dispensing than were incorporated in
this thesis and potentially assess the importance of CVD medication dosage for risk prediction.
As noted previously, a 10-year prediction window is also favoured internationally, but
examination of CVD medication changes over this time frame, as was undertaken in Chapter 5
over 5 years of follow-up, has not been undertaken to date. These analyses can now be
undertaken in VARIANZ datasets that capture dispensing changes for CVD medications over 10
years of follow-up to determine whether the approach employed in the VARIANZ equations for
incorporating CVD preventive medications is also appropriate for development of 10-year risk
equations internationally.

Furthermore, equations predicting the 5-year risk of different CVD sub-types such as ischaemic
heart disease or stroke could be developed from VARIANZ primary prevention data, where
adequate numbers of outcomes events and individuals in sub-populations of interest can be
identified. Such analyses would enable assessment of whether risk estimation of CVD sub-types
could improve CVD risk management in New Zealand for specific groups, such as high-risk
ethnic communities or older adults.

Finally, the absence of nationally unified up-to-date individual digital health records that include
clinical risk factor data precludes development of a single risk prediction tool that can function in
both clinical and population-wide contexts. The previously proposed Single National Electronic
Health Record has now been replaced by a plan for developing a National Health Information
Platform in New Zealand.431 The new Platform would incorporate a shift from ICD coding to more
detailed SNOMED codes that are currently considered to be the gold standard health data
classification system that is used in over 50 countries.159 Several projects have been piloted in
New Zealand to determine how a shareable digitised health record could support improvements
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in coordinated care and clinical decision support.159 Furthermore, following the successful
development of a COVID-specific data warehouse in 2020 that incorporated laboratory results to
support national contact tracing efforts, there is increased interest in establishing a national
repository of laboratory results. (Karen Bartholomew, Waitematā and Auckland DHBs, personal
communication, 2021) The detailed clinical data that would be accessible through both of these
advances could facilitate development of a single risk equation that can inform both clinical
decision-making and health policy related to CVD prevention.

This doctoral research has demonstrated that it is feasible and valuable to augment the
traditional use of CVD risk equations in clinical settings with a policy-focused approach to CVD
risk assessment. It is fitting to give the last word to Geoffrey Rose, whose work provided the
theoretical underpinnings for this thesis. In his book ‘The Strategy of Preventive Medicine’, Rose
said: “The purpose of risk assessment is not to categorise individuals according to a test result
nor even as to their overall risk, but rather to identify those who can be helped, or helped most,
by preventive action…A radical approach aims to remove the underlying impediments to
healthier behaviour, or to control the adverse pressures. The first or medical approach is
important, but only the social and political approach confronts the root causes.” 432
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Supplementary Figure 1: CVD medications dispensed at baseline (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) and follow-up (1 January 2007 - 31
December 2011) among New Zealand residents aged 30– 44 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure
hospitalisations (Chapter 5)

APL Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL Lipid-lowering medications
The APL, BPL and LL medication categories were not exclusive (e.g. a person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL categories).
For each medication category, dispensing at least once between 1 July 2006 and 31 December 2006 (i.e. baseline) and at least once in each 6-month period between
1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011 (i.e. follow-up) was recorded. During follow-up, only those 6-month periods where each New Zealand resident was alive and
CVD event-free for the entire six months were included. The mean length of follow-up was 5.0 years.
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Supplementary Figure 2: CVD medications dispensed at baseline (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) and follow-up (1 January 2007 - 31
December 2011) among New Zealand residents aged 45– 59 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure
hospitalisations (Chapter 5)

APL Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL Lipid-lowering medications
The APL, BPL and LL medication categories were not exclusive (e.g. a person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL
categories). For each medication category, dispensing at least once between 1 July 2006 and 31 December 2006 (i.e. baseline) and at least once in each 6-month
period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011 (i.e. follow-up) was recorded. During follow-up, only those 6-month periods where each New Zealand
resident was alive and CVD event-free for the entire six months were included. The mean length of follow-up was 4.9 years.
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Supplementary Figure 3: CVD medications dispensed at baseline (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) and follow-up (1 January 2007 31 December 2011) among New Zealand residents aged 60-74 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart failure
hospitalisations (Chapter 5)

APL Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL Lipid-lowering medications
The APL, BPL and LL medication categories were not exclusive (e.g. a person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL
categories). For each medication category, dispensing at least once between 1 July 2006 and 31 December 2006 (i.e. baseline) and at least once in each 6-month
period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011 (i.e. follow-up) was recorded. During follow-up, only those 6-month periods where each New Zealand
resident was alive and CVD event-free for the entire six months were included. The mean length of follow-up was 4.6 years.
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Supplementary Table 1: CVD medications dispensed during follow- up (1 January 2007- 31
December 2011) according to baseline dispensing (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) among
New Zealand residents aged 30-44 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart
failure hospitalisations (Chapter 5)
People dispensed medications
at baseline
Medications
Dispensed *

n
(% of total
population)

Person-time during follow-up
Total personyears
(mean
personyears; SD)

Person-years dispensed
medications┼
%
Any

LL

BPL

APL

LL only

7 310
(1%)

35 889
(4.9; 0.5)

71%

69%

13%

9%

BPL only

20 020
(3%)

97 885
(4.9; 0.6)

73%

9%

73%

6%

APL only

2 095
(<1%)

10 192
(4.9; 0.7)

36%

4%

8%

31%

BPL and LL only

4 384
(1%)

21 177
(4.8; 0.7)

84%

77%

82%

18%

LL and APL only

628
(<1%)

3 042
(4.8; 0.7)

72%

68%

20%

62%

BPL and APL only

1 494
(<1%)

7 074
(4.7; 0.9)

72%

14%

69%

58%

BPL and LL and
APL

2 013
(<1%)

9 605
(4.8; 0.9)

72%

67%

69%

63%

Abbreviations: APL, Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL, Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL.
Lipid-lowering medications; SD, standard deviation
* The medication categories considered at baseline were exclusive (e.g. a person included in the BPL and LL
category was not dispensed APL medications).
┼

The APL, BPL and LL medication categories considered during the follow-up period were not exclusive (e.g. a
person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL categories). For each category
of medications, dispensing at least once in each 6-month period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011
(i.e. follow-up) was recorded.
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Supplementary Table 2: CVD medications dispensed during follow- up (1 January 2007- 31
December 2011) according to baseline dispensing (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) among
New Zealand residents aged 45-59 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart
failure hospitalisations (Chapter 5)
People dispensed medications
at baseline
Medications
Dispensed *

n
(% of total
population)

Person-time during follow-up
Total personyears
(mean
personyears; SD)

Person-years dispensed
medications (not exclusive)┼
%
Any

LL

BPL

APL

LL only

23 820
(4%)

115 991
(4.9; 0.7)

82%

80%

15%

12%

BPL only

72 011
(11%)

347 529
(4.8; 0.8)

88%

14%

87%

11%

APL only

4 512
(1%)

21 517
(4.8; 0.9)

54%

13%

15%

47%

BPL and LL only

24 535
(4%)

117 080
(4.8; 0.9)

94%

88%

92%

21%

LL and APL only

4 197
(1%)

20 075
(4.8; 0.9)

86%

82%

21%

73%

BPL and APL only

9 707
(1%)

45 451
(4.7; 1.0)

91%

21%

89%

77%

BPL and LL and
APL

14 762
(2%)

68 120
(4.6; 1.1)

93%

87%

91%

84%

Abbreviations: APL, Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL, Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL.
Lipid-lowering medications; SD, standard deviation
* The medication categories considered at baseline were exclusive (e.g. a person included in the BPL and LL
category was not dispensed APL medications).
┼

The APL, BPL and LL medication categories considered during the follow-up period were not exclusive (e.g. a
person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL categories). For each category
of medications, dispensing at least once in each 6-month period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011
(i.e. follow-up) was recorded.
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Supplementary Table 3: CVD medications dispensed during follow- up (1 January 2007- 31
December 2011) according to baseline dispensing (1 July 2006 – 31 December 2006) among
New Zealand residents aged 60-74 years on 31 December 2006 without prior CVD or heart
failure hospitalisations (Chapter 5)
People dispensed medications
at baseline
Medications
Dispensed*

n
(% of total
population)

Person-time during follow-up
Total personyears
(mean
personyears; SD)

Person-years dispensed
medications (not exclusive)┼
%
Any

LL

BPL

APL

LL only

17 830
(5%)

84 705
(4.8; 0.9)

88%

86%

20%

18%

BPL only

69 428
(19%)

319 003
(4.6; 1.1)

93%

15%

92%

18%

APL only

6 219
(2%)

27 872
(4.5; 1.3)

70%

15%

21%

64%

BPL and LL only

32 033
(9%)

146 884
(4.6; 1.1)

97%

90%

95%

26%

LL and APL only

5 816
(2%)

26 572
(4.6; 1.2)

93%

88%

25%

82%

BPL and APL only

21 296
(6%)

93 740
(4.4; 1.3)

96%

20%

94%

85%

BPL and LL and
APL

29 312
(8%)

129 125
(4.4; 1.3)

97%

91%

95%

89%

Abbreviations: APL, Antiplatelet and/or anticoagulant medications; BPL, Blood pressure-lowering medications; LL.
Lipid-lowering medications; SD, standard deviation
* The medication categories considered at baseline were exclusive (e.g. a person included in the BPL and LL
category was not dispensed APL medications).
┼

The APL, BPL and LL medication categories considered during the follow-up period were not exclusive (e.g. a
person included in the LL category could also be included in the BPL and/or the APL categories). For each category
of medications, dispensing at least once in each 6-month period between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2011
(i.e. follow-up) was recorded.
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APPENDIX 2 – SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR
CHAPTER 7
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Risk scores for women and men and risk distribution in development
cohorts
Supplementary Table 4: Calculation of the absolute risk score from the sex-specific models
(Chapter 7)
Predictors
Coefficient
Women
Men
Age (per year)┼
0.0849801
0.0785617
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

Referent
0.6491723
0.3048516
0.0387651
-0.5629498

Referent
0.424878
0.1835682
0.2163051
-0.9524949

Deprivation quintile (per quintile)#

0.1138991

0.0916424

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

1.143758
1.156071

0.6824352
0.7176393

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

0.7829573
0.0208865
0.3933442

0.6228715
0.0670676
0.2934377

-0.0219648
-0.0203055
-0.0163526
-0.3619771
-0.2727397
-0.2386059

-0.023287
-0.0159681
-0.0136306
-0.1406977
-0.2456125
-0.1730356

Interactions
Age (per year)*blood pressure-lowering medication
Age (per year)*diabetes
Age (per year)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation
┼Age

was centred (mean value in women=48.04908; mean value in men=48.77995)
quintile was centred (mean value in women=3.03121; mean value in men=3.045908)

#Deprivation

RISK SCORES
βx is calculated by multiplying each relevant predictor with the associated beta coefficient.
Therefore, 5-year CVD risk = 1 – Baseline survivalexp (βx) *100
Risk score for WOMEN: 1 – 0.9888268899721exp (βx) *100
Risk score for MEN: 1 – 0.9715879364233exp (βx) *100
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Example:
Patient N is a 50 year-old European woman residing in deprivation quintile 2 with a history of
diabetes and atrial fibrillation who is taking blood pressure-lowering medications, lipid-lowering
medications and aspirin at baseline.
Predictors

Coefficient

Predictor*coefficient

Age┼= 50 - 48.04908=1.95092

0.0849801

0.16578938

Ethnicity
European=1
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

Referent
0.6491723
0.3048516
0.0387651
-0.5629498

0
0
0
0
0

Deprivation quintile (per quintile)#
=2 - 3.03121= -1.03121

0.1138991

-0.11745389

Diabetes =1
Atrial fibrillation=1

1.143758
1.156071

1.143758
1.156071

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering=1
Lipid-lowering=1
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant=1

0.7829573
0.0208865
0.3933442

0.7829573
0.0208865
0.3933442

-0.0219648

-0.042851568

-0.0203055
-0.0163526
-0.3619771
-0.2727397
-0.2386059

-0.039614406
-0.031902614
-0.3619771
-0.2727397
-0.2386059

Interactions
Age (years)*blood pressure-lowering medication
=1.95092*1
Age (years)*diabetes=1.95092*1
Age (years)*atrial fibrillation=1.95092*1
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation

Βx= 2.55766120
┼Age

was centred using a mean value in women=48.04908)
#Deprivation quintile was centred using a mean value in women=3.03121)

Therefore, Patient N’s 5-year CVD risk according to the women’s risk score
=(1 – 0.9888268899721exp (2.55766120) )*100
=(1 - 0.865) *100
=13.5%
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Recalibration of the sex-specific models
The sex-specific models can be recalibrated to a new population. Firstly, the age and deprivation
quintile variables should be re-centred using means from the new population. The deprivation
quintile mean can be estimated using a metric available in the new setting with the assigned score
categorised in quintiles. Secondly, the baseline survival should be replaced with the complement of
the cumulative incidence for fatal and non-fatal CVD over a five year period from administrative or
health survey data for women and men respectively in the new setting. The baseline survival for the
new setting should be estimated among individuals with average age and deprivation level who are
European, non-diabetic, have no history of AF and are not dispensed any preventive medications at
the start of the five year period.
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National CVD distribution
Supplementary Figure 4: CVD risk distribution in New Zealand
a) Proportion of women and men in stratified 5-year CVD risk groups (Chapter 7)

b) Proportion of women and men at each percentage level of five year CVD risk (<1% - ≥30%;
Chapter 7)
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Validation of the models for women and men
Supplementary Table 5: Participant characteristics in 15-year age bands among 961 772
WOMEN from across New Zealand (Chapter 7)
30 - 44 years
45 – 59 years
60 – 74 years
Participants
419 798
352 056
189 918
Age in years, mean
37.1 (4.3)
51.5 (4.3)
65.9 (4.2)
(standard deviation)
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

279 612 (66.6%)
55 334 (13.2%)
24 927 (5.9%)
13 097 (3.1%)
46 828 (11.2%)

263 150 (74.8%)
34 663 (9.9%)
14 274 (4.1%)
7 511 (2.1%)
32 458 (9.2%)

153 525 (80.8%)
10 645 (5.6%)
5 934 (3.1%)
2 626 (1.4%)
17 188 (9.1%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

81 253 (19.4%)
76 975 (18.3%)
82 945 (19.8%)
90 764 (21.6%)
87 861 (20.9%)

72 981 (20.7%)
68 225 (19.4%)
69 268 (19.7%)
75 261 (21.4%)
66 321 (18.8%)

34 263 (18.0%)
35 690 (18.8%)
40 985 (21.6%)
44 448 (23.4%)
34 532 (18.2%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

8 427 (2.0%)
408 (0.1%)

Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD
event, years*
(interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

14 486 (3.5%)
4 515 (1.1%)
2 910 (0.7%)

2 089 194 (5.0)
264 (0.1%)
2 683 (0.6%)
2.7 (1.5, 3.9)

1 464 (0.4%)

16 299 (4.6%)
1 233 (0.4%)

63 157 (17.9%)
27 422 (7.8%)
14 006 (4.0%)

1 732 645 (4.9)
730 (0.2%)
7 968 (2.3%)

16 826 (8.9%)
2 615 (1.4%)

79 166 (41.7%)
42 511 (22.4%)
29 437 (15.5%)

901 437 (4.7)
1 593 (0.8%)
14 144 (7.5%)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

3 648 (1.0%)

5 808 (3.1%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Table 6: Participant characteristics in 15-year age bands among 784 923 MEN
from across New Zealand (Chapter 7)
30 - 44 years
45 – 59 years
60 – 74 years
Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)

317 466
37.4 (4.3)

305 563
51.6 (4.3)

161 894
65.8 (4.2)

190 306 (60.0%)
36 347 (11.5%)
18 900 (6.0%)
10 581 (3.3%)
61 332 (19.3%)

201 273 (65.9%)
23 653 (7.7%)
11 756 (3.9%)
6 383 (2.1%)
62 498 (20.5%)

122 880 (75.9%)
7 761 (4.8%)
4 603 (2.8%)
2 096 (1.3%)
24 554 (15.2%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

56 617 (17.8%)
56 652 (17.9%)
61 946 (19.5%)
70 899 (22.3%)
71 352 (22.5%)

63 896 (20.9%)
59 252 (19.4%)
60 230 (19.7%)
64 078 (21.0%)
58 107 (19.0%)

31 735 (19.6%)
31 363 (19.4%)
33 939 (21.0%)
35 812 (22.1%)
29 045 (17.9%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

6 960 (2.2%)
1 135 (0.4%)

17 746 (5.8%)
2 814 (0.9%)

16 774 (10.4%)
3 981 (2.5%)

12 665 (4.0%)
9 479 (3.0%)
2 958 (0.9%)

54 359 (17.8%)
38 156 (12.5%)
17 631 (5.8%)

64 573 (39.9%)
38 170 (23.6%)
28 716 (17.7%)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD
event, years*
(interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

1 573 829 (5.0)

1 484 766 (4.9)

744 152 (4.6)

391 (0.1%)
3 893 (1.2%)

1 399 (0.5%)
13 921 (4.6%)

2 418 (1.5%)
19 422 (12.0%)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.5 (1.2, 3.7)

1 751 (0.6%)

3 855 (1.3%)

6 766 (4.2%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Table 7: Participant characteristics of different ethnic groups among 961 772 WOMEN from across New Zealand
(Chapter 7)
Participants
Age in years, mean (standard deviation)
Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

European
696 287 (72%)
49.0 (11.8)

Māori
100 642 (10%)
44.7 (10.4)

Pacific
45 135 (5%)
45.1 (11.1)

Indian
23 234 (2%)
44.4 (10.7)

Other
96 474 (10%)
47.1 (11.9)

155 072 (22.3%)
145 436 (20.9%)
148 793 (21.4%)
151 945 (21.8%)
95 041 (13.7%)

6 676 (6.7%)
9 547 (9.5%)
14 563 (14.5%)
23 848 (23.7%)
46 008 (45.7%)

2 046 (4.5%)
2 920 (6.5%)
4 584 (10.2%)
9 494 (21.0%)
26 091 (57.8%)

2 927 (12.6%)
3 550 (15.3%)
4 755 (20.5%)
5 835 (25.1%)
6 167 (26.5%)

21 776 (22.6%)
19 437 (20.2%)
20 503 (21.3%)
19 351 (20.1%)
15 407 (16.0%)

21 921 (3.2%)
3 338 (0.5%)

6 863 (6.8%)
541 (0.5%)

6 008 (13.3%)
146 (0.3%)

2 603 (11.2%)
30 (0.1%)

4 157 (4.3%)
201 (0.2%)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

116 821 (16.8%)
54 108 (7.8%)
32 713 (4.7%)

15 494 (15.4%)
6 514 (6.5%)
4 963 (4.9%)

8 403 (18.6%)
4 891 (10.8%)
3 556 (7.9%)

3 428 (14.8%)
2 400 (10.3%)
1 503 (6.5%)

12 663 (13.1%)
6 535 (6.8%)
3 618 (3.8%)

Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)

3 420 185 (4.9)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event, years*
(interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

490 194 (4.9)

220 699 (4.9)

1 712 (0.3%)
17 590 (2.5%)
2.7 (1.4, 3.8)

443 (0.4%)
3 892 (3.9%)
2.6 (1.3, 3.9)

193 (0.4%)
1 575 (3.5%)
2.6 (1.3,3.8)

8 107 (1.1%)

1 527 (1.5%)

465 (1.0%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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114 754 (4.9)

477 445 (4.9)

27 (0.1%)
502 (2.2%)
2.7 (1.3, 3.9)

212 (0.2%)
1 236 (1.3%)
2.6 (1.3,3.8)

84 (0.4%)

737 (0.8%)

Supplementary Table 8: Participant characteristics of different ethnic groups among 784 923 MEN from across New Zealand
(Chapter 7)
Participants
Age in years, mean (standard deviation)
Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

European
514 459 (66%)
49.9 (11.8)

Māori
67 761 (9%)
45.1 (10.6)

Pacific
35 259 (5%)
45.4 (11.0)

Indian
19 060 (2%)
44.6 (10.6)

Other
148 384 (19%)
48.1 (10.8)

110 351 (21.5%)
106 163 (20.6%)
107 888 (21.0%)
112 999 (22.0%)
77 058 (15.0%)

3 940 (5.8%)
5 998 (8.9%)
9 753 (14.4%)
15 878 (23.4%)
32 192 (47.5%)

1 385 (3.9%)
2 133 (6.1%)
3 486 ( 9.9%)
7 397 (21.0%)
20 858 (59.2%)

1 985 (10.4%)
2 679 (14.1%)
3 829 (20.1%)
5 000 (26.2%)
5 567 (29.2%)

35 587 (23.3%)
30 294 (20.4%)
31 159 (21.0%)
29 515 (19.9%)
22 829 (15.4%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

22 820 (4.4%)
6 548 (1.3%)

6 018 (8.9%)
690 (1.0%)

4 506 (12.8%)
233 (0.7%)

2 566 (13.5%)
33 (0.2%)

5 570 (3.8%)
426 (0.3%)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

91 452 (17.8%)
58 544 (11.4%)
34 097 (6.6%)

10 605 (15.7%)
5 831 (8.6%)
4 085 (6.0%)

5 967 (16.9%)
4 246 (12.0%)
2 811 (8.0%)

3 390 (17.8%)
3 278 (17.2%)
1 881 (9.9%)

20 183 (13.6%)
13 906 (9.4%)
6 431 (4.3%)

Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event, years*
(interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

2 482 533 (4.8)

324 618 (4.8)

170 364 (4.8)

2 718 (0.5%)
27 442 (5.3%)
2.5 (1.3, 3.8)

611 (0.9%)
4 278 (6.3%)
2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

254 (0.7%)
1 982 (5.6%)
2.6 (1.4,3.8)

9 263 (1.8%)

1 531 (2.3%)

469 (1.3%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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92 530 (4.9)

732 703 (4.9)

54 (0.3%)
983 (5.2%)
2.5 (1.1, 3.6)

571 (0.4%)
2 551 (1.7%)
2.5 (1.2,3.7)

99 (0.5%)

1 010 (0.7%)

Supplementary Figure 5: Calibration of the women’s model in different ethnic groups
(Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Calibration of the men’s model in different ethnic groups
(Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Discrimination of the sex-specific models in different ethnic
groups (Chapter 7)
Women

Men

Discrimination of the models in different ethnic groups for women and men showing the proportion of total
observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk
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Supplementary Table 9: Participant characteristics of deprivation among 961 772 WOMEN from across New Zealand
(Chapter 7)
Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other
Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation
Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal + fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

Quintile 1
(least deprived)
188 497
48.0 (11.3)

Quintile 2

Quintile 3

Quintile 4

180 890
48.3 (11.6)

193 198
48.5 (12.0)

210 473
48.4 (12.0)

Quintile 5
(most deprived)
188 714
47.3 (11.8)

155 072 (82.3%)
6 676 (3.5%)
2 046 (1.1%)
2 927 (1.6%)
21 776 (11.6%)

145 436 (80.4%)
9 547 (5.3%)
2 920 (1.6%)
3 550 (2.0%)
19 437 (10.8%)

148 793 (77.0%)
14 863 (7.5%)
4 584 (2.4%)
4 755 (2.5%)
20 503 (10.6%)

151 945 (72.2%)
2 384 (11.3%)
9 494 (4.5%)
5 835 (2.8%)
19 351 (9.2%)

95 041 (50.4%)
46 008 (24.4%)
26 091 (13.8%)
6 167 (3.3%)
15 407 (8.2%)

4 731 (2.5%)
692 (0.4%)

5 589 (3.1%)
757 (0.4%)

7 265 (3.8%)
854 (0.4%)

10 234 (4.9%)
993 (0.5%)

13 733 (7.3%)
960 (0.5%)

24 872 (13.2%)
11 952 (6.3%)
6 419 (3.4%)

26 890 (14.9%)
12 510 (6.9%)
7 341 (4.1%)

31 695 (16.4%)
15 003 (7.8%)
9 241 (4.8%)

38 055 (18.1%)
17 488 (8.3%)
11 059 (5.3%)

35 297 (18.7%)
17 495 (9.3%)
12 293 (6.5%)

931 000 (4.9)

891 425 (4.9)

949 318 (4.9)

315 (0.2%)
3 278 (1.7%)

370 (0.2%)
3 744 (2.1%)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

2.6 (1.4, 3.9)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

1 577 (0.8%)

1 753 (1.0%)

2 225 (1.2%)

2 675 (1.3%)

468 (0.2%)
4 773 (2.5%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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1 030 951 (4.9)
659 (0.3%)
6 148 (2.9%)

920 582 (4.9)
775 (0.4%)
6 852 (3.6%)
2.6 (1.3, 3.8)
2 690 (1.4%)

Supplementary Table 10: Participant characteristics of deprivation quintiles among 784 923 MEN from across New Zealand
(Chapter 7)
Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)
Ethnicity
New Zealand European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other
Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation
Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

Quintile 1
(least deprived)
152 248
49.4 (11.1)

Quintile 2

Quintile 3

Quintile 4

147 267
49.2 (11.5)

156 115
49.1 (11.7)

170 789
48.6 (11.8)

110 351 (72.5%)
3 940 (2.6%)
1 385 (0.9%)
1 985 (1.3%)
34 587 (22.7%)

106 163 (72.1%)
5 998 (4.1%)
2 133 (1.5%)
2 679 (1.8%)
30 294 (20.6%)

107 888 (69.1%)
9 753 (6.3%)
3 486 (2.2%)
3 829 (2.5%)
31 159 (20.0%)

112 999 (66.2%)
15 878 (9.3%)
7 397 (4.3%)
5 000 (2.9%)
29 515 (17.3%)

77 058 (48.6%)
32 192 (20.3%)
20 858 (13.2%)
5 567 (3.5%)
22 829 (14.4%)

9 979 (5.8%)
1 804 (1.1%)

12 223 (7.7%)
1 453 (0.9%)

29 907 (17.5%)
18 406 (10.8%)
11 132 (6.5%)

27 914 (17.6%)
17 003 (10.3%)
11 285 (7.1%)

5 720 (3.8%)
1 504 (1.0%)

23 798 (15.6%)
17 603 (11.6%)
8 579 (5.6%)

743 168 (4.9)
537 (0.4%)
5 673 (3.7%)

6 089 (4.1%)
1 500 (1.0%)

23 538 (16.0%)
15 560 (10.6%)
8 466 (6.5%)

716 343 (4.9)
645 (0.4%)
6 201 (4.2%)

7 489 (4.8%)
1 669 (1.1%)

26 440 (16.9%)
17 233 (11.0%)
9 843 (6.3%)

756 908 (4.8)
789 (0.5%)
7 243 (4.6%)

824 706 (4.8)
1 019 (0.6%)
8 853 (5.2%)

Quintile 5
(most deprived)
158 504
47.6 (11.6)

761 623 (4.8)
1 218 (0.8%)
9 266 (5.9%)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.5 (1.3, 3.8)

2.5 (1.2, 3.8)

2.2 (1.3, 3.7)

1 803 (1.2%)

2 052 (1.4%)

2 412 (1.6%)

2 953 (1.7%)

3 152 (2.0%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Figure 8: Calibration of the women’s model in deprivation quintiles (Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 9: Calibration of the men’s model in deprivation quintiles (Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 10: Discrimination of the sex-specific models in deprivation quintiles
(Chapter 7)
Women

Men

Discrimination of the models in deprivation quintiles for women and men showing the proportion of total observed events that
occurred in each decile of predicted risk.
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Supplementary Table 11: Participant characteristics by baseline medication category among 961 772 WOMEN from across New
Zealand (Chapter 7)

Blood pressurelowering
156 809
58.7 (9.9)

No Blood
pressure-lowering
804 963
46.0 (11.0)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

116 821 (74.5%)
15 494 (9.9%)
8 403 (5.4%)
3 428 (2.2%)
12 663 (8.1%)

579 466 (72.0%)
85 148 (10.6%)
36 732 (4.6%)
19 806 (2.5%)
83 811 (10.4%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

24 872 (15.9%)
26 890 (17.2%)
31 695 (20.2%)
38 055 (24.3%)
35 297 (22.5%)

163 625 (20.3%)
154 000 (19.1%)
161 503 (20.1%)
172 418 (21.4%)
153 417 (19.1%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

24 485 (15.6%)
2 706 (1.7%)

17 067 (2.1%)
1 550 (0.2%)

n/a
49 221 (31.4%)
35 165 (22.4%)

n/a
25 227 (3.1%)
11 188 (1.4%)

Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)

Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant

Dispensing categories at baseline
Lipid-lowering
No lipid-lowering
887 324
47.0 (11.4)

Antiplatelet/
Anticoagulant
46 353
61.4 (9.5)

No Antiplatelet/
Anticoagulant
915 419
47.4 (11.5)

54 108 (72.7%)
6 514 (8.8%)
4 891 (6.6%)
2 400 (3.2%)
6 535 (8.8%)

642 179 (72.4%)
94 128 (10.6%)
40 244 (4.5%)
20 834 (2.4%)
89 939 (10.1%)

32 713 (70.6%)
4 963 (10.7%)
3 556 (7.7%)
1 503 (3.2%)
3 618 (7.8%)

663 574 (72.5%)
95 679 (10.5%)
41 579 (4.5%)
21 731 (2.4%)
92 856 (10.1%)

11 952 (16.1%)
12 510 (16.8%)
15 003 (20.2%)
17 488 (23.5%)
17 495 (23.5%)

176 545 (19.9%)
168 380 (18.9%)
178 195 (20.1%)
192 985 (21.8%)
171 219 (19.3%)

6 419 (13.9%)
7 341 (15.9%)
9 241 (19.9%)
11 059 (23.9%)
12 293 (26.5%)

182 078 (19.9%)
173 549 (19.0%)
183 957 (20.1%)
199 414 (21.8%)
176 421 (19.3%)

19 861 (26.7%)
970 (1.3%)

21 691 (2.4%)
3 286 (0.4%)

11 387 (24.6%)
2 010 (4.3%)

130 165 (3.3%)
2 246 (0.3%)

49 221 (66.1%)
n/a
24 028 (32.4%)

107 588 (12.1%)
n/a
22 325 (2.5%)

35 165 (75 9%)
24 028 (51.8%)
n/a

121 644 (13.3%)
50 420 (5.5%)
n/a

74 448
60.2 (9.0)
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Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

747 970 (4.8)

3 975 305 (4.9)

1 136 (0.7%)
11 429 (7.3%)

1 451 (0.2%)
13 366 (1.7%)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.7 (1.5, 3.9)

3 339 (2.1%)

7 581 (0.9%)

354 433 (4.8)
493 (0.7%)
5 771 (7.8%)

4 368 843 (4.9)

216 369 (4.7)

4 506 907 (4.9)

2 094 (0.2%)
19 024 (2.1%)

449 (1.0%)
4 839 (10.4%)

2 138 (0.2%)
19 956 (2.2%)

2.5 (1.2, 3.7)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

2.4 (1.2, 3.7)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

1 442 (1.9%)

9 478 (1.1%)

1 247 (2.7%)

9 673 (1.1%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated. The blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication categories were not mutually exclusive as
women could receive one or more category of medication at baseline.
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Table 12: Participant characteristics by baseline medication category among 784 923 MEN from across New Zealand
(Chapter 7)

Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)

Blood pressurelowering
131 597
58.3 (11.3)

No Blood
pressure-lowering
653 326
46.9 (11.6)

Dispensing categories at baseline
Lipid-lowering
No lipid-lowering
85 805
57.36 (9.8)

699 118
47.7 (11.3)

Antiplatelet/
Anticoagulant
49 305
60.5 (9.3)

No Antiplatelet/
Anticoagulant
735 618
48.0 (11.3)

480 362 (65.3%)
63 676 (8.7%)
32 448 (4.4%)
17 179 (2.3%)
141 953 (19.3%)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

91 452 (69.5%)
10 605 (8.1%)
5 967 (4.5%)
3 390 (2.6%)
20 183 (15.3%)

423 007 (64.8%)
57 156 (8.8%)
29 292 (4.5%)
15 670 (2.4%)
128 201 (19.6%)

58 544 (68.2%)
5 831 (6.8%)
4 246 (5.0%)
3 278 (3.8%)
13 906 (16.2%)

455 915 (65.2%)
61 930 (8.9%)
31 013 (4.4%)
15 782 (2.3%)
134 478 (19.2%)

34 097 (69.1%)
4 085 (8.3%)
2 811 (5.7%)
1 881 (3.8%)
6 431 (13.0%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

23 798(18.1%)
23 538 (17.9%)
26 440 (20.1%)
29 907 (22.7%)
27 914 (21.2%)

128 450 (19.7%)
123 729 (18.9%)
129 675 (19.9%)
140 882 (21.6%)
130 590 (20.0%)

17 603 (20.5%)
15 560 (18.1%)
17 233 (20.1%)
18 406 (21 .5%)
17 003 (19.8%)

134 645 (19.3%)
131 707 (18.8%)
138 882 (19.9%)
152 383 (21.8%)
141 501 (20.2%)

8 579 (17.4%)
8 466 (17.2%)
9 843 (20.0%)
11 132 (22.6%)
11 285 (22.9%)

143 669 (19.5%)
138 801 (18.9%)
146 272 (19.9%)
159 657 (21.7%)
147 219 (20.0%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

24 696 (18.8%)
4 500 (3.4%)

16 784 (2.6%)
3 430 (0.5%)

21 646 (25.2%)
1 852 (2.2%)

19 834 (2.8%)
6 078 (0.9%)

12 832 (26.0%)
3 689 (7.5%)

28 648 (3.9%)
4 241(0.6%)

n/a
52 091 (39.6%)
37 567 (28.6%)

n/a
33 714 (5.2%)
11 738 (1.8%)

52 091 (60.7%)
n/a
29 210 (34.0%)

79 506 (11.4%)
n/a
20 095 (2.9%)

37 567 (76.2%)
29 210 (59.2%)
n/a

94 030 (12.8%)
56 595 (7.7%)
n/a

Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
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Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

611 421 (4.6)

3 191 326 (4.9)

1 606 (1.2%)
14 787 (11.2%)

2 602 (0.4%)
22 449 (3.4%)

2.4 (1.2, 3.7)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

3 718 (2.8%)

8 654 (1.3%)

400 531 (4.7)
774 (0.9%)
8 920 (10.4%)

3 400 811 (4.9)

224 117 (4.5)

3 434 (0.5%)
28 316 (4.1%)

745 (1.5%)
7 034 (14.3%)

2.4 (1.1, 3.7)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.3 (1.0, 3.6)

1 781 (2.1%)

10 591 (1.5%)

1 574 (3.2%)

3 578 630 (4.9)
3 463 (0.5%)
30 202 (4.1%)
2.6 (1.4, 3.8)
10 798 (1.4%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated. The blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication categories were not mutually exclusive as men
could receive one or more category of medication at baseline.
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Figure 11: Calibration of the women’s model according to baseline
medication category (Chapter 7)

APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medication; LL, lipid-lowering
medication
In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration. BPL, LL and APL categories
were not mutually exclusive as women could receive one or more category of medication at baseline.
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Supplementary Figure 12: Calibration of the men’s model according to baseline
medication category (Chapter 7)

APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medication; LL, lipid-lowering
medication
In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration. BPL, LL and APL categories
were not mutually exclusive as men could receive one or more category of medication at baseline .
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Supplementary Figure 13: Discrimination of the women’s model according to
baseline medication category (Chapter 7)
Women – not dispensed categories

Women – dispensed categories

APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medication; LL, lipid-lowering
medication
Discrimination of the women’s model according to baseline medication category showing the proportion of total
observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk. BPL, LL and APL categories were not mutually
exclusive as women could receive one or more category of medication at baseline.
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Supplementary Figure 14: Discrimination of the men’s model according to baseline
medication category (Chapter 7)
Men – not dispensed categories

Men – dispensed categories

APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medication; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medication; LL, lipid-lowering
medication
Discrimination of the men’s model according to baseline medication category showing the proportion of total
observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk. BPL, LL and APL categories were not mutually
exclusive as men could receive one or more category of medication at baseline.
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Supplementary Table 13: Participant characteristics of the New Zealand cohort and regional sub-populations among WOMEN
(Chapter 7)
New Zealand

North Island

Central/Southern
North Island
379 252
48.1 (11.8)

South Island

728 970
47.9 (11.7)

Upper
North Island
349 718
47.4 (11.6)

961 772
48.1 (11.8)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

696 287 (72.4%)
100 642 (10.5%)
45 135 (4.7%)
23 234 (2.4%)
96 474 (10.0%)

494 037 (67.8%)
89 186 (12.2%)
42 798 (5.9%)
22 282 (3.1%)
80 667 (11.1%)

211 174 (60.4%)
33 836 (9.7%)
33 059 (9.7%)
17 356 (5.0%)
54 293 (15.5%)

282 863 (74.6%)
55 350 (14 6%)
9 739 (2.6%)
4 926 (1.3%)
26 374 (7.0%)

202 250 (86.9%)
11 456 (4.9%)
2 337 (1.0%)
952 (0.4%)
15 807 (6.8%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

188 497 (19.6%)
180 890 (18.8%)
193 198 (20.1%)
210 473 (21.9%)
188 714 (19.6%)

136 574 (18.7%)
125 103 (17.2%)
146 324 (20.1%)
154 819 (21.2%)
166 150 (22.8%)

77 238 (22.1%)
64 557 (18.5%)
69 224 (19.8%)
62 442 (17 9%)
76 257 (21.8%)

59 336 (15.7%)
60 546 (16.0%)
77 100 (20.3%)
92 377 (24.4%)
89 893 (23.7%)

51 923 (22.3%)
55 787 (24.0%)
46 874 (20.1%)
55 654 (23.9%)
22 564 (9.7%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

41 552 (4.3%)
4 256 (0.4%)

33 540 (4.6%)
3 221 (0.4%)

17 603 (5.0%)
1 436 (0.4%)

15 937 (4.2%)
1 785 (0.5%)

8 012 (3.4%)
1 035 (0.4%)

156 809 (16.3%)
74 448 (7.7%)
46 353 (4.8%)

118 324 (16.2%)
58 010 (8.0%)
36 400 (5.0%)

52 623 (15.1%)
29 777 (8.5%)
18 725 (5.4%)

4 723 276 (4.9)

3 580 280 (4.9)

Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)

Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)

1 719 683 (4.9)
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65 701 (17.3%)
28 233 (7.4%)
17 675 (4.7%)

1 860 598 (4.9)

232 802
48.7 (11.8)

38 485 (16 5%)
16 438 (7.1%)
9 953 (4.3%)

1 142 995 (4.9)

CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

2 587 (0.3%)
24 795 (2.6%)

1 938 (0.3%)
18 752 (2.6%)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

10 920 (1.1%)

8 151 (1.1%)

864 (0.3%)
8 400 (2.4%)

1 074 (0.3%)
10 312 (2.7%)

649 (0.3%)
6 043 (2.6%)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

2.6 (1.4, 3.8)

2.7 (1.4, 3.9)

3 554 (1.0%)

4 607 (1.2%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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2 769 (1.2%)

Supplementary Table 14: Participant characteristics of the New Zealand cohort and regional sub-populations among MEN
(Chapter 7)
New Zealand

North Island

784 923
48.8 (11.6)

Ethnicity
New Zealand European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other
Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

Participants
Age in years, mean
(standard deviation)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation
Medications dispensed
at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/
anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years
(mean)

Central/Southern
North Island
307 787
49.1 (11.6)

South Island

591 798
48.6 (11.6)

Upper
North Island
284 011
48.1 (11.4)

514 459 (65.6%)
67 761 (8.6%)
35 259 (4.5%)
19 060 (2.4%)
148 384 (18.9%)

360 539 (60.9%)
60 622 (10.2%)
33 243 (5.6%)
18 381 (3.1%)
119 013 (20.1%)

158 059 (55.7%)
22 567 (8.0%)
25 455 (9.0%)
14 617 (5.2%)
63 313 (22.3%)

202 480 (65.8%)
38 055 (12.4%)
7 788 (2.5%)
3 764 (1.2%)
55 700 (18.1%)

153 920 (79.7%)
7 139 (3.7%)
2 016 (1.0%)
679 (0.4%)
29 371 (15.2%)

152 248 (19.4%)
147 267 (18.8%)
156 115 (19.9%)
170 789 (21.8%)
158 504 (20.2%)

109 430 (18.5%)
100 673 (17.0%)
117 788 (19.9%)
125 125 (21.1%)
138 782 (23.45%)

62 028 (21.8%)
50 262 (17.7%)
56 088 (19.8%)
51 127 (18.0%)
64 506 (22.7%)

47 402 (15.4%)
50 411 (16.4%)
61 700 (20.5%)
73 998 (24.0%)
74 276 (24.1%)

42 818 (22.2%)
46 594 (24.1%)
38 327 (19.9%)
45 664 (23.6%)
19 722 (10.2%)

33 274 (5.6%)
5 828 (1.0%)

17 401 (6.1%)
2 672 (0.9%)

15 873 (5.2%)
3 156 (1.0%)

8 206 (4.3%)
2 102 (1.1%)

41 480 (5.3%)
7 930 (1.0%)

131 597 (16.8%)
85 805 (10.9%)
49 305 (6.3%)

3 802 748 (4.8)

99 940 (16.9%)
66 367 (11.2%)
38 527 (6.5%)

2 867 969 (4.8)

46 942 (16.5%)
35 496 (12.5%)
20 575 (7.2%)

1 379 488 (4.9)
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52 998 (17.2%)
30 871 (10.0%)
17 952 (5.8%)

1 488 482 (4.8)

193 125
49.3 (11.6)

31 657 (16.4%)
19 438 (10.1%)
10 778 (5.6%)

934 779 (4.8)

CVD deaths
CVD events
(non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years* (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

4 208 (0.5%)
37 236 (4.7%)

3 152 (0.5%)
27 815 (4.7%)

1 319 (0.5%)
12 717 (4.5%)

2.5 (1.3, 3.8)

2.5 (1.4, 3.8)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

2.5 (1.3, 3.7)

2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

12 372 (1.6%)

9 117 (1.5%)

3 860 (1.4%)

5 257 (1.7%)

3 255 (1.7%)

Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
*Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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1 833 (0.6%)
15 098 (4.9%)

1 056 (0.6%)
9 421 (4.9%)

Supplementary Figure 15: Calibration of the women’s model in regional subpopulations (Chapter 7)
North Island

Upper North Island

Central/Southern North Island

South Island
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Supplementary Figure 16: Calibration of the men’s model in regional subpopulations (Chapter 7)
North Island

Upper North Island

Central/Southern North Island

South Island
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Supplementary Figure 17: Discrimination of the sex-specific models in regional subpopulations (Chapter 7)
Women

Men

Discrimination of the models in regional sub-populations for women and men showing the proportion of total
observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk.
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Sensitivity analyses
Supplementary Table 15: Comparison of adjusted hazard ratios for time to CVD event within five years for models with deprivation
fitted as a continuous variable and models with deprivation fitted as a categorical variable (Chapter 7)
Adjusted hazard ratios (95% CI)┼
Predictors

Age (per year)#

Women
Deprivation continuous
Deprivation categorical
variable
variable
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)

Men
Deprivation continuous
Deprivation categorical
variable
variable
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.28, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

1
1.90 (1.83,1.98)
1.35 (1.27,1.42)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54,0.60)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16. 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

1
1.53 (1.47, 1.58)
1.20 (1.14, 1.25)
1.24 (1.16, 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

Deprivation quintile

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)
per quintile

Q1:1
Q2:1.09 (1.04,1.15)
Q3:1.22 (1.16, 1.27)
Q4: 1.36 (1.30, 1.42)
Q5: 1.57 (1.51, 1.65)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

Q1: 1
Q2: 1.10 (1.06, 1.14)
Q3: 1.18 (1.14, 1.22)
Q4: 1.30 (1.26, 1.35)
Q5: 1.45 (1.40, 1.50)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.18 (2.55, 3.96)

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.17 (2.55, 3.96)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

2.19 (2.08, 2.30)
1.02 (0.99, 1.06)
1.48 (1.42, 1.55)

2.19 (2.08,2.30)
1.02 (0.99,1.06)
1.48 (1.42,1.55)

1.86 (1.79, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

1.86 (1.80, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)
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Interactions
Age (years)*blood pressure-lowering medication
Age (years)*diabetes
Age (years)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation

0.978 (0.976, 0.981)

0.978 (0.976,0.981)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)

0.979 (0.976, 0.983)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.696 (0.642,0.755)
0.761 (0.703, 0.824)
0.788 (0.655,0.948)

0.980 (0.976, 0.984)
0.984 (0.974,0.994)
0.696 (0.642, 0.754)
0.760 (0.702, 0.824)
0.789 (0.656, 0.949)

0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

CI=confidence interval
┼The hazard ratios for each predictor are adjusted for all other predictors
#Age and deprivation quintile were centred in women and men separately using their mean values.
The mean five year CVD risk in women was 2.61% and in men was 4.82% irrespective of the way that deprivation was incorporated in the models.
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Supplementary Figure 18: Calibration of the sex-specific models with deprivation
fitted as a categorical variable and as a continuous variable (Chapter 7)
Women - deprivation continuous variable Women deprivation categorical variable

Men - deprivation continuous variable

Men - deprivation categorical variable

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Table 16: Comparison of adjusted hazard ratios for time to CVD event within five years for models with ethnicity fitted
as a categorical variable and for models stratified by ethnicity (Chapter 7)
Adjusted hazard ratios (95% CI)┼
Predictors

Women
Stratified by ethnicity

Age (per year)#
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.28, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

Deprivation quintile

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.18 (2.55, 3.96)

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.17 (2.55, 3.96)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

2.19 (2.08, 2.30)
1.02 (0.99, 1.06)
1.48 (1.42, 1.55)

2.19 (2.08,2.30)
1.02 (0.99,1.06)
1.48 (1.42,1.55)

1.86 (1.79, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

1.86 (1.80, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

Interactions
Age (years)*blood pressure-lowering medication

0.978 (0.976, 0.981)

0.978 (0.976,0.981)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)

0.979 (0.976, 0.983)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.696 (0.642,0.755)
0.761 (0.703, 0.824)
0.788 (0.655,0.948)

0.980 (0.976, 0.984)
0.984 (0.974,0.994)
0.696 (0.642, 0.754)
0.760 (0.702, 0.824)
0.789 (0.656, 0.949)

0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

Age (years)*diabetes
Age (years)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation

1.09 (1.09, 1.09)

HR not estimated

Ethnicity fitted as a
categorical variable
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

Men
Stratified by ethnicity

Ethnicity fitted as a
categorical variable
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16. 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

HR not estimated

CI=confidence interval
┼The hazard ratios for each predictor are adjusted for all other predictors #Age and deprivation quintile were centred in women and men separately using their mean values
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Supplementary Table 17: Baseline survival at five years by sex in each ethnic group for sex-specific Cox regression models stratified
by ethnic group (Chapter 7)
Ethnic group
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

Baseline Survival at five years
Women
0.9888247326164
0.9787243933058
0.9848907607831
0.9883896104876
0.9936276007629
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Men
0.9713870760979
0.9568059052709
0.9659148231625
0.9649832636384
0.9889571441054

Supplementary Figure 19: Calibration of an alternative women’s model (fitted by Cox
regression stratified by ethnic group) in different ethnic groups (Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 20: Calibration of an alternative men’s model (fitted by Cox
regression stratified by ethnic group) in different ethnic groups (Chapter 7)

In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration .
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Supplementary Table 18: Comparison of adjusted hazard ratios for time to CVD event within five years for Cox models with baseline
medication dispensing fitted as categorical variables and models stratified by stratified by blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and
antiplatelet / anticoagulant baseline medication dispensing (Chapter 7)

Age (per year)#

Adjusted hazard ratios (95% CI) ┼
Women
Original model
Stratified by BPL, LL
Original model
and APL dispensing
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.28, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.29, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16. 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16, 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

Deprivation quintile

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.18 (2.55, 3.96)

3.15 (2.93, 3.40)
3.10 (2.48, 3.86)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

1.99 (1.87, 2.13)
2.06(1.80, 2.35)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

2.19 (2.08, 2.30)
1.02 (0.99, 1.06)
1.48 (1.42, 1.55)

HR not estimated
HR not estimated
HR not estimated

1.86 (1.79, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

HR not estimated
HR not estimated
HR not estimated

0.978 (0.976, 0.981)
0.979 (0.976, 0.983)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.696 (0.642,0.755)
0.761 (0.703, 0.824)
0.788 (0.655,0.948)

0.978 (0.975, 0.981) ±
0.980 (0.976, 0.984)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.679 (0.624,0.738) ^
0.786 (0.723, 0.854) Ω
0.813 (0.675,0.980) π

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)
0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

0.977 (0.974, 0.979) ±
0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.865 (0.806, 0.928) ^
0.769 (0.717, 0.825) Ω
0.841 (0.741, 0.956) π

Predictors

Interactions
Age (years)*blood pressure-lowering medication
Age (years)*diabetes
Age (years)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation

Men
Stratified by BPL, LL
and APL dispensing
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

Abbreviations: APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; CI, confidence interval; LL, lipid-lowering medications
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┼

The hazard ratios for each predictor are adjusted for all other predictors

#Age

and deprivation quintile were centred in women and men separately using their mean values

±The

interaction term adjusts the coefficient for age down among the “BPL only”, “BPL and LL”, “BPL and APL” and “BPL, LL and APL” strata

^The

interaction term adjusts the coefficient for diabetes down among the “BPL only”, “BPL and LL”, “BPL and APL” and “BPL, LL and APL” strata

ΩThe

interaction term adjusts the coefficient for diabetes down among the “APL only”, ”BPL and APL”, “LL and APL” and “BPL, LL and APL” strata

π

The interaction term adjusts the coefficient for atrial fibrillation down among the “BPL only”, “BPL and LL”, “BPL and APL” and “BPL, LL and APL” strata

Supplementary Table 19: Baseline survival at five years by sex in each baseline dispensing group for sex-specific Cox regression
models stratified by blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and antiplatelet/anticoagulant baseline medication dispensing (Chapter 7)
Baseline medication dispensing
Nil
BPL only
LL only
APL only
BPL and APL only
BPL and LL only
LL and APL only
BPL, LL and APL

Baseline Survival at five years
Women
0.9888360294431
0.9758100000558
0.9886392833945
0.9806357733242
0.9644472311433
0.9742633174426
0.985556039737
0.9641237522836

Men
0.9715407449264
0.9474591161061
0.969907460651
0.962442005246
0.9320938181717
0.9449665224348
0.9614646690991
0.9243001390806

Abbreviations: APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; LL, lipid-lowering medications
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Supplementary Figure 21: Calibration of an alternative women’s model (fitted by Cox
regression stratified by blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and
antiplatelet/anticoagulant baseline medication dispensing) in different baseline
medication categories (Chapter 7)

BPL, LL and APL categories were not mutually exclusive as women could receive one or more category of
medication at baseline.
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Supplementary Figure 22: Calibration of an alternative men’s model (fitted by Cox
regression stratified by blood pressure-lowering, lipid-lowering and
antiplatelet/anticoagulant baseline medication dispensing) in different baseline
medication categories (Chapter 7)

BPL, LL and APL categories were not mutually exclusive as men could receive one or more category of
medication at baseline.
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Supplementary Table 20: Comparison of adjusted hazard ratios for Cox models with subdistribution hazard ratios for Fine and Gray
(competing risk) models - time to CVD event within five years (Chapter 7)

Age (per year)#

Women
Adjusted hazard ratios Subdistribution
(95% CI) for Cox
hazard ratios (95% CI)
models┼
for Fine and Gray
models┼
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)
1.09 (1.09, 1.09)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

1
1.91 (1.84,1.99)
1.36 (1.28, 1.43)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54, 0.60)

1
1.90 (1.83,1.98)
1.35 (1.27,1.42)
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
0.57 (0.54,0.60)

1
1.53 (1.48,1.58)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.24 (1.16. 1.32)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

1
1.52 (1.47, 1.57)
1.20 (1.15, 1.26)
1.25 (1.17, 1.34)
0.39 (0.37, 0.40)

Deprivation quintile

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.12 (1.11, 1.13)

1.10 (1.09, 1.10)

1.09 (1.09, 1.10)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.18 (2.55, 3.96)

3.14 (2.91, 3.38)
3.17 (2.55, 3.96)

1.98 (1.86, 2.11)
2.05 (1.80, 2.34)

1.97 (1.84, 2.11)
2.03 (1.77, 2.34)

Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

2.19 (2.08, 2.30)
1.02 (0.99, 1.06)
1.48 (1.42, 1.55)

2.19 (2.08,2.30)
1.02 (0.99,1.06)
1.48 (1.42,1.55)

1.86 (1.79, 1.94)
1.07 (1.04, 1.10)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

1.87 (1.80, 1.95)
1.08 (1.05, 1.11)
1.34 (1.29, 1.39)

0.978 (0.976, 0.981)
0.979 (0.976, 0.983)
0.984 (0.974, 0.993)
0.696 (0.642,0.755)
0.761 (0.703, 0.824)
0.788 (0.655,0.948)

0.978 (0.976,0.981)
0.980 (0.976, 0.984)
0.984 (0.974,0.994)
0.696 (0.642, 0.754)
0.760 (0.702, 0.824)
0.789 (0.656, 0.949)

0.977 (0.975, 0.979)
0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.980, 0.993)
0.869 (0.811, 0.930)
0.782 (0.731, 0.837)
0.841 (0.742, 0.954)

0.977 (0.974, 0.979)
0.984 (0.981, 0.987)
0.986 (0.979, 0.992)
0.867 (0.810, 0.928)
0.785 (0.733, 0.840)
0.848 (0.743, 0.962)

Predictors

Interactions
Age (years)*blood pressure-lowering medication
Age (years)*diabetes
Age (years)*atrial fibrillation
Blood pressure-lowering medication*diabetes
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications*diabetes
Blood pressure-lowering medication*atrial
fibrillation

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval
┼
The hazard ratios for each predictor are adjusted for all other predictors
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Adjusted hazard
ratios (95% CI) for
Cox models ┼
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

Men
Subdistribution
hazard ratios (95% CI)
for Fine and Gray
models┼
1.08 (1.08, 1.08)

#Age

and deprivation quintile were centred in women and men separately using their mean values.

Baseline cumulative subdistribution hazard at 5 years for the Fine and Gray models was 0.01118914311 for women and 0.0286048494587 for men
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Supplementary Figure 23: Calibration of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk
(Fine and Gray) models in 30-74 year-olds (Chapter 7)
Women – Cox model
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In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Figure 24: Discrimination of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk
(Fine and Gray) models in 30-74 year-olds (Chapter 7)
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Discrimination of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk (Fine and Gray) models for 30-74 year old women and
men showing the proportion of total observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk .
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Supplementary Figure 25: Calibration of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk
(Fine and Gray) models in 60-74 year-olds (Chapter 7)
Women – Cox model
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In all plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over five
years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration .
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Supplementary Figure 26: Discrimination of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk
(Fine and Gray) models in 60-74 year-olds (Chapter 7)
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Discrimination of the sex-specific Cox and competing risk (Fine and Gray) models for 60-74 year old women and
men showing the proportion of total observed events that occurred in each decile of predicted risk .
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Likelihood-ratio test chi square statistic for each predictor in the
sex-specific models
For each predictor, a likelihood-ratio test was carried out using the full sex-specific model
and a model omitting the variable of interest. Larger chi square values indicate that the
variable in question is more influential in the model fit.

Predictor
Age
Ethnicity
Deprivation quintile
Baseline BPL
medications
Baseline LL medications
Baseline APL
medications
Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

Likelihood-ratio chi square*
Women
Men
14336.36
19420.16
1709.18
3793.18
539.67
547.22
1087.95
932.99
1.40
328.38

21.62
255.95

946.12
250.02

519.20
181.53

Abbreviations: APL, antiplatelet/anticoagulant medications; BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications;
LL, lipid-lowering medications
*The p value associated with the likelihood-ratio test chi square statistics for
every predictor in both sexes was 0.0000
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APPENDIX 3 – ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 8
Supplementary Table 21: Participant characteristics of WOMEN aged 75-89 years by 5year age band (Chapter 8)
Participants
Age in years, mean (standard
deviation)

75 – 79 years*
37 435 (49.5%)┼
76.9 (1.4)

80 – 84 years*
25 170 (33.3%)┼
81.8 (1.4)

85 – 89 years*
12 969 (17.1%)┼
86.6 (1.4)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

31 489 (84.1%)
1 070 (2.9%)
826 (2.2%)
288 (0.8%)
3 762 (10.1%)

22 292 (88.6%)
425 (1.7%)
388 (1.5%)
130 (0.5%)
1 935 (7.7%)

11 793 (90.9%)
151 (1.2%)
128 (1.0%)
45 (0.4%)
852 (6.6%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

5 890 (15.7%)
6 607 (17.7%)
8 472 (22.6%)
9 813 (26.2%)
6 653 (17.8%)

3 910 (15.5%)
4 501 (17.9%)
5 675 (22.6%)
6 618 (26.3%)
4 466 (17.7%)

2 067 (15.9%)
2 302 (17.8%)
2 954 (22.8%)
3 479 (26.8%)
2 167 (16.7%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3 891 (10.4%)
1 242 (3.3%)

2 496 (9.9%)
1 087 (4.3%)

1 075 (8.3%)
763 (5.9%)

20 968 (56.0%)
9 455 (26.3%)
10 212 (27.3%)

14 956 (59.4%)
4 964 (19.7%)
7 822 (31.1%)

7 507 (57.9%)
1 591 (12.3%)
4 193 (32.3%)

Medications dispensed at
baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years# (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

105 502 (4.4)

103 411 (4.1)

47 228 (3.6)

1 152 (3.1%)
6 415 (17.1%)
2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

1 442 (5.7%)
6 309 (25.1%)
2.5 (1.3, 3.7)

1 519 (11.7%)
4 489 (34.6%)
2.3 (1.0, 3.5)

2 527 (6.8%)

2 763 (11.0%)

2 330 (18.0%)

* Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
┼

Percentages in this row are calculated using the total number of women aged 75-89 years as the denominator;
all other % use the ‘participants’ column total as the denominator
# Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Table 22: Participant characteristics of MEN aged 75-89 years by 5year age band (Chapter 8)
75 – 79 years*
27 555 (56.4%)┼
76.8 (1.4)

80 – 84 years*
15 340 (31.4%)┼
81.7 (1.4)

85 – 89 years*
5 889 (12.1%)┼
86.5 (1.4)

Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other

23 314 (84.6%)
766 (2.8%)
513 (1.9%)
213 (0.8%)
2 749 (10.0%)

13 555 (88.4%)
248 (1.6%)
205 (1.3%)
81 (0.5%)
1 251 (8.2%)

5 346 (90.8%)
68 (1.2%)
52 (0.9%)
30 (0.5%)
393 (6.7%)

Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5

4 531 (16.4%)
5 107 (18.5%)
6 114 (22.2%)
6 880 (25.0%)
4 923 (17.9%)

2 392 (15.6%)
2 862 (18.7%)
3 527 (23.0%)
3 909 (25.5%)
2 650 (17.3%)

921 (15.6%)
1 107 (18.8%)
1 359 (23.1%)
1 517 (25.8%)
985 (16.7%)

Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation

3 284 (11.9%)
1 302 (4.7%)

1 630 (10.7%)
952 (6.2%)

606 (10.3%)
435 (7.4%)

Medications dispensed at
baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant

14 520 (52.7%)
6 549 (23.8%)
7 936 (28.8%)

8 360 (55.5%)
2 816 (18.4%)
4 878 (31.8%)

3 063 (52.0%)
667 (11.3%)
1 905 (32.4%)

Participants
Age in years, mean (standard
deviation)

Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event,
years# (interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

115 284 (4.2)

58 914 (3.8)

20 110 (3.4)

1 120 (4.1%)
6 149 (22.3%)
2.4 (1.1, 3.6)

1 130 (7.4%)
4 543 (29.6%)
2.3 (1.1, 3.6)

687 (11.7%)
2 247 (38.2%)
2.2 (1.1, 3.5)

2 692 (9.8%)

2 314 (15.1%)

1 247 (21.2%)

* Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
┼
Percentages in this row are calculated using the total number of men aged 75-89 years as the denominator; all
other % use the ‘participants’ column total as the denominator
# Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Table 23: Participant characteristics of both sexes aged 65-74 years by 5-year age band (Chapter 8)
Participants
Age in years, mean (standard deviation)
Ethnicity
European
Māori
Pacific
Indian
Other
Deprivation quintile
1
2
3
4
5
Diabetes
Atrial fibrillation
Medications dispensed at baseline
Blood pressure-lowering
Lipid-lowering
Antiplatelet/anticoagulant
Follow-up
Total follow-up, years (mean)
CVD deaths
CVD events (non-fatal and fatal)
Median time to CVD event, years#
(interquartile range)
Non-CVD deaths

Women
65 – 69 years *
70 – 74 years*
64 352 (34.6%)┼
46 046 (24.8%)┼

65 – 69 years *
54 900 (39.0%)┼

66.9 (1.4)

66.8 (1.4)

52 268 (81.2%)
3 519 (5.5%)
1 991 (3.1%)
832 (1.3%)
5 742 (8.9%)

71.8 (1.4)
36 866 (80.1%)
2 017 (4.4%)
1 286 (2.8%)
488 (1.1%)
5 389 (11.7%)

Men
70 – 74 years*
37 263 (26.4%)┼
71.9 (1.4)

41 906 (76.3%)
2 661 (4.9%)
1 561 (2.8%)
714 (1.3%)
8 058 (14.7%)

29 551 (79.3%)
1 555 (4.2%)
915 (2.5%)
414 (1.1%)
4 828 (13.0%)

11 368 (17.7%)
12 074 (18.8%)
14 049 (21.8%)
15 212 (23.6%)
11 649 (18.1%)

7 474 (16.2%)
8 334 (18.1%)
10 310 (22.4%)
11 540 (25.1%)
8 388 (18.2%)

10 549 (19.2%)
10 545 (19.2%)
11 685 (21.3%)
12 121 (22.1%)
10 000 (18.2%)

6 493 (17.4%)
7 102 (19.1%)
8 125 (21.8%)
8 812 (23.7%)
6 731(18.1%)

5 806 (9.0%)
907 (1.4%)

4 820 (10.5%)
1 004 (2.2%)

5 947 (10.8%)
1 403 (2.6%)

4 412 (11.8%)
1 269 (3.4%)

27 850 (43.3%)
15 254 (23.7%)
10 393 (16.2%)

23 551 (51.2%)
12 256 (26.6%)
10 368 (22.5%)

22 989 (41.9%)
13 496 (24.6%)
10 368 (18.9%)

17 811 (47.8%)
9 627 (25.8%)
9 155 (24.6%)

305 394 (4.7)
510 (0.8%)
4 817 (7.5%)
2.6 (1.4, 3.9)

212 148 (4.6)
727 (1.6%)
5 393 (11.7%)
2.6 (1.3, 3.8)

251 602 (4.6)
856 (1.6%)
6 824 (12.4%)
2.5 (1.2, 3.7)

164 589 (4.4)
917 (2.5%)
6 307 (16.9%)
2.5 (1.2, 3.8)

2 001 (3.1%)

2 012 (4.4%)

2 297 (4.2%)

2 465 (6.6%)

* Values are n (%) unless otherwise stated
┼

Percentages in this row are calculated using the total number of each sex aged 65-89 years as the denominator; all other % use the ‘participants’ column total as the
denominator
# Among those with an event between 2007-2011 inclusive
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Supplementary Figure 27: Calibration of the sex-specific models among 65-89 yearolds (Chapter 8)

Women 65-89 years

Men 65-89 years

The calibration plots show the mean estimated 5-year risk plotted against the proportion of CVD events that
occurred over five years, for deciles of predicted risk among 65-89 year-olds women and men separately. The
diagonal line represents perfect calibration.
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Supplementary Table 24: Comparison of the performance metrics obtained with the
VARIANZ models among 65-89 year-old New Zealanders and the QRISK3 models
among the QRISK validation cohort aged 60-84 years (Chapter 8)
Statistic (95% CI)
Performance
metric

Harrell’s C *
D statistic *
R2 ┼

Women
VARIANZ
models among
65-89 year-olds
0.687
(0.684, 0.690)
1.066
(1.046, 1.085)
21.3%
(20.7%, 21.9%)

QRISK3
models among
60-84 yearolds6
0.692
(0.689, 0.695)
1.11
(1.09, 1.13)
22.7%
(22.0%, 23.4%)

Men
VARIANZ models
QRISK3
among 65-89
models among
year-olds
60-84 yearolds6
0.646
0.659
(0.642,0.649)
(0.656, 0.663)
0.840
0.903
(0.820, 0.860)
(0.883, 0.922)
14.4%
16.3%
(13.8%, 15.0%)
(15.7%, 16.9%)

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval
*Harrell’s C statistic and Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic are measures of discrimination, where better
discrimination is indicated by higher values.
Harrell's C statistic estimates the proportion of pairs of individuals where concordance is observed between
predictions and outcomes, although not all pairs are assessed due to censoring. A value of 0.5 indicates that the
model is no better than random chance at predicting the outcome, and a value of 0.7 is generally associated with
a reasonable model. Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic represents the log hazard ratio of two equal sized
prognostic groups identified by dividing the study population according to the median of the prognostic index (i.e.
βx). Therefore the D statistic quantifies the prognostic separation of survival curves between these two groups.
┼ 2
R measures how much of the time to event occurring is explained by the model. Higher values indicate that
more variation is accounted for by the model.
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Supplementary Figure 28: Calibration of the women’s model in 5-year age bands from
65-74 years (Chapter 8)
Women 65-69 years

Women 70-74 years

In both plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over
five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration
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Supplementary Figure 29: Calibration of the men’s model in 5-year age bands from
65-74 years (Chapter 8)
Men 65-69 years

Men 70-74 years

In both plots, mean estimated 5-year risk was plotted against the proportion of CVD events that occurred over
five years, for deciles of predicted risk. The diagonal line represents perfect calibration
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Supplementary Table 25: Performance metrics of the sex-specific models among 65-74
year-olds (Chapter 8)
Performance
metric
Harrell’s C*
D statistic*
R2 ┼

Statistic (95% CI)
Women
Men
65-69 years
70-74 years
65-69 years
70-74 years
0.631
0.610
0.591
0.592
(0.623, 0.639)
(0.603, 0.617)
(0.586,0.596)
(0.585, 0.599)
0.755
0.639
0.642
0.522
(0.710, 0.800)
(0.596, 0.682)
(0.605, 0.679)
(0.483, 0.561)
12.0%
8.9%
9.0%
6.1%
(10.6%, 13.4%)
(7.0%, 10.0%)
(8.1%, 9.9%)
(5.3%, 7.0%)

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval
*Harrell’s C statistic and Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic are measures of discrimination, where better
discrimination is indicated by higher values.
Harrell's C statistic estimates the proportion of pairs of individuals where concordance is observed between
predictions and outcomes, although not all pairs are assessed due to censoring. A value of 0.5 indicates that the
model is no better than random chance at predicting the outcome, and a value of 0.7 is generally associated with
a reasonable model. Royston and Sauerbrei’s D statistic represents the log hazard ratio of two equal sized
prognostic groups identified by dividing the study population according to the median of the prognostic index (i.e.
βx). Therefore the D statistic quantifies the prognostic separation of survival curves between these two groups.
┼ 2
R measures how much of the time to event occurring is explained by the model. Higher values indicate that
more variation is accounted for by the model.
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APPENDIX 4 – ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 10
Supplementary Figure 30: Distribution of baseline 5-year CVD risk (Chapter 10)
a) Total study population

b) Sex-specific

5-year CVD risk was estimated at 31 March 2013. Ten-year risk is approximately double 5-year risk (i.e. ≥15% 5year risk is about equivalent to ≥30% 10-year risk).
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Overseas studies examining the population distribution of CVD risk are not directly
comparable to the analysis presented in Chapter 10, but suggest that the proportion of highrisk individuals in high-income countries such as Denmark, England, USAApp4-1 and
AustraliaApp4-2 are similar or higher than in New Zealand, where 5% of 30-74 year-olds had
≥15% 5-year risk.
References
App4-1. Hajifathalian K, Ueda P, Lu Y, Woodward M, Ahmadvand A, Aguilar-Salinas CA,
Azizi F, Cifkova R, Di Cesare M, Eriksen L, Farzadfar F, Ikeda N, Khalili 6, Khang YH,
Lanska V, León-Muñoz L, Magliano D, Msyamboza KP, Oh K, Rodríguez-Artalejo F, RojasMartinez R, Shaw JE, Stevens GA, Tolstrup J, B. Z, Salomon JA, Ezzati M, Danaei G. A
novel risk score to predict cardiovascular disease risk in national populations (Globorisk): a
pooled analysis of prospective cohorts and health examination surveys. Lancet Diabetes
Endocrinology 2015;3(5):339-55.
App4-2. Banks E, Crouch S, Korda R, Stavreski B, Page K, Thurber K, Grenfell R. Absolute
risk of cardiovascular disease events, and blood pressure- and lipid-lowering therapy in
Australia. Med J Aust 2016;204(8):320.
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Supplementary Figure 31: Age-specific proportions of men and women with ≥15% 5year CVD risk by ethnic group (Chapter 10)

a) Men

b) Women

5-year CVD risk was estimated at 31 March 2013. Ten-year risk is approximately double 5-year risk (i.e. ≥15% 5year risk is about equivalent to ≥30% 10-year risk)

Compared to Europeans with ≥15% risk, markedly higher proportions were observed for
Māori (New Zealand’s Indigenous peoples) of both sexes, Pacific women and men, Indian
men and, to a lesser extent, Indian women aged ≥65 years.
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Supplementary Table 26: Full participant characteristics for the Chapter 10 study population

Characteristics

TOTAL
(row %)
Sex:

Male
Female

<35 years
35-44 years
Age:

45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years

European
Māori
Ethnicity:

Pacific
Indian
Other

Whole cohort
n
(%)ƚ

<5%
n (%)ƚ

5-year CVD risk strata*
5-9%
10-14%
n(%))ƚ
n (%)ƚ

2 250 201
(100%)
1 071 771
(47.6%)
1 178 424
(52.4%)

1 682 406
(74.7%)
716 012
(42.6%)
966 394
(57.4%)

327 696
(14.6%)
183 147
(55.9%)
144 549
(44.1%)

135 714
(6.0%)
90 792
(66.9%)
44 922
(33.1%)

277 722
(12.3%)
600 876
(26.7%)
616 788
(27.4%)
464 733
(20.7%)
290 082
(12.9%)

277 101
(16.5%)
592 125
(35.2%)
547 890
(32.6%)
234 915
(14.0%)
30 375
(1.8%)

603
(0.2%)
7 464
(2.3%)
55 386
(16.9%)
163 566
(49.9%)
100 683
(30.7%)

1 698
(1.3%)
1 248
(0.9%)
10 794
(8.0%)
45 621
(33.6%)
78 036
(57.5%)

1 540 980
(68.5%)
269 043
(12.0%)
119 607
(5.3%)
78 132
(3.5%)
242 439
(10.8%)

1 126 140
(66.9%)
182 835
(10.9%)
85 215
(5.1%)
60 078
(3.6%)
228 138
(13.6%)

246 165
(75.1%)
42 366
(12.9%)
16 134
(4.9%)
9 540
(2.9%)
13 491
(4.1%)

102 534
(75.6%)
18 765
(13.8%)
8 934
(6.6%)
4 689
(3.5%)
792
(0.6%)
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≥15%
n(%))ƚ

104 382
(4.6%)
81 822
(78.4%)
22 560
(21.6%)
S
42
(0%)
2 718
(2.6%)
20 634
(19.8%)
80 988
(77.6%)
66 141
(63.4%)
25 077
(24.0%)
9 324
(8.9%)
3 825
(3.7%)
15
(0%)

1 (least deprived)
Deprivation
quintile

2
3
4
5 (most deprived)

Diabetes
Atrial Fibrillation

Rural/Urban

Major/large urban
Small/medium urban
Rural/water

Modified
Charlson
Comorbidity
Index

0
1-2
>3

BPL
Baseline
Cardiovascular
Medications

LL
Statins

508 056
(22.6%)
479 508
(21.3%)
448 911
(20.0%)
420 903
(18.7%)
392 823
(17.5%)

405 507
(24.1%)
372 594
(22.2%)
337 974
(20.1%)
301 905
(17.9%)
264 423
(15.7%)

68 397
(20.9%)
67 116
(20.5%)
64 923
(19.8%)
64 809
(19.8%)
62 451
(19.1%)

24 045
(17.7%)
25 530
(18.8%)
25 983
(19.2%)
28 470
(21.0%)
31 683
(23.4%)

10 101
(9.7%)
14 268
(13.7%)
20 031
(19.2%)
25 719
(24.6%)
34 266
(32.8%)

116 940
(5.2%)
17 991
(0.8%)

22 476
(1.3%)
2 046
(0.1%)

32 355
(9.9%)
3 162
(1.0%)

28 113
(20.7%)
3 396
(2.5%)

33 996
(32.6%)
9 387
(9.0%)

1 454 076
(64.6%)
400 989
(17.8%)
395 133
(17.6%)

1 117 290
(66.4%)
276 534
(16.4%)
288 585
(17.2%)

196 266
(59.9%)
68 103
(20.8%)
63 327
(19.3%)

79 752
(58.8%)
30 801
(22.7%)
25 164
(18.5%)

60 771
(58.2%)
25 554
(24.5%)
18 060
(17.3%)

2 178 918
(96.8%)
59 310
(2.6%)
11 970
(10.5%)

1 648 239
(98%)
28 545
(1.7%)
5 622
(0.3%)

311 049
(94.9%)
13 641
(4.2%)
3 009
(0.9%)

125 985
(92.8%)
8 087
(6.0%)
1 644
(1.2%)

93 645
(89.7%)
9 039
(8.7%)
1 698
(1.6%)

357 750
(15.9%)
244 980
(10.9%)
236 820
(10.5%)

91 632
(5.5%)
62 202
(3.7%)
59 955
(3.6%)

117 180
(35.8%)
72 744
(22.2%)
70 212
(21.4%)

75 831
(55.9%)
52 902
(39.0%)
51 117
(37.7%)

73 107
(70.0%)
57 132
(54.7%)
55 536
(53.2%)
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BPL and LL
Antiplatelet/Anticoagulants

All-cause death
Follow-up
CVD hospitalisation
Left NZ for >1/2 of one or
more 6-month periods
Person-years follow-up
(mean)

158 136
(7.0%)
131 883
(5.9%)

19 266
(1.2%)
16 044
(1.0%)

47 757
(14.6%)
30 768
(9.4%)

41 922
(30.9%)
34 689
(25.6%)

49 194
(47.1%)
50 382
(48.3%)

21 141
(0.9%)
33 114
(1.5%)
113 052
(5.0%)
6 490 968
(2.88)

7 443
(0.4%)
10 998
(0.7%)
92 478
(5.5%)
4 870 697
(2.90)

5 367
(1.6%)
8 886
(2.7%)
12 345
(3.8%)
944 361
(2.88)

3 609
(2.7%)
6 024
(4.4%)
4 740
(3.5%)
385 668
(2.84)

4 722
(4.5%)
7 206
(6.9%)
3 486
(3.3%)
290 243
(2.78)

Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; LL, lipid-lowering medications; S, suppressed counts based on ≤6 people
*Ten-year risk is approximately double 5-year risk (i.e. ≥15% 5-year risk is about equivalent to ≥30% 10-year risk)
ƚColumn percentages are presented except for the total
NOTE: All counts were randomly rounded to base three using the rules defined by Statistics New Zealand, and proportions were based on the rounded counts. Therefore, the
sum of individual counts may differ by a small margin from the presented totals.
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Supplementary Table 27: Participant characteristics for the subset of the Chapter 10
study population who had THREE OR MORE COMPLETE 6-MONTH FOLLOW-UP
PERIODS between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2016
Characteristics

TOTAL
Male
Sex:
Female

<35 years
35-44 years
Age:

45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years

European
Māori
Pacific
Ethnicity:
Indian
Other

1 (least deprived)
2
Deprivation
quintile

3
4
5 (most deprived)

Diabetes
Atrial Fibrillation

Rural/Urban

Major/large urban
Small/medium urban

Whole
subcohort

<5%
n (%)ƚ

5-year CVD risk strata*
5-9%
10-14%
n(%ƚ)
n (%)ƚ

≥15%
n(%)

2 181 147
(96.9%)#
1 033 851
(47.4%)
1 147 297
(52.6%)

1 635 075
(75.0%)
692 631
(42.4%)
942 444
(57.6%)

317 730
(14.6%)
177 249
(55.8%)
140 484
(44.2%)

130 191
(6.0%)
87 084
(66.9%)
43 107
(33.1%)

265 368
(12.2%)
584 403
(26.8%)
601 608
(27.6%)
451 428
(20.7%)
278 340
(12.8%)

264 777
(16.2%)
575 997
(35.2%)
535 233
(32.7%)
229 443
(14.0%)
29 625
(1.8%)

576
(0.2%)
7 176
(2.3%)
53 532
(16.8%)
158 769
(50.0%)
97 677
(30.7%)

15
(0%)
1 191
(0.9%)
10 272
(7.9%)
43 773
(33.6%)
74 940
(57.6%)

1 502 217
(68.9%)
261 066
(12.0%)
113 628
(5.2%)
74 460
(3.4%)
229 779
(10.5%)

1 101 804
(67.4%)
178347
(10.9%)
81 168
(5.0%)
57 501
(3.5%)
216 252
(13.2%)

239 445
(75.4%)
41 070
(12.9%)
15 387
(4.8%)
9 066
(2.9%)
12 762
(4.0%)

98 550
(75.7%)
18 063
(13.9%)
8 433
(6.5%)
4 398
(3.4%)
747
(0.6%)

62 418
(63.6%)
23 580
(24.0%)
8 640
(8.8%)
3 498
(3.6%)
15
(0%)

495 150
(22.7%)
466 101
(21.4%)
435 291
(20.0%)
406 950
(18.7%)
377 652
(17.3%)

395 880
(24.2%)
362 916
(22.2%)
328 470
(20.1%)
292 752
(17.9%)
255 051
(15.6%)

66 552
(20.9%)
65 163
(20.5%)
63 018
(19.8%)
62 739
(19.7%)
60 261
(19.0%)

23 130
(17.8%)
24 555
(18.9%)
24 936
(19.2%)
27 270
(20.9%)
30 294
(23.3%)

9 585
(9.8%)
13 470
(13.7%)
18 864
(19.2%)
24 189
(24.6%)
32 046
(32.6%)

111 111
(5.1%)
16947
(0.8%)

21 633
(1.3%)
1 986
(0.1%)

31 041
(9.8%)
3 063
(1.0%)

26 763
(20.6%)
3 228
(2.5%)

31 671
(32.3%)
8 673
(8.8%)

1 404 468
(64.4%)
389 937
(17.9%)

1 081 377
(66.1%)
270 108
(16.5%)

189 825
(59.7%)
66 129
(20.8%)

76 356
(58.6%)
29 604
(22.7%)

56 910
(58.0%)
24 099
(24.6%)
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98 151
(4.5%)
76 887
(78.3%)
21 264
(21.7%)
S
39
(0%)
2 571
(2.6%)
19 443
(19.8%)
76 098
(77.5%)

Modified
Charlson
Comorbidity
Index

Rural/water

386 742
(17.7%)

283 590
(17.3%)

61 776
(19.4%)

24 231
(18.6%)

17 142
(17.5%)

0

2 115 903
(97.0%)
55 704
(2.6%)
9 540
(0.4%)

1 603 005
(98%)
27 378
(1.7%)
4 692
(0.3%)

302 577
(95.2%)
12 816
(4.0%)
2 340
(0.7%)

121 491
(93.3%)
7 446
(5.7%)
1 254
(1.0%)

88 833
(90.5%)
8 067
(8.2%)
1 254
(1.3%)

344 145
(15.8%)
235 998
(10.8%)
228 141
(10.5%)
151 677
(7%)
125 724
(5.8%)

89 229
(5.5%)
60 588
(3.7%)
58 386
(3.6%)
18 696
(1.1%)
15 456
(0.9%)

113 517
(35.7%)
70 554
(22.2%)
68 097
(21.4%)
46 239
(14.6%)
29 652
(9.3%)

72 693
(55.8%)
50 898
(39.1%)
49 194
(37.8%)
40 305
(31.0%)
33 249
(25.5%)

68 706
(70.0%)
53 958
(55.0%)
52 464
(53.5%)
46 437
(47.3%)
47 367
(48.3%)

10 809
(0.5%)
16 830
(0.8%)
67 986
(3.1%)

3 816
(0.2%)
5 829
(0.4%)
53 238
(3.3%)

2 730
(0.9%)
4 509
(1.4%)
8 733
(2.7%)

1 899
(1.5%)
3 015
(2.3%)
3 450
(2.6%)

2 361
(2.4%)
3 480
(3.5%)
2 565
(2.6%)

1-2
>3

BPL
LL
Baseline
Cardiovascular
Medications

Statins
BPL and LL
Antiplatelet/Anticoagulants

All-cause death
Follow-up

CVD hospitalisation
Left NZ for >1/2 of one or
more 6-month periods

Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; LL, lipid-lowering medications; S, suppressed counts based
on ≤6 people
* Ten-year risk is approximately double 5-year risk (e.g. ≥15% 5-year risk is about equivalent to ≥30% 10-year
risk)
ƚ Column percentages are presented except for the total
# 96.9% was calculated using the total study population (i.e. n=2 250 201) as the denominator.
NOTE: All counts were randomly rounded to base three using the rules defined by Statistics New Zealand, and
proportions were based on the rounded counts. Therefore, the sum of individual counts may differ by a small
margin from the presented totals.
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Supplementary Table 28: Adjusted relative risks of CVD medication dispensing in all complete 6-month periods between 1 April 201331 March 2016 among people DISPENSED BASELINE MEDICATIONS with ≥3 complete 6-month follow-up periods (i.e. sustained
maintenance of baseline treatment (Chapter 10)

Baseline
Characteristic

Adjusted relative risk of sustained maintenance of baseline treatment (with 95% CI)
BPL

LL
<5%

5-9%

10-14%

≥15%

<5%

5-9%

10-14%

≥15%

0.95
(0.93,0.96)
Ref

0.90
(0.89,0.91)
Ref

1.01
(0.99,1.02)
Ref

1.01
(0.99,1.03)
Ref

0.95
(0.92,0.97)
Ref

0.92
(0.90,0.94)
Ref

0.93
(0.92,0.94)
Ref

0.96
(0.94,0.98)
Ref

0.94
(0.91,0.96)
Ref

0.99
(0.98,0.99)

1.02
(1.01,1.03)

0.99
(0.97,1.02)

0.97
(0.96,0.98)

0.96
(0.95,0.97)

1.01
(1.00,1.02)

0.94
(0.88,0.99)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)

1.02
(1.01,1.04)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

1.01
(0.99,1.02)

1.05
(1.04,1.05)

1.06
(1.05,1.07)

1.03
(1.02,1.04)

1.03
(1.02,1.04)

1.08
(1.07,1.09)

1.06
(1.05,1.07)

0.99
(0.99,1.01)

0.99
(0.96,1.01)

1.00
(0.99,1.02)

1.02
(1.00,1.03)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

0.99
(0.98,0.99)
0.97
(0.96,0.98)
0.95
(0.94,0.96)
0.91
(0.90,0.93)

0.99
(0.99,0.99)
0.98
(0.97,0.98)
0.97
(0.96,0.97)
0.92
(0.91,0.93)

0.99
(0.99,1.00)
0.99
(0.98,0.99)
0.96
(0.96,0.97)
0.94
(0.93,0.95)

1.01
(0.99,1.02)
1.00
(0.99,1.01)
0.99
(0.99,1.01)
0.97
(0.96,0.98)

0.97
(0.96,0.98)
0.94
(0.93,0.96)
0.92
(0.90,0.94)
0.87
(0.85,0.89)

0.97
(0.96,0.99)
0.95
(0.94,0.96)
0.93
(0.92,0.94)
0.88
(0.87,0.90)

0.98
(0.97,0.99)
0.96
(0.95,0.98)
0.94
(0.93,0.95)
0.92
(0.90,0.93)

0.99
(0.98,1.01)
0.98
(0.97,0.99)
0.98
(0.96,0.99)
0.95
(0.94,0.97)

0.98
(0.95,0.99)
0.95
(0.93,0.98)
0.95
(0.92,0.98)
0.92
(0.89,0.96)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)
0.97
(0.96,0.99)
0.98
(0.96,0.99)
0.93
(0.91,0.95)

0.99
(0.98,1.01)
0.98
(0.96,0.99)
0.96
(0.94,0.98)
0.95
(0.93,0.97)

1.01
(0.99,1.02)
0.99
(0.98,1.02)
0.99
(0.98,1.01)
0.97
(0.95,0.98)

<5%

5-9%

10-14%

0.87
(0.87,0.88)
Ref

0.94
(0.93,0.95)
Ref

0.96
(0.95,0.97)
Ref

0.98
(0.95,1.00)

0.99
(0.99,1.00)

Male

Ref

Female

1 (least
deprived
2

≥15%

Both BPL and LL

Age (years):
<55
55-64
65-74

Sex

3
4
5 (most
deprived)
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Baseline
Characteristic

Adjusted relative risk of sustained maintenance of baseline treatment (with 95% CI)
BPL
<5%

5-9%

10-14%

European

Ref

Ref

Ref

Māori

0.79
(0.77,0.81)
0.80
(0.77,0.83)
0.99
(0.97,1.01)
1.02
(1.01,1.03)

0.82
(0.81,0.83)
0.84
(0.83,0.86)
0.99
(0.98,1.00)
1.01
(0.99,1.02)

Ref

Both BPL and LL

LL
≥15%

<5%

5-9%

10-14%

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

0.86
(0.84,0.87)
0.89
(0.87,0.90)
0.98
(0.97,0.99)
1.01
(0.98,1.04)

0.93
(0.92,0.94)
0.92
(0.91,0.94)
0.98
(0.96,0.99)
1.06*
(1.05,1.08)

0.71
(0.68,0.75)
0.67
(0.63,0.71)
0.88
(0.85,0.90)
1.01
(0.99,1.03

0.77
(0.76,0.79)
0.80
(0.79,0.82)
0.96
(0.94,0.98)
1.08
(1.06,1.10)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

1.06
(1.05,1.08)

1.00
(0.99,1.01)

1.02
(1.01,1.02)

1.03
(1.02,1.04)

Ref
0.87
(0.77,0.98)

Ref
0.93
(0.90,0.96)

Ref
0.94
(0.92,0.96)

Ref

Ref

1.02
(1.01,1.03)
1.01
(1.00,1.02)

1.01
(1.00,1.02)
0.99
(0.90,1.00)

≥15%

≥15%

<5%

5-9%

10-14%

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

0.82
(0.80,0.84)
0.88
(0.81,0.90)
0.95
(0.94,0.97)
1.03
(0.99,1.08)

0.93
(0.92,0.94)
0.94
(0.92,0.95)
0.98
(0.96,1.00)
0.97*
(0.75,1.27)

0.74
(0.67,0.82)
0.68
(0.61,0.76)
0.94
(0.89,0.99)
1.01
(0.99,1.04)

0.82
(0.79,0.84)
0.85
(0.82,0.88)
0.98
(0.96,1.01)
1.01
(0.99,1.03)

0.86
(0.84,0.88)
0.90
(0.88,0.92)
0.98
(0.95,0.99)
0.99
(0.95,1.04)

0.94
(0.93,0.95)
0.95
(0.93,0.97)
0.98
(0.96,1.00)
1.06*
(0.83,1.36)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

1.13
(1.11,1.15)

1.03
(1.02,1.04)

1.04
(1.03,1.05)

1.06
(1.05,1.07)

1.06
(1.03,1.08)

1.05
(1.03,1.06)

1.05
(1.04,1.06)

1.06
(1.05,1.07)

Ref
1.00
(0.99,1.01)

Ref
1.03
(0.88,1.21)

Ref
0.93
(0.88,0.99)

Ref
0.94
(0.91,0.98)

Ref
1.00
(0.99,1.02)

Ref
0.87
(0.61,1.23)

Ref
0.97
(0.90,1.04)

Ref
0.96
(0.92,1.00)

Ref
1.01
(0.99,1.03)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

1.01
(1.00,1.01)
0.99
(0.99,1.01)

1.00
(0.99,1.01)
0.99
(0.99,1.00)

1.00
(0.99,1.02)
0.97
(0.95,0.98)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)
0.97
(0.96,0.98)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)
0.96
(0.95,0.97)

0.99
(0.99,1.00)
0.97
(0.96,0.98)

0.98
(0.95,1.01)
0.99
(0.97,1.02)

0.99
(0.98,1.01)
0.98
(0.97,0.99)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)
0.97
(0.95,0.98)

0.99
(0.98,1.00)
0.97
(0.96,0.99)

Ethnic group

Pacific
Indian
Other

Diabetes
No
Yes

Atrial
Fibrillation
No
Yes

Rural/urban
Major/large
urban
Small/medium
urban
Rural/water
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Baseline
Characteristic

Adjusted relative risk of sustained maintenance of baseline treatment (with 95% CI)
LL

BPL
<5%

5-9%

10-14%

≥15%

<5%

5-9%

Modified CCI
0
1-2

10-14%

≥15%

<5%

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.99
0.96
0.99
0.97
(0.97,1.02) (0.96,0.99) (0.97,0.99) (0.97,0.99) (0.97,1.04) (0.97,1.01) (0.94,0.98) (0.97,1.00) (0.93,1.03)
>3
0.91
0.95
0.92
0.94
1.01
0.96
0.97
0.92
0.93
(0.86,0.96) (0.93,0.98) (0.89,0.95) (0.91,0.97) (0.92,1.10) (0.91,1.01) (0.92,1.02) (0.88,0.96) (0.79,1.08)
Abbreviations: BPL, blood pressure-lowering medications; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; LL=lipid-lowering medications; Ref, reference group
*results were based on a denominator count of ≤20 people
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BPL+LL

5-9%

10-14%

Ref
0.98
(0.95,1.00)
0.95
(0.89,1.02)

Ref
0.96
(0.94,0.98)
0.95
(0.90,1.01)

≥15%

Ref
0.98
(0.96,0.99)
0.90
(0.86,0.95)

APPENDIX 5 – COLLABORATIONS AND CONTRIBUTION
TO OTHER THESES
The research collaborations resulting from the body of research presented in this thesis and
the contribution to other theses are summarised below.

1.

A collaboration with Professor Gunnar Gislason (Research Director, Danish Heart
Foundation) and Professors Jens Sondergaard and Jesper Bo Neilson (University of
Southern Denmark) was established to replicate the VARIANZ risk models using Danish
routinely collected data. To develop this collaboration and discuss progress, the
candidate visited Denmark with Professor Jackson in July 2016 and September 2019.
Professors Gislason, Sondergaard and Bo Neilson have also visited New Zealand at
various times during the completion of this thesis. To undertake preliminary work
required to develop the Danish equations Ms Jette Heberg (PhD candidate based at the
Danish Heart Foundation) spent two months in early 2017 at the School of Population
Health with the VIEW team, and Dr Lars Bruun Larson (postdoctoral Fellow with the
University of Southern Denmark) was based at School of Population Health between
Jan 2018 and November 2019. Daniel Christiansen, a PhD candidate with the Danish
Heart Foundation, has now developed preliminary Danish models and these models are
being finalised, validated and written up for publication.

2.

A collaboration with Professor Louisa Jorm and Dr Sebastiano Barbieri (University of
New South Wales) aimed to investigate whether machine learning methods can improve
traditional methods of risk model development using a VARIANZ national cohort and the
VARIANZ models as a comparator. Professor Jorm and Dr Barbieri visited New Zealand
in early 2019 and in December 2019 as part of this work. These analyses have been
written up and submitted to the BMJ for publication.
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3.

The candidate is a co-investigator and steering group member for a multidisciplinary
research programme led by Professor Jorm from the University of New South Wales.
This work aims to use routine mammograms from 54,000 women in the Australian
Lifepool Registry linked to routine administrative data to determine if breast arterial
calcification can improve CVD risk prediction for women. This research programme is
funding from the Australian Medical Research Future Fund and commenced in late
2020.

4.

A collaboration with Professor Haakon Meyer (University of Oslo) and Dr Kjersti
Rabanal examined the differences between South Asian and European risk factor
levels, assessed the performance of the Framingham equations for these two ethnic
groups and determined if BMI and deprivation indices were useful additional predictors.
This collaboration enabled the candidate to discuss model validation with international
collaborators as well as confirm the role of deprivation as a useful predictor of CVD.
Further analyses are planned with these Norwegian researchers to examine migrantspecific patterns of pharmacotherapy according to CVD risk in both countries using New
Zealand IDI data and Norwegian national health registers, thereby building on the
analyses presented in Chapter 10. The NORRISK2 CVD risk model433 developed by the
Norwegian researchers will also be validated using New Zealand data.

5.

A collaboration with Professor Nicola Dalbeth (University of Auckland and
Rheumatologist at Auckland City Hospital) and Dr Ken Cai (University of New South
Wales and Rheumatologist at Westmead Hospital, Sydney) demonstrated that gout is
an independent predictor of CVD. This study used a VARIANZ cohort of individuals
identified from Auckland and Northland linked to the Testsafe database with CVD risk
assigned using the VARIANZ equations. Dr Cai was based in Auckland during 2019 to
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undertake this work. Preliminary analyses were presented at the American College of
Rheumatology/Association of Rheumatology Physicians 2019 Annual Meeting in Atlanta
(USA) and a manuscript is currently being finalised.

6.

Professor Liam Smeeth and Dr Emily Herrett from the London School Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine Hygiene are collaborating with the candidate and other VIEW
colleagues to compare use of blood pressure lowering and lipid lowering treatment,
stratified by CVD risk in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. The candidate, together
with Professor Jackson, met with Professor Smeeth in London in 2016 and Dr Herrett
spent a few months with the VIEW group in Auckland during 2020.

7.

The candidate is a named co-investigator for an Health Research Council-funded
collaboration with VIEW colleagues and Dr Pei Gao, based at the Peking University
(Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics). This collaboration is in the process of
developing separate New Zealand and Chinese CVD, IHD and stroke risk prediction
models in patients with type 2 diabetes, using the New Zealand and Chinese cohorts.

8.

The candidate was the primary supervisor for the Master of Health Science dissertation
by Dr Hannah Cooper (Public Health Medicine Registrar) entitled “Cardiovascular risk
prediction in older adults: the importance of competing risks”. This work built upon the
sensitivity analyses carried out while developing the VARIANZ models that assessed if
competing risk of non-CVD death was important for CVD risk prediction among 30-74
year-olds, and also the analyses presented in Chapter 8 examining the performance of
the VARIANZ models in the elderly. Dr Cooper, with supervision from the candidate and
Associate Professor Sue Wells, generated standard Cox models and Fine-Gray
competing risk models using the same variables that were incorporated in the VARIANZ
models for 30-74 year-olds. She concluded that competing risk approaches provided
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more accurate risk estimates for older age groups and should be considered when
developing risk models for this population. This study has been published in the
International Journal of Epidemiology.

9.

The candidate advised Dr Mariam Parwaiz (Public Health Medicine Registrar) regarding
her Master of Public Health dissertation entitled ‘Cardiovascular risk profile of older
people in New Zealand’. This research was conducted using a VARIANZ 2010 national
cohort and has been written up as a manuscript for publication.

10. Dr Bridget Wilson (Public Health Medicine Registrar) undertook her Master of Public
Health dissertation entitled “Trends in Stroke Hospitalisations and Mortality in New
Zealand, 2005-2016” using VARIANZ datasets.

11. Dr Alex Brebner (Public Health Medicine Registrar) will undertake a Master of Public
Health dissertation that will develop VARIANZ-style sex-specific equations to predict
one-year risk of CVD among individuals who have had an ischaemic stroke. The
candidate is an advisor for this work that will commence in mid-2021.

12. The candidate is an advisor for the PhD being conducted by Ms Julie Winter-Smith
entitled ‘Epidemiology of cardiovascular disease among Pacific people in New Zealand’.
This work will be carried out using a VARIANZ-IDI 2013 cohort and one of the planned
studies will examine differences in Pacific-specific CVD risk assigned using the
VARIANZ equations.
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